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RECEIVE Murray. May Get Tubercular,Sanitarium Thru
John W. Clopton Resigns as County•SCOUTS
AWARDS BEFORE
J. Judge of Calloway Saturday, Dec. 7 DISTRICT COURT Work of Calloway Medical Society, Auxiliary
ESQ. D. M. POTTS
MAY SUCCEED HIM
TO COMPLETE TERM
Man Will Take Over
Position as Right-of-Way
Agent for the State

Murray

SUCCESSOR WILL BE
NAMED BY GOVERNOR
County Judge J. W.,Clopton annouriced Saturday afternoon that
lie had mailed his resignation as
judge of Calloway county to Gov.
Keen Johnson,
in order that
he
might be
might be free
to accept a position as rightof - way agent
for the State
of Kentucky,
with headquarters at Elizabethtown.
Judge Clopton's
resignation will become effective December 15.
"
.1 have enjoyed my relatioes
with the public in Calloway county,
and I sincerely trust they will ex.
tend every courtesy to my successor that they have accorded me."
Clepton stated. His successor will
hinv another year of the unexpired
term to serve, before election.
The Murray barrister also announced that *he had recommended
to Gov. Johnsen. Esq. D. M. Potts
as his successor. Action upon his
successor should come by the last
of the week, Clopton added.
Before becoming County Judge.
Clopton was connected with a number of Murray business firms, and
was on the road for several years
as a traveling salesman.
Since becoming County Judge.
Cloplon has headed every possible
asset toward one end--to develop
" Calloway county'e_ road systems.
and develop her r-seurces to the
fullest'extent. He has actively engaged in every move made to secure more good roads for the county, and has succeeded no little.
Heading the Calloway County
Pascal Court, ex".officio, Clopton has
aided in giving the taxpayers more
/or their money than most of his
predecessors.
Clopton said that he would not
move his family to Elizabethtown,
,but would continue to reside in the
"best city and county in the South"
. . Murray and Calloway.
.:.„
Calloway County Judge iota W.
Clopton. whose resignation from
the judgeship will become effective December 15, today expressed
his apperciation for the hearty cooperation' that citizens of this community have extended to him during his three years of public service here.
"In accepting the position of
Right-of-Way Agent for the State
Highway Department." Judge 'Clopton said, "I pledge to you my
whole-hearted efforts in improving the highways of Calloway
County and in assisting you in
every why possible".
Mr. Clopton said he regretted
-leaving the office of County Judge
before his term had expired, but
that he did so only because it of:
fered him a better oppentiabity to
serve his county and state.
"During my three years of service in this office, I have always
endeavored to do the fair, honorable thing. I have always striven
to be impartial and just in all my
decisions and I have always tried
to promote the best interest of this
county. I have been assureci that
in
the office of
my successor
County Judge will continue to carry out 'a constructive fiscal and
judicial policy iri keeping with
the fine traditions of this position",
'Judge Clopton told the press today.
_ Born October 28. 1879. Mr. Clop,
ton has led an active life, always
interested in the'• affairs of his fellowmen. He is theeson of Mr. and
Mrs. H. C: Clopton and lived for
nearly 20 years near Penny. He
attended the old Calloway Normal
College under the tutelage of Dr.
Rainey T. WelTs.
For several years he was in the
mercantile business, including a
traveling position with the BakerEcles Co. at Paducah. Later he
was in the produce business at
Murray for, 12 years.
In December, 1936, he was appointed by Governor Chandler to
srarYe one week as County Judge
to fill out the unexpired term of
the late E. P. Phillips. He assumed
his elected pcisition as Calloway
County Judge on January- 1, 1937.
As right-of-way agent, Judge
Clopton will have charge of Zone
1 with headquarters at Elizabethtown. lie intends, however, to
retain Murray as his home, he said
today.
"In my new job, I'm' going to be
ready at all times to cooperate
citizens of Calloway
the
with
County and if there is anything
I can do to help them, I will-be
only too glad to do it", he asserted.
•

. essIllte -

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Tomorrow, December 13, is the birthday of one whom we
all knew very well. I refer to Dr. J. W. Carr, the "grTind ole
man of Murray State College", Dr. Carr will be 81 years young.
He has been connected with the college since 1923, serving
as first president, then as Dean of the College. Orb agan as
President, again as Dean, and now as President Emeritus.We want to take thit: opportunity to wish for him the
happiest birthday yet. May he have many more. Again we
say, to the man who made Murray State what it is today,
"Happy Birthday, Dr. Carr".

Our Xmas Gift to You
Is a Two-For-One Idea
One
Two
Years
For
Dollar Is Ledger' MURRAY
& Times Present
Still continuing until Saturday.
January 4, is the big Ledger &
Times offer of a two-year subscription for one dollar—an _excellent
Christmas gift, or a chance to re-'
new your subscription to Kentucky's most progressive weekly
newspaper.
We do not like to boast—far
from it. But here are only a few
reasons why the Ledger & Times
ranks in the front of Western
Kentucky "every Thursday" newspapers, and in the vanguard of the
state's weeklies.
The Ledger & Times has more
space devoted to news of exclusively to Calloway County, and the
people of this locality than any
other paper. We bring you the
very latest in developments along
all fronts that will bey of interest
to the county. For example we
have an exclusive story concerning
the proposed . TB sanitarium for
Murray this week.
We have sports coverage unequalled by any other weekly, in
the state. Complete box scores of
all games, including all high school
in the Fourth District, and the.
lege and freshman games along
with pictures and the "inside
concerning the teams is presented
each week.
The Ledger & Times -boasts of
the fact that there are more names
and activities of county people
than in any other Weekly. Our
expert correspondents, dependable
through years of experience, give
their accounts in a unique and
Breezy reading
quaint manner.
can be counted upon from all the
columns.
All editorials appearing in this
newspaper are written in this
office—not "can.ied" or dictated,
but represent the cross-section of
This - newspaper
county.
this
prides itself in being a democratic
paper.
The Ledger di Times. each week,
has over a page of society, and
has a society editor, devoting her
exclusively
to the social
time
events in 'Murray and Calloway
County.
Then too—we have the largest
Kentucky.
Western
weekly
in
„Never do we rue leas than eight
pagneeesauring the past year we
averaged ten pages per issue—two
more than our nearest competitor.
The Ledger Si Times is proud of
the fact that advertisers consider
this newspaper the -best medium
to reach the public in this territory. As this is true, we weekly
have the greatest number of inches
of advertising.
Truly, our two-for-a-dollar offer
is worth every penny. One hundred and two issues for one dollar—less than a penny a paper.

Bill Slayden, Nat
Ryan Hughes Are
Called For Duty
Bill Slayden, young TVA attorney of Murray. and Nat Ryan
Hughes', lawyer, have been called
to duty for the United
States
under the defense acts now being
invoked they announced this week.
Slayden will leave for Washington, December 19 Or 20. to report for duty in' the military intelligence department.
Hughes' papers call for him to
report as Captain in the 64th
Cavalry, Fart Hays. Columbus, 6.,
on or before January 20.
Tentative orders for Dr. A. rOunt
Russell, college physician; Dr. Hal
tt
Houston. and Dr. C. J. Ity;
ovtt
it.
received, bu
have also been
be
ing definite has been lear'"Mr by
them as yet.

"The most enjoyable experience /
have had as county judge has been
the cooperation and confidence of
the people of this county", he con-

eluded.

STATE TO
SPONSOR DEBATE
TOURNEY HERE

34 Teams to Compete for
Trophies Now Held by
Ouachita, Ark.
COACH LA FOLLETTE
TO ENTER 10 TEAMS
Murray State College will sponsor its second annual Mid-Winter
Invitation Debate Tournament on
Saturday. December 14. when 34
teams from 12 colleges and universities will enter the first round of
debate at 9 a. m.
The auestion for debate': according to Prof. A. C. LaFollette, Murray forensic corer and director of
the tourney. is: Resolved that the
nations of the Western hemisphere
should form a permanent union.
Colleges and universities to be
represented include the following:
Hendrix College, Conway, . Ark;
Union University. Jackson, Tenn.;
Cumberland University, Lebanon,
enn.; Bethel College. McKenzie.
Tenn.: Morehead College. Morehead. Ky.; Eastern State Teachers
College, Richmond, Ky.; Berea College, Berea, Ky.: Arkansas State
College. •Jonesboro. Ark.; Paducah
Junior • College. Paducah.
Ky.;
Southwestern University, Memphis,
Tenn.; and Murray State College.
Winners of the tourney here last
year were Ouachita College of
Arkadelphia. Ark., and Arkansas
State of Jonesboro. Murray plans
to enter 10 teams in the meet.
At the 'close of" the tournament,
each team will have debated six
times and the teams with the best
records will be declared the winners. Hours set for the respective
rounds are 9 and,,10 a. m., and 1:30,
2:40, 3:50. and 5 p. m.
Judges for the contests will - be
the various coaches whose teams
are in the tourney and members of
the Murray College faculty. Each
debate will be presided over by a
chairman from one of the speech
classes here. The c
- hairman will
also serve as time-keeper.
Floyd Bryant, Lebanon Junction,
Ky., member of the Murray team
that won first place at the Jackson.
Tenn.. tournament last year, will
assist Mr. LaFollette with the meet.

Murrayan Wins
Honor In Texas
ABILENE, TEXAS., Dec. 12—
Harry Cotham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
B. B. Cotham, of Murray. 'won secAnd
place
in -extemporaneous
speaking division of Abilene Christian college's annual intramural
speech contest._
This contest, held last week, was
won by the junior class whieti
held 27 to 24 point advantage over
the seniors jig -the eight divisions.
Each-tall this event is staged to
give students an opportunity to
participate in speech work and to
find new members for the varsity speech squad. Only those who
have not lettered in speech are
eligible to participate.

Caplinger Speaks
To Rotary Club

Scouter 0. C. Wells Presides
Over Meeting Held Here
Monday Evening
JOE T. LOVETT IS
PRINCIPAL SPEAKER

Christmas Comes
With Addition of
More Gay Lights

Christmas has come to Murray!
Every evening at dusk the business
Boys Scouts of the Happy Val- district of this progressive little
ley District, including troops from town shines forth in a hundred difLivingston. Marshall, and Callo- ferent colore. The square seems
way counties, assembled in Mur- like one huge decorated room.
ray Monday night to participate in Lights of varied hues are strung
in an investiture before the Dis- around the Square and down the
Murray etreets running from the Square,
trict Court of Honor.
Troop No. 45 was host for the giving Murray a more Christmassy
meet at the First Christian Church. appearance than it has ever had.
The Young Business Men's Club
. With Scouter 0. C. Wells, chairis -sponsor of the project. They
man of the advancement commitcollected donations from various
tee, in charge, the following pro- 'firms throughout the business disgram was presented:
trict to help pay the cost of gracing
Organ
Prelude, Mrs. Franees his town with a cheerful Christmas
Coleman Johnson; Candle Lighting ppearance. •
Ceremony, led by Eagle Scout
Many more hundrees of feet of
Fred Wells and 12 Murray Scouts; lights are up this year than ever
members of the court and Scouts before. Additional lights have been
took their places following the strung on North Fourth, North
sounding of assembly by Bugler Fifth, South Fifth, between Fifth
Castle Parker, Murray; the audi- and Sixth on Main, and between
ence, led by Scout Charles Clark, Third and Fourth on Main.
repeated Allegiance to the Flag
and was followed by Scouter J. D.
Morrow. Benton. leading in prayer.
Scouter 0. C. Wells gave the
welcome address. He introduced
Graham. chairScouter Carman
man of the Happy Valley District,
who in turn introduced the various
chairmen and their respective committees.
Badges were presented as fol- Southeast Missouri St a te
lows: Second Class: Ralph Osborne,
Furnishes Opposition for
James
Beale
Kennedy.
Jack
Game December 14
Thompson, Ted Warfield, Billy
Cisco, Chas. Tully. Geo, Walker,
Rudell Thompson, .Charles Martin, UNIV. OF ARKANSAS
Jimmie Wilson, B. B. Dunn, Chas,
TO PLAY HERE DEC. 19
Walker, James Crawford. Wilson
Tully. Scouter Carman Graham
The lid On the 1940-41 cage seapresented the badges.
on for Murray State College's
First Class Scouts: Bill Pogue,
oroughbreds will be pried aside
Pat Crawford, and James Thompturday night at 8:15 in the colson. Scouter J. D. Morrow. Benge gymnasium with the veteran
ton, presented the badges.
outheast Missouri State Indians
Star Scouts:- Ted Lemons, Joe
dui able opposition.
Butterworth,- and Richard Hood, furnishing
Then on next Thursday night,
Scouter Max Hurt, Murray, conDecember 19, the Young Business
ducted the ceremony.
Men's Club of Murray is sponScouter A. F. Yancey. Murray. soring a garne
between
those
presented John Daniel Lovett awl perennial
ConferSouthwestern
awards.
Charles Clark with their
ence champions—the University of
First Aid: Henry Kirkland was Arkansas' Razorbacks.
given his First Aid recognition by
Prospects out West Main are exScouter Bob Long, Benton.
ceedingly • bright this season with
The. followinCTenderfoot Scouts veterans an dambitious sophomores
were recognized and were awarded filling the shining blue uniforms
their badges by their Scoutmasters: that Coach Carlisle Cutchin's coJack Miller. Roy Williams, Eugene horts will parade on the floor.
Cole. Glen Valentine. John Carter,
Captain Carl Steffin and DurBilly Adams, Tom Brandon, Lloyd ward "the Red" Culp will be at
Cornwell, Joe Brooks Prince. Carl the forwards; Bob Salmons at cenEvans, Frank Stribling, Charles ter; Leslie McKeel and Jack Haines
Smith, Robert Lauder, and Walter at guards, when the game opens.
Smalley.
Harold Kirkpatrick, Hy Grimmer,
The Rev. A. V. Havens, pastor Ermine Vincent are expected to
of the Murray Christian Church, get plenty of work, as they have
Scout Chaplain, and former mem- been especially impressive.
ber of the Murray Court of ReProbably the meet pleasant surview, gave two vocal selections.
prise of at lis the improved all
The principal speaker of the ev- around
play of Herschel Fehr,
ening was Joe T. Lovett, Murray, well-built
squadman,
Arkansas
adupon
the
who spoke briefly
who red-shirted last season. Fehr
vance Scouting has made during is a good shot, a great jumper, and
the 30 years' existence in America. a better than average defense man.
The speaker also summarized the
Other men out who may get in
splendid progress this organization the game Saturday night include
has made in Kentucl_ry_within the Harold Gish, Cart Foster, Haron
past 20 years. Mr. 'Lovett is a Wets, Joe Little, and Champ Rushformer -Scout and belonged to the ing.
first troop to be organized weSt of
The game is called at 8:15 for the
Louisville..
convenience
of
Referee "Baby"
Scout Fred Wells led the troops Deweese who is also workieg the
in the Scout benediction Which Hardin-Brewers game earlier in
was followed by Taps sounded by the evening. eA preliminary beCastle Parker.
tween Murray Tanning .School and
The church auditorium was dec- Wingo will start at 7 o'clock.
Lightof
orated to carry • out the
Scouting. A huge candle with its
flame pointing toward the word
"God", further carried out the
general scheme. The decorations
were under the direction of Everett
Jones, Murray Asisstant Scoutmaster., assited by Scoutmaster Ralph
L. S. Morton, specialist in marWear.
keting and grading tobacco, will
W. M. again explain to the farmers'and
Commissioner
District
Berry, Murray, and Filed Execu- tobacco growers of thia district the
tive Paul Sudlow, Mayfield, were methods used by the government
present for the 'meet. Members of tobacco inspectors in grading the
the Young `Business Men's Club, dark fired tobacco. He will speak
sponsor of the Murray troop, were and demonstrate his lecture at the
present and received recognition Little Chapel of the College, Wedfor its cooperation in general to nesday afternoon, December 18. at
Scouting.
1 o'clock.
'Mr. Morton is a specialist in
marketing and inspecting tobacco
in the Eastern Dark Fired District.

RACER CAGERS TO
OPEN NET SEASON
SATURDAY NIGHT

Children Can Expect No Toyland
Unless City and County Respond

+Ch,

Mrs. Garrett, M.0. Wrather,
Others Lead in Drive to
_ Secure Local Hospital
PENDING LEGISLATIVE
BILL PROVIDES FUNDS

Pictured above are members of tae Murray Fire Department who
are repairing and painting toys. They are, left to right, Lester Mofilt,
standing; Bill Smith and Aubra Seay.
Underprivileged children of Murray and Calloway county can expect
very little in the way of toys this Christmas, unless a final drive can
raise more toys, it was revealed by the Red Cross today.
The Fire Department, which is co-operating in painting and repairing toys for the underprivileged children, only have around 200 toys,
and they need at least 500. Anyone having toys that they might be able
to have re-painted and repaired—thus making some tot happy this
('hristmas—is urged to get in immediate touch with the Fire Department,
or the Murray Troop of Roy Scouts,
Scoutmaster Ralph Wear joined with other local officials in making
a last-minute, plea to allow Santa Claus to visit the honwe of those
underprivileged children.

J. N."Buddy"Ryan Bags 23 Coons
And a Wildcat to Set New Record
•
J. N. "Buddy" Ryan, reputed to
be the "master of hounds and
coons" of this section of the United
States, caused quite a bit of excitement here Monday morning
when he put on display his recent catch of 23 coons and a wild1
2 feet
cat. The wildcat was 4/
long and
weighed 27 pounds.
In
making this catch. "Buddy"
broke all his previous records and
set a new high for this section of
the country.
The Murray hunter, who has
followed dogs in both day and
since his early
night
hunting
school days,, was accompanied on
this five-day hunt by the Key
brothers, Homer, Hop, Jesse and
Elisha. The hunt carried them to
the big woods of the South where
and bred by
the dogs, trained
Ryan, treed approximately 150
times. "The timber in our hunting territory was unusually large.
and we were forced to leave many
coons because of the fate that we
were not able to climb these large
trees. We took only those easy
to get to," Buddy said.
Ryan has been a successful
hounds for
trained and breeder
many years and because of the
fact that he always returns from
his hunts with a huge catch, deg
authorities here believe he has ha
the best coon hounds in this section for, the past 22 years.

Morton To Explain Legion Will Hold
Tobacco Grading to First Meet of New
Calloway Farmers Year on January 2

Gay Times Planned
For Varsity Party

What Manager Frank Lancaster
is already predicting as "the best
Christmas free show we've ever
had" is due to come true Tuesday
morning. December 24. starting at
10 o'clock as all the underprivileged
children of this county will be honor gueSts of the management pf the
Varsity Theatre, its employes, and
the local Red Cross for the entertainment.
Through the courtesy of the district manager of Universal Films.
Inc.. the film will be furnished
gratis. Baby Sandy and Mischa
Auer, along with those two prime
favorites, Butch and Buddy, will
be featured in the show, while a
color cartoon will complete the
program.
Individual gifts in the form of
fruits, nuts, and candies are being
prepared by the local Red Cross.
and each child attending will receive one. ,

The Rotary Club held the regular meeting Thursday noon. December 5, at the National Hotel.
The program was under the direction of the International Service
Ashcraft,
Committee with Glen
c irman.
Mr. Ashcraft introdue
W. J. Caplinger who talked
on the °reign war situation, dwelling particularly on the probability
of what would happen in case of
a Germnn victory, or an English
victory.'
This week's program will 'be in
An 18-acre creek bottom field
charge of Ronald Chur(thill, chairman of the Club Service Commit- has been tile drained on Dr. W. M.
Brown's Whitley county farm.
tee,

Names Are Added
to Cover Crop Roll

The first meeting of the new
year of -1941 of Post No. 73, American Legion. will be held 'n the
Woman's Club House on 'Vine
street, January 2. at 7:00 p. m.
Every ex-service man of the
county is urged to attend this
meeting. A feature' of the program will be a discussion of laWe
and provisions which have been
enacted for the benefitef disabled
veterans and their dependents. A
round table session on these questions will be instructive and interesting to 'all.
The following ex-service men
have indicated their filief in the
American Legion by getting their
membership cards for the current
year:
L. E. Wyatt, Joe T. Lovett, E. C.
Bailey. Curtis Crouch, Noel Curd,
N. P. Hutson. A. E. Barnett, A. D.
Butterworth. R. M. Canon, Make
Erwin, M. H. Thompson, I. H.
Key, Clifton Key. F. B. Crouch.
R. H. Hood, W. B. Tolley, Otto
Swann. G. M. Thurman, H. E. Jenkins,
Max B. Hurt, Jesse J. Roberts.
Connie B. Ford, Stanley H. Futrell,
Walter Miles, Karl C. Frazee, W.
G. Miller. Herman Holland, R. W.
Churchill, George Hart,, Harry I.
Sledd, W. R Davis, Maynard Ragsdale, H. C. Underwood, Carl B.
Kingins, R. R. Allbritten,
P. B. Gholson, Joe V. Montgomery, H. T. Waldrop, Freeman
Fitts, Tom L. McElrath, Allen C.
Elewin
Wells.
Jerome Phillips,
Crawford, F. E. Crawford, L. L.
Dunn. T. 0. Bancum, J. E. Littleton. Richard A. Shell, Laymon
Denham, 0. B.
Neale, Charlie
•

Names added in the cover crop
honor Milt this w-Nk are: Ralph P.
White, Hazel; Clay Smith, Kirksey:
and Mitchell Story, Taylor's Store.
This makes a total of 1.176.5 acres
of cultivated land seeded for winter.
Anyone in the county' setding all
land plowed in 1940, except land
that is ovdrflow during the winter months, should report same to
the Extension Office that his name
may also be entered on the Honor
Roll. Names will be added to the
Honor Roll each Week as they are
reported to the county office and
will be reported in this paper.
CORRECTION
The Ledger & Times regrets that
it was in error last week in stating that the WPA sewing room
payroll was $116. The payroll was
actually $1016
We extend our
apologies for this error.

,a

•
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FLOYD, M'CORMACK
ARE ENCOURAGING
AS DRIVE MOVES ON

COPY FADED
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JET WILL SPEAK
TO TOMATO MART
ASSOCIATION HERE
Address Scheduled for Saturday Afternoon in
Court House
EFFORT FOR INCOME
FOR FARMERS IS AIM
C. D. Adams. president of Calloway County Vegetable and Fruit
Growers Association, has scheduled
a meeting at the Court House, Saturday. December 14. at 1 o'clock
for all its members and any other
interested persons.
Ivan Jett, direetor of Marketing
of the State Department of Agriculture at Frankfort, will explain
to thoegrowers present how they
May correct the weak part of the
system that they used last year,
which resulted in such low returns
to the growers. This direct marketing -system has met with tremendous success in other cooperatives
throughout the state and ft is being universally adopted by all because of the large increase in returns that it nets the growers.
Mr. Jett will not only explain
this system to the Calloway County growers but will also help them
put it into effect, if they desire
to grow tomatoes during 1941.
It is going to be necessary for
to find some
Calloway farmers
other source of income, since the
tobacco acreage will be so reduced
that another cash crop will be
necessary and tomatoes or some
other product may be the answer.
Mr. Jett, before, his appointment
to the Department of Agriculture,
was selected as the outstanding
Smith-Hughes instructor in the
nation. His speech is expected to
be both entertaining and informative.
W. H. Brooks, Training School
every
head, urges
agricultural
farmer that is a member of any
co-op to attend the meeting.
MRS. M. 0. CROUCH REMAINS
VERY ILL AT LYNN GROVE
Mrs. M. 0. Crouch (Miss Matti&
Crouch, who has been a patient
at the Keys-Houstim Clinic, remains seriously ill at her home in
Lynn Grove. She is the mother
of Fleetwood and Gordon Crouch,
owners and operators of the Lynn
Grove Milling Co.. and Mrs. Luther
Parks is a daughter.

Turnb-ow. John F. Kelley, Hugh
G. Gingles.'W. H. Miller. Devoe G.
Reid, Charlie L. Williamson.
Hubert Hendon, Carlos W. Morton, B. I. Shackleford, Darwin N.
White, R. G. Fair, W. Z. Carter,
W. R. Pitman, Otis L. Eldridge,
Flournoy Parker, W. L. Cunningham, Harmon A. Jones, R. A. Erwin, R. B. Moore, H. G. Heissler,
Hugh 7d. McElrath, W. A. Thompson, W. J. Gipson, E. S. Diuguid.

The Ledger & Times learned exclusively Wednesday afternoon that
Murray and Calloway County may
be the site of one of the two tubercular sanitariums in Kentucky,
to be built by the United States
government, pending the passage of
an act now in the hands of the InForeign Commerce
terstate and
Committee in Washington.
Calloway County ranks high in.
the United States in the number
of deaths caused by tuberculosis.
One hundred ten persons out of
every 100,000 persons that die in
this county die from this infectious disease, Dr. John B. Floyd,
director 6f the Bureau of Tuberculosis, in the State Department of.
Health, revealed.
Dr. A. T. McCormack, iligh governmental health director, in •a
letter addressed to Mrs. E. L. Garrett, one of the leaders of the drive
to curb Tuberculosis in Calloway
County, said that two weeks ago
he submitted figures to the Nation's Capitol for the establishment
of two sanitariums for active tubercular cases—one to be located
in eastern Kentucky and one in
Western Kentucky.
"It will be necessary for the
citizens of your locality", the letter read, "to contact Mr. Gregory,
or other influential friends of
yours in the House of Representatives, and work through them".
He also reiterated that it would
only be through the pulling together of the local officials in a drive
to secure this project could the
sanitarium be placed in Murray.
Dr. Floyd, here in charge of a
TB clinic this week, praised the
work being done by the Calloway
County Tuberculosis Association,
under M. 0. Wrather, the Auxiliary, under Mrs. Garrett, and the
Medical Society of this county.
"Their work in getting this county 'tuberculosis conscious' and in
aiding in raising funds for the
300 x-rays now being made is inestimitable."
He also added that it would take
more than a little work to get this
proposed bill through, as all hands
and eyes are now being turned
toward National Defense works.
"If we cannot fight TB in this
way, then the people of Kentucky
should band together. and pass
in its state legislature a bill to
provide money for such institutions
as the one that Calloway County
now is hoping to get."

Bundlis_aFor Britain
Organized In Murray
Murray, this week joined the
growing roll of American cities
and towns where branches of
Bundles for Britain are in operation. News of the formation of a
Murray branch was released at the
New York headquarters of Bundles
for Britain. Incorporated, by Mrs.
Wales Lathannatnational president.
The Murray organ:rai.ion is the
outcome of a meeting which was
held last month at the: home .of
Mrs. George Hart and was attended
by representatives from the varie
ous church organizations of the
town.
The following officers have been
chosen: Mrs. R. M. Pollard. president:- Mrs. A. F. Doran, vice-pt4sident; Mrs. Price Lassiter. secretary: Mrs. Rue Beale. treasurer.
The Murray branch,of the organization plans ta- sponsor soon after
the holidays some form of entertainment in which local 'talent will
be used and. which will appeal to
everyone.
Bundles For Britain. - Incorporated, was formed last December by
Mre. Latham. New York society
woman, to supply woolen clothing,
surgical and medical instruments.
ambulances and similar necessities
to the war-stricken people of Great
Britain. The organization now
has over 300 branches scattered
across the country. and enrolls an
average of 20 branches a week. The
Murray branch is one of these.

Marriage License
Marriage licenses have been issued to the following:
Connie Steel and Letretta Baud=.
Edward B. Nickels and Earline
Brookshire. Paris, Tenn .
William Earle Daily and Inez
Phillips, Warren 0., and Hardin,
Ky.
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Lynn-Grove High School Students Write
Themes on "What Is- Democracy?"
Lynn Grove P-TA. using "Education for Democracy- as their
theme for the year's work, recently requested students of the Lynn
Grote School to write their opinions oil 0"What is Democracy?
_The following three papers written by Miss Maurita Morris, sophomore, John Tinsley, and Irene
Wright. sophomore, were chosen
Ii winners by Supt. T. C. Arnett.
They appear in order of first, second and third place winner:
WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
By Maurits Morris
To go to one who is considered
a present day authority we ask
Mr. Webster
definition of
his
democracy which he gives as "a
government administered by the
people." Even to make it more
forceful, we use the words of Abraham Lincoln in his famous Gettysburg Address: "A government
of the people, by the people and
for- the people." In the Virginia
Bill of Rights we find it this way:
Is vested in and confrom,
derived
-sequently
the
People." "Even in the days of ancient Athens we know that their
"pure democracy," as it is called,
was based upon the people. Joseph W. Folk says, "The people can
have a government as good as
they themselves make it or as bad
as they suffer it to become."
In other words, the people are
such a predominant factor in a
democracy that if they are good
the democracy will be good and if
the people are bad the democracy
Will be bad.
Lyman
Abbott
•
Strongly expressed his opinion of
the relation of men to a great
nation in these words. "A nation is
made great, not by its fruitful
Bert's. but by the men who cultivate them; not by its great forests,
but by the men who use them; not
by its mines, but by the men who
Work in them; not by its railways,
but by the men who run them."
Amnica has always been a great
land, even when Columbus discovered it, but the American people
through the use pf a democratic
form of government have made
It a, greater nation.
Any government is as much a
democracy as is shown by the degree to which all citizens share
In its control. To point out one
. example of a democratic nation we
• ?t—naturally and rightfully
point out our own nation, the
United States of America.

1

WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
By John Tinsley
The Presidential System
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OF PADUCAH

S. Pleasant Grove
There will be a Sunday School
rally at the Hazel auditorium on
Sunday. December 22, sponsored
by the FiTlia charge. There will
be Christmas carols, talks, special
music. The public is invited. It
is expected that a loud speaker
will be intsalled for the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beaman,
after attending Sunday School last
Sunday morning at the Murray
Baptist church, accompanied by
their son. Harold Graves, and
Zelner Hale, were dinner guests
of their uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. John McPherson.
Several from this community attended the funeral services for Mrs.
Fanny Smotherman Underwood at
Hazel, Tuersday of last week. This
aged mother, who in health found
joy in praising her Savior, when
nearing the end of her journey
shouted praises to her Lord.
Sue, _the little daughter of Mr.
ana Mrs. Bura Waldrop, is improving from a throat ailment.
Miss ha Nell Nesbitt, Hazel,
Route 3, was a guest of Misses
Thelma and Dorothy Dean McPherson Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ellis returned last week to their home at
Washington. D. C., after several
days' visit with their mother. Mrs.
Hartie Ellis, and other relatives.
John Erwin made a business
trip to Jones Mill, Tenn., Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd and
children, Hazel Lee and Nancy
Marie, were recent visitors of their
parents and grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd of near Belle City.
Junior Boyd was a week-end
visitor of Dennis Boyd, Roy Waters. and Rudolph Paschall, He attended church services at Sinking Spring church Sunday with the
latter.
.•
—
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Turner, of
Paris, visited their cousins, Misses
Harriet Pope, and Jim and Bob
Erwin, Swiday.
One of ihe greatest praise chapters of the Bible is 117 Psalm. It
has only two verses.
Why not
memorize it?
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Charlton,
of near Puryear, and sister, Mrs.
Daisy Ellis. visited their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. John Charlton, and
sister. Mrs. Herman Lassiter and
family Wednesday. During the
afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Charlton visited their daughter,
Mrs. James Kelso, of near Harris
Grove.
Bro. Alvah Moore will fill his
appointment at Pleasant Grove
church next Sunday morning at
11 o'clock.
Miss Mona Morris, of near
Story's Chapel, spent several days
with his sister,- Mrs. Dwight Jones
and family.
The Jones family
moved last week to the Bert Wilson farm, near Taylor's store.
The Boy Scouts set a good example
in trying to each
day
lighten another's burden.
Such
ideals are to be commended. May
the good Lord help them tea continue such in all their years.

Democracy is a method of government that is formed by the
people for the people.
This form is used by the people
that wish to live in peace and
happiness.
Democracy is opposite totalitarianism in form of government
which is dictated by a dictator.
All individual within age has
a chance to vote or select any person that he feels has the qualification for any political job. ,
. It gives to all of its citizens
within its boundaries freedom of
speech and liberty.
It is in a land in which women
are equal to men and all races
have equal rights and liberties.
The people have a right to estabChristmas at the First Presbylish any law that is considered terian Church will be celebrated
by the Supreme Courtto be con- with the high service next Sunday
stitutional.
morning at 1:00 a. m., Rev. Leon
A. Marine, Jr., pastor announced
this morning.
t WHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
The
minister will preach on
By Irene Wright
"Seekers in the Night". Music by
the Westminster choir will inDemocracy originally meant "A
clude "In Dulci Jubilo" by Peargovernment by the people.- Absall. The soprano soloist will be
raham Lincoldn, in his famous
Miss Ruth Hepburn who will sing
Gettysburg Address, put it this
"He Shall Feed His Flock". by
Way- "A government of the people,
Handel. The prelude. "Cantique
by the people, and for the people."
de Noel- and postlude. "HalleluA -pure democracy- provides an
jah Chorus" will be given by Miss
assembly of all the voters to make
Marjorie Palmquist, director of
"1116. laws, elect and instruct officials
music.
and to decide problems of pubIn the evening. the Christmas
lic welfare.
be
To the Greeks of Athens. the candle light choral service
sung at 7 o'clock. The soloists
term "people" meant the citizens,
will be Robert Arnoldi, tenor. and
or those persons who had the
Miss Ruth - Hepburn, soprano, acright to vote in their great assemcompanied
tty Clair R. McGavern.
bly. Out it included many others.
The evening program is as fola
implies
definition
Lincoln's
lows:
broader meaning, that of including
In Dulci Jubilo, Pearsall; Gladeveryone within the boundaires of
the county. --That is the mean- some Radiance, Taylor; ,Jesu Bambino; Cherubim Song. Tcherepnin;
ing we now apply to it. Our
among
democracy includes
the When the Sun Had Sunk to Rest,
people, or citizens, not only those Old English Song; So How a Rose,
who can vote, but those who can- Praetorius; Voice Of the Christ
Child, Mary M. Hepburn. The song
not, such as. children, aliens, and
those who have lost the right to was composed . by the mother of
the soprano soloist', Mary M. Hepvote.
burn, of Chicago.i This is the first
presentation of this song- in MurWHAT IS DEMOCRACY?
ray 1.
Glory to that Newborn
King,
Negro Spiritual Song; Three
What is Democracy? I'd like to
Ships, Gretchaninoff.
know,
You hear it in the pulpit, on the
street,
In fact you hear it every where
you go.

the quality store of fine fashions

Announce Their Great

Here's the event every woman ikWestern Kentucky has been looking forward to . . . our
We are almost ready to move into our beautiful new store,

once-in-a-lifetime removal sale.

and in celebration of this great occasion we are offering some of the most outstanding values
you have ever seen. Make your plans right now to attend this greatest of value giving events.
Here's a break your Christmas budget will appreciate

A Timely
MR. H. L. ROSENBERG

Of Quality FURS
5900ANDu,

noted New York furrier, will be here to advise you
on the selection of your coat.

More than $25,000 worth of prime pelts
featuring advance -styles and high fashion details.

Included in this vast selection of fine furs are:
• Persian Lamb

• Caracul
Mink
and Sable dyed muskrat • Natural & London dyed squirrel
•
• Hudson Seal
• gaby Leopard

SPECIAL GROUP AT

13500

Presbyterian Church
to Have Christmas
Service Sunday A.M.

Regular 200.00 Values
Rrirna caracul with matching hat.
Hudson Seal dyed muskrat by Hollander.
Russian Civet cat with matching hat.
Minnesota dyed skunk great coat with hat.
Oppossum dyed raccoon- •

SPECIAL GROUP AT

15900
Sale of
Better Hats

Murray Circuit

Regular
150.00 Value

Regular 225.00 Values
94.4„

Natural Siberian grey squirrel (32" length)
with matching hat.
London dyed sable squirrel (28" length)
with matching hat.

This fine collection of better hate includes all types ..
medium brims, turbans, berets and off-the-face stylei.
Choose your favorite from velours and fur felts in all
the colors popular this season.

Baby Leopard paw chubby
with matching hat and muffs

Now Only .

Fur Showing ... 2nd Floor

9500
s
.

Make your dollars do dOuble duty during this outstanding
3

Jane Todd Crawford
Day Will Be Feted
Here By Physicians

We know' Democracy isn't greed
and hate.
Jane Todd Crawford Day, a day
Some say its is equality and freededicated to the memory of a Kendom of speech.
One said, "Its what Germany tucky woman who was a pioneer
in the field:of medicine, will be
ain't."
celebrated Friday by Kentucky and
the entire South, it was announced.
The right definition is hard to
As their part in tne celebration
choose
the Calloway County Medical SoI will confess, but to me
ciety and Auxiliary will hold a
Democracy means unselfishness. luncheon in the
National, Hotel,
Mrs, E. L. Garrett said.
Recently Duff Thompson, wellknown central Kentuckian, donated
an acre and a hald to the state for
the erectiOn of a memorial to this
gracious lady. Already the trail
leading from the Crawford home
H. I,. Lax, Pastor
to that of Dr. Ephriam McDowell,
The pastor will preach at Lynn of Danville, has been beautified by
Grove next Sunday at 11 a. m. and the varoius medical associations.
at Goshen at 6:45 p. m. Church Trees, flowers, and shrubbery have
school at each church at 10 a. m. been used throughout the length of
Young peoples meeting at Lynn the road to decorate and make attractive this trail.
Grove at 6:30 p. m
Bible study at Goshen WednesMurray, the birthplace of Radio.
day at 7 p. m.

O. t

5

4915111.
(
)1..
1

350
Pairs

50 HATS

Quality Footwear
295

Values to 5'.00

Rhythm Step, Tweedies, Velray, Foot Rest, DuBarri

100

Choice
These are really remarkable values

Regular Values
to 9.75 "NOW

Your choice of pumps, straps and ties in brown, black, blue, wine
and combinationi All sizes available but not in every style.-

. don't overlook them.
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Thompson. Saturday.
Mrs. Jess Egner ann son. Buddy,
of Benton. were visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Strader, Tuesday,
Mrs. H. E Pentecost was in Paducah Saturday.
The „Calloway, County Lumber
Company force is attending sales
meeting in Paducah every MonGus Robertson and Charles V.'Farmer
.ght
day and Friday night.
Farmer spent last week-end in
Mrs. J.:
.
: visited her
Mr and Mrs. C. C. Hobbs and
Clarksville. Tenn.. on businesS.
husband .1. Ms
Ne last week- young daughter have moved to
Misses Myra Bagwell. Martha end.
Corinth. Miss.. where Mr. Hobbs
Churchill, and Sarah Jo Underhas been transferred to the Pickwood attended the High School ._ Miss Willie Owings is ill at her wick Dam.
press conference in Lexington last home with appendicitis.
• Mrs. Willard Davidson visited
week-end
her husband in Metropolis last
E. C Jones attended a meeting week-end.
of the secretary-treasurers of the
Mrs. Tom Banks, Sr.. Mrs Tom
Federal ,.and Bank of Louisville Banks. Jr
Mrs. Fleta Thomas
which was held in Paducah. Monand Mrs. Norman neatened
day. December 9. C. C Jonese H. were Tuesday shoppers in PaduT. Waldrop. Grady Miller. and Na- cah.
Men Charged
With
Seventeen
than Lassiter. directors of the CalMrs. A. 0 Woodsnattended the
Violations Of Federal
loway National Farm Loans As- Eastbine Star School in Louisvine
Securities Statutes
eociation were also invited.
last week.
Mrs. Arthur Farmer will leave
Elam
The follewing were shopping in
Huddleston, 53. former
this week for Richmond, Va.. where Paducah last Tuesday: Dr. and Kentueky state treasurer, and four
she will visit Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Mrs. Hugh McElrath. Prof. and other men have been indicted on
Noel.
Mrs. W. E. Derryberry. Mrs. Lu- charge; of 17 violations of federal
Pat Wear, teacher of political ther. :Robertson. Miss
Rebecca statutes relating to securities sales.
science and journalism in the Robertson. Mrs. Luther Jackson.
Huddleston
was arrested
in
Lone Oak School system. was the Charlie . Farmer, and Min. A. D.
Louisville yesterday inti released
guest of relanees be-over
urder 151)00 -bOnd— pending arweek-epd.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Nash have raignment January 2'7.
M. C. Riley of Goals. Hershel pnrchased the new home of Prof.
Indicted with the former state
Riley and son of Munfordville. and Mrs. W. E. Derryberry and
official
were Robert Frederick
Mr and Mrs. Geo. Riley of Wick- will occupy it eiteetre the first of Neusch.
said by Federal District
liffe. Mr. and Mrs: L. W Luter of the year.
Attorney Eli Brown, III, to now
Akron. 0.. Mr. and Mrs. P. D L
nnMes R. M. Mason is spending, a be an inmate of the
Michigan state
ter of Mayfield, Herman Luter. few sciays with her daughter. Miss
penitentiary; Harold Vernon DuckMayfield,- were recent guests of Marilyn. who -Is attending North- ett, Calvert
City. Ky.: John CalMrs. W. A. Guthrie. Mrs. W C astern University at Evanston. houn
King. Winchester. and Enoch
Dunn. and Mrs. Effie Dunn and
Arden Osborne of Renville and
children of Penny
Trhe two-year old tieild' of Rupert Lexington. The four
men. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wrather. Walker of New Concord fell into a said, were
salesmen for HuddlesMurray Route 1. left Thursday tea kettle of boilin0 Water last ton's
brokerage business.
afternoon. December 5, for Arne- Saturday and suffered burn on
Duckett was arrested Tuesday
rillo. Tex.. where they will spend his hands and feet
and released under $3.000 bond.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. William Lee. Paris, King and Osborne.
the winter with their son. Prenthe district attice Wrather and family. Both spent the week-end .with friends torney said, are
still at large.
Mr. and Mrs. Wrather. who are in and relatives here.
.Duckett was arraigned before
Miss Pattie Barnett of Paducah U. S. Commiseioner
ill health, will be under the care
E. Palmer
of the former's brother. DT, J. R. is the house guest this week of James,
in Paducah. and released ,11%
Mr..and Mrs. Alton Barnett.
Wrather of that city.
$3,000 bond pending a hearing beHarry Jenkins is in Flemings- fore
Miss Roselle Hargis spent last
James on December 20.)
-week with Mr and Mrs. Clyde burg. Ky.
. this week, where he is
The _indictment, covering 68
Dunn in Mayfield
inspecting the plumbing and heat- pages. hated
13 charges of use of
Billy Boone has returned to ing on a high. school building be- the
mails to defraud, three counts
Elizabethtown where he will as- ing completed there.
of alleged violations of the SeMr. and Mrs. Fiord Elkins of curities and
sist his brother. Walter Boone. in
Exchange Act and one
Citncord are the parents of a 7ie conspiracy
his cleaning establishment there.
count.
Elmus Beale spent Monday and pound daughter. Brenda Joyce.
Tuesday in Louisville on business who was bores Fridayi—.December
Mrs. L. W Lennox and son. Jon, 6. at their home.. .
Money to Barn
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones.
were.seaguests ..of relatiyes.
Burning money for the dead is in
North Fifth Street. are the parents
in Paducah.
Irvin McCuiston, of New Con- of a daughter. Wylene Owen. who ancient custom of the Chinese. They
cord, suffered severe burns from was born on December 5 at the believe that there 'are millions of
boiling water last Friday on his Keys-Hnusten Clinic
souls in purgatory who have served
foot and leg. which necessitated
Mrs R. C. Butterworth cf. May- their allotted time there and if they
medical treatment
field spent several days the past can lay their har.ds on the right
Mrs. J. I. Hasick of Dawson week with her sister. Mrs. Tom arnotiet of cash, they can buy their
Springs spent several days this Whamn.
way back to this world.
week with her sisters. Misses CapJames Bishop of Meridian. Miss.
When death has occurred for a
pie and Betty Beale
was - the wmk-end guest of his relative, the body
is laid out on a
Mrs. W. E. King of Memphis is parents. Mr. and Mrs .0 A. Bishop
the house guest of Miss Reubie
Miss Maty .Shipley spent several_ great wooden board supported at
Wear.
days the first of the week with either end by stools. Before this
Mr. aro ,Mrs.. Carroll Lassiter are. Mrs. Clarice Bradley in Paducah. bier a sroall altar full of burning
,movine skis week to their recently
Mr ad Min. 0 T. Venable. Mc- coals is Teemed and from time to
conammted_home or. Poplar street. 'Fe:inn 'Venable and Miss Lattie time small packets of "hell money"
Miss Annie Lee Gin was the Venable if
Mrs W. A. are thrown onto these coals. Latter house guest of Miss Mamry Martha Palmer. Jr
and daughter,. Pa- amounts are put into a special
of Kirksey. Mr and Mrs. trunk and padlocked so it cannot be
Will Brown Venable of Mayfield opened in the next world by tutwere -guests Sunday of the former's aetherized spirits. The dead, arrivson. 'Keith Venable and Mrs. Ven- ing in the next world with this
able of Hopinnevele. They were -hell money," are supposed to
lean
joined by Clough Venable and the money
to spirits waiting to reOur services include
Miss DorethY Capper of Louisville.
In this way, they
Dr. Rainey T. Wells. former pres. turn to this earth.
the use of an exclusive
!dent and founder of Murray State then will have good luck when their
ambulance. never used
College. Seem Wells and his daugh- time comes and can borrow enough
or. Camille, Who have been visit- money to come back.
in connection ,A ith funne Murray for the past two
erals, and is subject to
weeks, have returned to Omaha.
Psychometers Reveal Reactions
Mr. and Mrs. R. 'L. Wilcox,
your call at any time,
The movie people have discovered
Dyersburg. Tenn.. were the guests
day or night, at very
;if his father. R. H Wilcox. and a better way of testing audience
sister.
Miss Effie Wilcox. Sunday. reactions than by taking a questionreasollible prices, and
'Esc', Gunter -has returned naire poll, so watch out. They're
ale aye in the hands of
from 'Mayfield where she Was a doing it now with psychcimeters, inpatient in thn hosnital there.
courteous and experistrurnents which measure directly
Mreeasel Mrs. Hugis Farris and the emotional tension or relaxation
enced drivers. We obey
a re Billy Joe. spent the weekof arty subject when watching cerndnarth her mother. Mrs. Netuna
all the taus of the state
tain types of pictures.
Vance. and family, of Hazel
board in the operation
Here's the first statement -from
Mr. and Mrs. W. A,
of our ambulance.
Cceeellan
were the guests of Mrs. Preston Warners—sea stories are ideal. for
Ta,ylor ne Buchanan last week-end. hot weather, very cooling. Newsreel
Juhnny Hughes Noble Hughes shots dealing with the current war
Sincerely,
* give the greatest heat reaction.
sod Lake Hale who are
werkine
Leuiseein melted 'their -wives Women show great excitement oyer
eed reiateste in Murray last week- love scenes: men do not That situtr. H. Churchill
.
nd
.
ation is reversed on adventure
.
Funeral Home
Mr ar.d Mrs. Bond Lax and scenesn-the .men get very excited
eie
Telephone 7
eauehter Reeina. of near Pur- but the women just sit back and
Murray. -KT
register nothing.

I

Miss Ava Lee Wiliest, who his
quite sick at her borne in
West Hazel for the past three
Founded 115 Years Ago
weeks, is some better at this tune.
On July 4, 1825, a patriotic day for
Baptist missionary Society_
Mrs. Hazel Jenkins. Miss lebbie
another historic beginning, the BosHolds Meeting
James, Mrs. 0. B. Turnbew. Mem
ton and Sandwich glass factotr
Eva Perry, Mrs. Opal Scruggs, dad
turned out the first pot of glass in
, The Woman's Missionary Society Mrs. Dick Miller were in
Paris
its long and famous career.
of the Hazel Baptist Church held
Tuesday morning.
its regular meeting Tuesday, afterThe Sandwich factory was estabMrs. Charlie Armstrong was railnoon, December the ninth at 'twolished as a glass-blowing industry,
ed to Mayfield last Pride"' because
thirty o'clock.
but it was the pressed ware which
the serious
(laughfollowed several years later with a
Nine members were present and of
Mrs.' Zack Holmes, latto is in
smelling bottle, the first successful
the following program was pre- ter, Mayfield Hospital.
the
pressed article made in Sandwich
sented:
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray thi I as
and in America, which was to give
Topic: '-Pressing on Through their Monday dinner guest. Mr.
Sandwich glass its, real claim to disDifficulties". Hymn. "How Firm and Mrs. Hurtle Lamb, Mr end
tinction and the lace glass, the finest
a Foundation"; prayer, Mrs. Lela Mrs. U. S. Lamb and little th,
of the pressed type, the last touch
Wilson; devotional, "Looking Un- ter, Nancy.
of elegance.
to Jesus," was given by Mrs. Hazel
Miss Ruby Blakley was in Indus
Jenkins.
Lace glass had its origin in the
cah Monday afternoon shop,mg.
g.
Following the program. a short
Bro. I. N. Morgan filled hi
Sandwich factory around 1835 and
business meeting was conducted by ular monthly appointment
the
with the superior quality of its metal
the president, Mrs. 0. 8. Turnbow. Flint Baptist Church Saturdin and
which produced that brilliant silvery sheen never equaled by the
Those present were Mrs. Lela Sunday.
Charlie Armstrong and dnighWilson, Mrs. Garce Wilson. Miss
Sandwich competitors and the excelMae, and Mr
Gerthal
Libbie James, Mrs. Dick Miller, ter, Man
lence of its molds which made possiMrs. Hazel Jenkins, Mrs. Lucy Pat- and Mrs. Ben Patterson metered
ble the lacy pinpoint fineness of its
terson, Miss Eva Perry and Mrs. over to Mayfield Sunday after rmon
designs, it was the aristocrat of the
to visit Mrs. Zack Holmes, a" is
0. B. Turnbow.
glass family. Lead and potash used
Following the singing of "Joy a patient in the hospital thi
in its ingredients gave it that clear
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron e ere
to the World." Mrs. Grace Wilson
bell-like ring which distinguishes evin Trezevant, Tenn., Sunday to
gave the benediction.
ery piece of Sandwich with the exvisit Mrs. Torn Herron who is
ception of the snakeskin, where the
quite sick.
rough surfacing destroyed the resHazel %VMS Marks Week
Bro. K. G. Dunn. of Union City,
onance.
A unique and attractive way to make an electric range a really
Of Prayer
Tenn., was called to Hazel last
personal Christmas gift has been developed by the makers of one such
week to preach the funeral of Mrs.
The molding process was perfectThe Woman's Missionary Society Fannie Underwood.
.home appliance. The "personal" touch is accomplished with the use of
ed in the thirties and with the
a sterling silver medallion, engraved with the same of the receiver or of the Hazel Baptist Church met
F. Denham has returned home
pressed products superseding the
Friday, December 6, at the church from Memphis, Tenn.,
the words "Christmas 1940," attached permanently to the range. Such
where he
blown glass at this time, the designa memento carries out the sentimental aide of Christmas gift giving, for an all-dey meeting observing spent several weeks visiting
his
ing and constructing of these molds
dealers who are offering it declare, and permits selection of a worththe Week of Prayer for foreign
daughter, Mrs. Sans Garrett, and
was necessarily an important adwhile gift that actually is of a personal nature.
missions. Mrs. Grace Wilson was
Garrett.
Mr.
junct It took skill and originalitz
urnnargenrof the program.
Mrs. Novell° Hurt was in Paris
and considerable patience, especialA very interesting program with
Tuesday afternoon.
ly with the molds for the intricate
each member assisting Mrs. WilMrs. Gertie Grubbs and Miss
son was carried out. Hymn. "Joy
lace designs, sometimes representMaud Walker were in Paris !nonto the World"; Lottie Moon Christing months of craftsmanship for a
day.
mas offering; closing prayer, Mrs.
single specimen. Patterns were first
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Blackburn
Urging all farmers to increase which will lead the group in its Vaughn,
carved in wood, then cast in ironeor
of Paducah were in Ptazel Saturday
night,
brass or occasionally in graphite the amount of seed produced on discussion next Monday
to vi t friends.
Dohl Overcast and son, Dohl.
the farm, Mr. Parks. agriculture December 16. The'topic for disand steeL
rs. Marvin Jones were
Mr. a
teacher at Hazel High school, utged cunsion at that time will be "Feed- Jr., of Chinook, Montana, and R. in Paris sh
itsjt Monday.
all farmers interested in growing it and Grazing of Cattle." This L. Smotherman of Teresita. Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson
reps that will supplement tobacco is of great importance and every were Tuesday week dinner guests Farmington spent
day as the
Washington State Has
on the farm. attend the farm farmer interested in "getting into of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Overcast. guasts of
Mr., Anderson's brother,
meetings that are being conducted the money" other than through to- While here they were also guests Claud Anderson
6,000 Miles State Roads at the high school each Monday bacco, is cordially' invited to
and Mrs. Anderattend of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Overcast.
Thank Washington's pioneers for evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Clanton of son.
this meeting at the Hazel High
Mrs. James Lowell Littleton and
the finest highway system in the naIt has been found that most school, Monday night, December Murray visited in the home of Mrs. Claud Anderson were in
tion, ribboning the high, white farmers
Mrs. Bettie Clanton and Mr. and
must buy the seeds'which 15, at 7 o'clock, Mr. Parks said.
Murray
shopping Tuesday afterranges, cool green coast, and gold- are used on the farm. By proMrs. Owen Brandon over the
noon.
week-end.
en plains.
Mrs.
Clanton
will
reducing these seeds the farmer will
Mr. and Mrs. Zack Honnee anmain a few days longer to wait on
The settlers of the early fifties be able - to cut down his expense.
Mrs. Bettie Clanton who is con- nounce the birth of a daughter,
were the most road-minded individ- which results in more money in
Nancy Jane, December 7, at the
fined to her bed with illness.
uals that ever pioneered a wilder- his pocket. At the same time, ofMrs. Holmes
Edd Miller and daughter. Miss Mayfield hospital.
ness, and their sons and grandsons ficials of the meet said, it is possCelia, were in Murray last Sunday was formerly Miss Armstrong.
—and granddaughters, too—have ible to produce such seeds as tindaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
week and visited friends in the
carried on a policy and tradition 0th)'. red top. jap and clover seed
British troops stormed and capArmstrong of Hazel.
Mason Hospital.
that came with Washington's first for sale and results in a cash crop. tured Sidi Barrani—the strongest..
Mrs.
Cannon
Parks and Mrs.
eellir. and Mrs. Bob Braye-Mr. and
territorial governor, Isaac I. Ste- Not only is the farmer realizing a Italian base in Egypt—yesterday Mrs.
Claud Anderson were in Paris SatJames
Wilson
were
the
gu
surday,
vents, and the bearded men of the profit from any or all of these en- and rolled westward in armored of relatives .and
friends in and
terprises, but by breeding them he cars to occupy considerable addiSam Boyd Neely will return Defirst legislature.
around Paris Saturday evening.
getting
seeded
his
is
land
which
areae,
tional
general headquarters
Six thousand miles of cement and
Miss Edith Paschall is in Friend- cember 20 from the University of
perprovide,
pasture,
hay
which
or
announced
last
night.
surfaced highways cross and crissship. Tenn.. as the guest of rela- Kentucky to speed the Christmas
the growing of livestock, from
holidays with his parents, Mr.
Captured, said the official comcross the state now, but the major mits
, which he may realize extra money munique, were "a large number" tives and friends.
and Mrs. H. I. Neely.
arteries follow routes laid down at'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
C.
Warren
and
besides building up his farm.
Tom Turnbow, a student at the
of military prisoners, including son. L. C. Jr., of near Concord,
the very beginning of territorial gov, University of
Every farmer will agf4e that this three Fascist generels, who went spent a few days recently
Memphis. Tenn..
ernment.
with !, will
arrive December 18 to spend
It's called the world's most scenic , is a worthwhile practice, but the into British custody along with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
the holidays with his parents, Mr.
biggest problem is in getting them more than 6.000 prisoners of war Cole and family.
system, but the primary objective
to change their practice of farmMr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown. of and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow.
then, as now, was to get from one ; ing. It is obvious enough, mem- already taken.
The Itanans put up 'a stubborn Mayfield. and Mr. and Mrs. gate
part of the state to another as quick- bers of the group said, that we
azz2====zeasiammE
ly and easily as possible, and the must have something else to do resistance before the aritish final- Wilson of Paris, Tenn., were the
guests
ly
took
of
their
Sidi
Barrani
parents,
and
late
last
Mr.
and
reason it is scenic is because any- since we won't be as busy with our
where one goes in Washington there tobacco. Perhaps the yield per night, on a 200-mile square desert Mrs. A Wilson. Sunday
Miss Ruby Farley and Mrs. Sallie
battleground, fighting still was gois scenery of unmatched grandeur acre may mat be as great, but ing
on between isolated groups, St. John, of Murray, were the Both New & Used
and variety.
-neither is the labor requirement as with the Italians holding
guests
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
For Less
out desBack in the early fifties the fed- great and by increasing our acre- perately.- It iwas generally
be- W. E. Dick over the week-end.
Why Pay More?
of seeded crops it is possible lieved, however, that with
eral government did most of the
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Miller and
the
road building, and the first Washing- to offset the loss in the tobacco capture .of the base, the present sons Cyrus and Gene. and Mrs.
ton legislators probably set an all- acreage reduction and it is thought phase of operations is concluded Rosa Orr. spent Sunday in Brucetime record for asking congress for the benefits received will more satisfactorily for the British.
ton. Tenn.. as the guests of Mr. N. 13th ai Cairo Rd- Paducah. KY.
than balance the value of tobacco
roads.
,
,,, eimeasemmezeis=som
The fall of Sidi Barrani. the and Mrs. Dorris Orr and family.
produced).
not
'which
be
will
What Washington's lone delegate
greatest success yet reported in
previously,
mentioned
wps
As
in congress must have thought when
the spectacular British
sert ofBRONCHITIS - COLDS - ASTHMA - SINUS
all these resolutions, asking for hay and pasture is very closely fensive. and the continuing thrust
production,
livestock
to
related
Chiropractic will reduce your suffering, hasten your recovery
more than 1.006 miles of roads,'
of British mechanized units to the
and prevent complications that may result from your ailment.
west along the Mediterranean coast
poured in on him is not recorded,
Try chiropractic.
imperiled the entire Italian force
but he set to work and, in the main,
in Egypt.
he got them.
Troops Near Buqbuq
Bank of Murray Bldg.
CHIROPRACTOR
Phone 122
Just how far to the west this
steel spearhead had been driven
Compressed Air Powerful - Two 4-H Club boy$ of Calloway was not stated. At alrevents BritA gust of air, racing six times
faster than a tropical hurricane, county have turned in record books ish anvance forces *already have
been reported in occupation of
blew out an electric arc powerful giving the .report of their project areas
near Buqbuce which lies
enough to light for a moment all the for the year and bath boys found
sorne 35 miles west of Sidi Barrani
lamps in a city the size of Chicago, hybrid corn quite success. The toward the frontier of Italian Lireports follow:
in a demonstration in Pittsburgh.
Coleman—"Dads'
Zane
corn bya. and the next objective of the
Executives and engineers of eleccounter-invasion appeared to be
tric power, industrial and- transpor- yienneel 22 bushels per acre. lisn the important Fascist base of Setation companies from ".11 parts of 'brid Corn No. 72 yielded 35 bushels lum,
which
lies just
within
acre.
the country witnessed-the demon- per
fethattnes Gene Hutchens—"Dads" Egypt.
stration at an ErstPittsburghplante• corneyn4ldedn14ie bushels per acre.
Sidi Barrani is 70 miles inside
The' compressed air, under 150_ Hybiltr Corn Np. US 13 yielded the frontier and between -the point
pounds pressure and moving at- a 21 bushels pie? acre.
and the Italian divisions supportFurnace Blows Hot, Cold
ing it ;o the west a "%travell
A Baptist congregation in Kansas speed of 600 miles an hour, extire
wedge"—the men of General Sir
rety jammed two tons of ice into -guished an arc of lls million kiloThe Leslie_ County Farmers' Co- Archibald P. Wavell's Egyptian
volt-amperes
in
approximately
me church furnace to cool off.
command—has
been driven.
It cost $7 but lowered the tempera- 1420th of a second, leaving only a operative Associatton bought 10,*, ire lt degrees. Novus Reed, the puff of smoke in the place of the 000 pounds 2ff vetch and rye grass
It pays to read our Classifieds.
seed. once powerful arc.
EXTRA ROOMY, EXTRA COMFORTABLE
choirmaster, had Xiik idea. ,a•esai
The test, according to L. R. LudA six-foot fan in the fire chamber
EXTRA SMART
Inows heat during the winter through wig, maneger of the company'S air
two ducts opening in the auditori-. circuit breaker engineering departum. All the congregation did was ment. rerrresented the greatest
to unload the ice in the furnace amount of power ever interrupted
by a 15,000-volt commercial brisker
reem tind start the fan spinning.
operating in air.

Glass-Blowing Factory

Medallion Features Range Gift

HAZEL NEWS

been

illness og kir

Elam Huddleston
And Four Others
Indicted By U. S.

4

Farmers Attending Hazel Meet Find
Production of Seed May Prole Profitable

British Armored
Cars Roll Toward
Italian Strongholds

1

s

Our Service ...

AUCTION SALE
Household Furnishings - Antiques
COURT HOUSE YARD, SAT., DEC. 14, 1:30- p. m.
These articles may be seen any day before the
sale at 315 N. 4th St., between the hours
of 9:00 a. m. and 4:00 p. m.

MRS..J.R.OURY
5.

i.ir.
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A encultu:,-. Business is improvee. people are buying more dairy
preducte, and that-relationships between prices of dairy, products
and feene 'cotninues favorable.
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Yes, it not only looks
beautiful. it is easy tei operate and durible. five other
Corona models et
e

Kidneys Must
Clean OutAci s

ST A NDARD
MODEL.

KIRK A. POOL
Office Supplies & Equipment
505 W. Main St.
Phone 20
Murray,.Ky.
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W.E. DYE

DR. WALTER F. BAKER

4-Ifers Find Hybrid
Corn is Successful
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Crosses for Churches
The useof a cross to mark c}'.-:rch
buil:124s, though common in England, did not become general in tee
United States until after 1840. As a
rule the only external decoration
of a church, unless lightning rods
could be considered decorative, wait
Elliott: _county farmers are sell- the gilded ball, "weenier gane, or
ing hatchery eggs at 14 cents other ornament atop the steeple.
Most of the older churches'by 1840
had bells, but in a new parish it
might be some time before one could
be procured, and the joy aid pride
of the parishioners when it had last
been placed in the steeple and could
ring out its summons wag only a
little less than that which was felt
'at the completion of.the church itEv-ess arida, poitor-s and wasteg In your
tl ,
, ,c1 arc re mos,d cr..efly by your kidneys.
tie.::r4 up Nights, BL:ning Passages, Packr. /.
3c:-.4 Swollen Ankle,
tr.r.tic Pains, Myr-trees, C LtS tinder
aid feeling worn co.t. olten are caused be
Slot-Machine Substitute
r.on-ceganic end ten-e;st,min Sidney and
TDCPT•ved of his
lint, a
Bladder trre:e.les. Vrially In such cases, the
very first dose of 4. rstes goes right to work
storekeeper in Cbattanease, Tenn.,
helping the lild-fers flush cot excess acids
and wartes. Ard this cleansing, purifying
pot an ordinary cigar_ beic
a
indney action„VsList a day or so, may eas- hole In the top,, on his ceneters.eith
ily make you led younger. strenger and
Letter than In yrs'''. A printed guarantee
"Police
.
a sq,in reading:
t.
wrapped around- each package of Cystes Inmachine, please drop the xrak,ey you
sures an immedlate rotund of the full cost
ot.less sou are coinplekelv satisfied. You have Ttould have lost in here."
rsr r; long to can isnd Lotting to lose under
thla positive money back guarantee go get
Casks
druggl.:t todaY Tut Only 3f.c
it pan to read our Claselflode.
yr.ar

\4/

V#41
, ont. f

PIANOS

Scarcely any two people need exactly the same
insurance protection. Your needs.maY change
• within a few hours.
To get insurance that fits your.requirements—
that readily can be kept up-to-date—it will/
pay you to talk matters over with-us.. •

* STUDEBAKER w*
CHAMPION a
Saves you 10a7n to 25% on gas! Brings
you more when you trade it in!

COUPE PRICES

atoiN AT

New slip -stream torpedo I
bodies • Stratoliner-style i
interiors • Lower median-

As local .agents for strong capitalized insurmice companies, we can give you expert advice 'and service every day of the year.

ical upkeep • Restful /
riding • Easy handling • ,i

•

(Sample. Club Wes $730
fagengion Cr ui tins Sedan $770

Top allowance for your I
present car • C.I.T.terms I

Pr;<•• •41•e4v• D..,I ,

Frazee & Melugin

171:td17::17,1 S
t:
"6
:
.11.
‘"
1 a
to tN•ng• witheul et•tk•.

INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
Fire
itt•

Gatlin Bldg.
Bonding
Casualty
:
"It Does Make a Difference
Who Writes Your Insurance"

Miller-Pryor Motor Co.

PHONE 21

-••

MURRAY, KY.
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GIVE HER FURRED ACCESSORIES

PHONE 247, PLEASE
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COPY fur this page Mould be submitted not later than Tuesday
etterncien each week.
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Hazel Highway.
Bridge was played at three tables
with only members present. The
Friends apd neighbors gathered high score prize was
awarded Mrs_
the lium&of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Zelna Carter.
Barnett on South Eighth St. Sunday afternoon and surprised Mrs.
Lynn Grove Christian Service
Bettie Phillips, who was 76 years
Groups Hold Meeting
ybutig, with lovely and useful gifts
in honor of the occasion. Among
The Lynn Grove Women's Christhe 'Nests were members of her tian Service group met Friday
SunOS School class of the First afternoon with Mrs. Nix Harris
Methodist Church who presented who was leader.
the honoree with a beautiful put
The program follows:
plant_ .__
Sprig, "Are Ye Able."
Responsive Reading.
These who called and- 'sent gifts
Prayer.
were Mrs. Bon Cantef, Miss Rtith
"Investing
Our Heritage in SoCutehin, Min Pattie Barnett of
Pathilialli Miss Ruth Lassiter, Ed- cial Evangelism," was discussed by
die Hodges, Vannie Grogan, Ivason Mrs. Bunn Swann, Mrs. Joel CrawBoyd; Mrs. Jack Beale, Miss Lula ford, and Mrs. Carl Lockhart.
Mrs. Lax reported on Coach Day
Clayton Beale, Mrs. Albert Lassi•
ter. Mr, Ivan Futrell, Mrs. Pa- which was recently held at Paris,
tricia
Mrs. Bun Outland, Tenn.
Mrs. Gertie Story presided over
Mrs. J E: James, Miss Bea Purdum. Mrs. J. Cr Remits. MIS- Har- the business session_
A Christmas box will be sent to
Het Floyd. Mrs. Edna Willoughby, Mrs. T. 0. Turner. Mr. and Bethlehem Center at Memphis,
Mrs- C. M. Hood, Mrs. Daisy Hop- Tenn.
The next meeting will be with
kins, Mary Alice Hopkins, Mrs.
E. W. Roberts, Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, Mrs. Carl Lockhart January 10.
Rev. Lax pronounced the beneMss. J D. Hamilton, Mrs. E. P.
Phillips. 'Miss Emily Wear, Miss diction.
Oneida Wear, Miss Alice Waters.
Mrs. E A. Tucker, Mrs. C. A. Mr. And Mrs. Mason Thomas Are
Honored With Shower
Bishop. Mrs., Augustus. Phillips,
Mrs. Glen Coy. Mrs. J. W. Carr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Thomas
Mrs. fra Fox; Mrs. Rufus Saunders,
were honored with a honsehould
Anna Eva Gibbs, Lou Ella Gibbs,
shower Saturday night. November
Kathleen Gibbs, Harold Gibbs and
1, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the hosts.
Willis Fielder. The honorees received many nice and useful gifts.
Lynn Grove P-TA Meets
After the gifts were opened and
The Lynn Grove P-TA held its admired refreshments were served
1./ecember 'meeting
Wednesday, to the following guests:
the fourth, Mrs. B. C. Swann preMr. and Mrs. J D. Geurin. Mr.
:ailed over the business session. and Mrs. Garth Walker. Mr. and
Mrs. Bradburn Hale had charge of Mrs. Otis Eldridge. Mr. and Mrs.
the following program:
Aubrey Willoughby, Mr. and Mrs.
Song----Upon -the
House Top", Taylor Smith. Mr. and Mrs. LoWill Mac Jones.
man Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
A picture show, "The Birth of Romie Parker. Mr. and Mrs. WillChrist," was given by the fifth and iam Kimbro. Mr. and Mrs. Stokley
:lath grades.
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Steele,
Song, "Santa Claus is Coming to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Geurin, Mr.
Town," by the children of fourth and Mrs. Payton Thomas, Mr. and
and fifth grades.
Mrs. Orval Thurman. Mr. and Mrs.
Interesting Christmas topics were Gradie Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Freediscussed by Mrs. Tony Scherffius, man Garrison, Mr. and Mrs. RayMrs. Joel Crawford and Mrs. Rex mend Fielder. Mr. and Mrs. Finis
Brown.
Hutchens. Mr. and Mrs. Shelton
Dainty refreshments which car- Canady, Mrs. Earl Knight. Mrs.
ed out the Christmas motif were Cullie Steclei, Mrs. Geneva Steele,
:erved by the members of group 3. Mrs. Gertie Douglas.
• • • • •
Mrs. Thula Steele, Mrs. Ella
Circle Has Dedication Service
Hamlin, Mrs. Lizzie Hamlin, Mrs.
Lavern ThstrThe December meeting of. the Mary Hutcheips,Mrs.
man. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Elkins,
Alattie Bell Hays Circle of the SoMr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Fielder. Mr.
ciety of Christian Service was
is Id Monday evening at the home and Mrs. Orvis, Fielder, Mr. and
Mrs. Mason Thomas. Z. T. Elkins.
Mrs. LaVerne Wallis with Mrs:
Stewart. Tommie Hamlin, L.
Wilson and Miss Jane Molugin R. C.
Eldridge. J. N. Reed, Jim Smith,
sting hostesses.
Garrison, Doyle 'Hamlin.
During the business meeting of- Castle
Key Smith, James. A. Fileder, M.
Ssers fur the coming year were
Geurin, Gentry Thomas, Willie
C.
issted as follows:
Smith,. Willie Barnett: Mary KathMrs. Rue Beale. chairman; Miss
Eldridge,
ryn
Parker, Loretta
Isila Clayton Beale, vice-chairman:
Nancy Douglas, Annie
sl.ss Kathleen Patterson, secretary: Rachel and
Miss Mary Lassiter, treasurer; Miss Phillips.
Dora Garrison, Peggy Steele.
Sts-ra Bagwell, local treasurer.
Brown 'Thompson, Edna Bell
Miss Lucy Lee was leader of the Masie
Knight,
Thurman,
.Sylvias Ocan
rsogram which was "A Service of
Hilda
Gray
Garrison. Sue Fielder,
Dedication." Those who discussed
Visions of the topic were Miss Betty Lee Douglas. Edna Thomas.
Ola Fay Douglas, Eugene Smith,
Meadow Huic. Miss Mary Lassiter,
- Charles Thurman. Lax Douglas,
Miss Gracie Nell Jones. Miss Lala
Edgar Smith, Wilma Jeane Thomp(*sin. Mrs. J. B. -Wilson, Miss
Martha Mac Thurman.
Patterson.. Mrs., Hub son,
Kathleen
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Dunn, and Miss
Myra Bagwell.
Bunnic
Farris. Mrs. Buck Busy,
Mrs. Gingles Wallis and Miss Lula
Holg'iilytpn Beale sang "Take My Life 1/frS. Bula Parrish, Mrs. Opal
Cahoon, Mrs.
Mrs.s._,Mary
.r)d Let le Be." After the candle land,
dedication service,• the Brent McNutt. WS; Annie Smith.
and Mrs. Eurie Smith, Mr. and
s ogram
ended with the song, Mr.
Charlie Marr, Mr. apd Mrs.
Give of the Best to Your Master." Mrs.
and Mrs. Charlie
Mrs. E. A. Tucker, president of Ira Fox, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. One Lee
Kimbro.
Society of Christian Service,
Minnie Parker, Mr.
present and discussed some of Elkins.', Mrs.
Mitchell. Mrs.
new phases of the organization. and Mrs. M.'S.
•
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Elvert
After gifts were distributed from Lerlie
Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. 'Ruble NorIlsr beautifully decorated dining
tsble, a colorful and tasty salad ,man, Mrs. Della Elkins.
Mrs. Estelle Stalls, Mr. and Mrs.
out the
slate further carrying
J. N. Reed, Mrs. Lola Barnett. Mrs.
Christmas motif was served.
Woodrow Smith. Mrs. Ella Evans.
• • • • •
Mrs. Preston Boyd, Mrs. Eulah
Club Meets With Mrs. Houston
.Prophet, Mrs. Dewey Crass, Mr.
Mrs. Hugh Houston was hostess And Mrs. Lavern Bucy, Mrs. Cecil
ts her bridge club Monday after- Sayler. Sexton Brothers.. Mrs. Lola
sn at her lovely homton the Williams. Mrs. Callie Fielder. MrS.C4VIVOPAKWAIIGICIVAVVtitKolteitittAirloPCIANtartit-ststartIVVAIA1C411011EIVIICK
A
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Gladys Scott

y

Dreamy Time Song, Barbara Ash- es were awarded Mary Sue LaFolcraft; Frog Chorus, Margaret Jean lette, Bobby Wade, Baroara AshHumphreys;
Climbing,
William teat, and Betty Yancey.
Smith; The Robin, Betty West; Has.:
Refreshments were served at the
vest Moon, Mary Sue LaFollette; conclusion to the program.
Paper Ships, Betty Thurman:SMan
in the Moon, Mary Frances
hams: Swans on the Lake. Lochie Miss Kimbro Weds Mr. Phillips
Fay Hart; The African Explorer,
Miss Eva Mae Kimbro and Mr.
Bobby Wade; Duet, Invitation to Elmus
"Mutt': Phillips were united
the Dance, Bobby Wade and Miss 4in
marriage Friday afternoon, NoLillian Watters.
vember 29, by Rev. L. D. Wilson,
Stories of the lives of musicians
who read the single ring ceremony
were told by Janice Weatherley
in the presence of Miss Louise Byrd
and Jacqueline Sharborough. Prizand
Alvis CaLson.
Charmer of Bombay. William McMrs. Phillips is the daughter of
Elrath; Country Gardens, Joe Thurman; Two Guitars, Ann Lowry; Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Kirnbro of
Pine Bluff. Mr. Phillips is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Willy Phillips of
Pottertown. Mrs. Phillips for use
mist year has been employed in
I Murray while Mr. Phillips is employed in Pottertown. They are
now at home with the groom's parThursday, December 12
ents at Murray, Route 7.
The WoOchnen Circle wiil hold
their Christmas party at 7:30 p. m.
at the Woman's Club on Vine Chettie Stokes Class Has
Street.
Christmas Party

Social Calendar

Tuesday, December 17
of the
Women's
• The Circles
Society of Christian Service will
hold a joint Christmas party and
kitchen shower for the church
kitchen at 2:30 o'clock at the
Methodist church.
V
— The December meeting of the
Music Club will be held at 7:30
o'clock at the club house on Vine
Street.

Cute as Christmas!
Black velvet mittens with white trim. And new, soft, easy-to-wear.
hard-to-wear-out reptile leather with "finger free" walls. Both designed
for Christmas giving and Winter evening wearing.
Gift bags in popular vanity style or soft suede ruffle.

,,

..

Carnell Thomas,
Mrs.
Marvin
Thomas. Robbie Steele, Neva Barnett, Merle Kimbro, Buster Evais,
Luther 1McCuiston.
Mrs. Johnie Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Windsor. Edward Thomas,
Robert Fielder, Earl
Williams,
Muela Steele, Lucille Sheckle. Mildred Elkiriss', Desiree McNutt, Mary
Belle MoOre, Faye Roberts. Zella
McNutt, Estelle Wilson. Novella
Jackson. Nadine Lockhart. Walena
Scarbrough, Ethel Duke, Cologne
Jones.
Beatrice
Wiloughby.
Madrey. Wilma Rowland. Mary
Lee, Mildred Hendrick, Ludesin
Norman. Herdic Anderson, Zeppic
Woods, Willie Mae Wilkerson, Bon-

nie Crouse, Bera Wells, Lorene
Scarbrough, Polly Bailey, Eunice
Futrell, Myrtle Coleman. Gladys
Dunlop, Bertha Anderson, Eva
Gooch, *arty
Cannon, Esther
Hughes.

Mozart Music Club
Holds Meeting

A
A
A
A

Y
ir
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The Mozart Music Club met'Saturday afternoon with Betty Yancey
at the home a her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Yancey.
numbers
The following piano
were presented: Hungarian Rhapsody, Jacqueline Sharborough; Jackin-the-Box, Betty Yancey; Frolic in
Velocity. Eva Frances Woods; Sna e

Mn. Hal Houston will be hostess
to the Wednesday afternoon bridge
club at 2:30 p. m
Thursday. December 19
The Home Department of the
Women's Club will have a Christmas luncheon at one o'clock at
the club house:

✓
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"The Fashion Store For Women

Gladys Scott's and then you'll know.
On all sides are gifts-pilea.' high . . .

V

101 bright ideas ... things she'll love.
Whether she's a sweetheart, daughter,
. - mother, sister ... we have the gifts to
thrill feminine hearts. There are NQ
-"worries" here. Do come soon!
gif-t.
-.
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"The Fashion Store For Women"

THIS YEAR

I Housecoat
v

Find the one she wants most

Gifts of
Lingerie .

here!

A
A

Feathersoft flannels for

the tailored miss . . . furry-soft
chenilles and corduroys .. ,glamorous brocades, taffetas, moires,
and satins for when she plays

A
A

1.-- "hostess."
y
A
A
A
A
A
AA

All are beautifully

Made, expensive-looking . . . yet
they cost amazingly little.
r
Flannel Robes from $3.95
Hostess Gowns from $3.95

A
A

COSTUME

GIFT HANKIES.

GIFT BAGS

JEWELRY

Prints, •Chinese embroidery„
Evening Handkerchiefs

Leather, fur. suede

A
•

•

25c to $3.00

$1.95

op
2
2

BED JACKETS. .41.95 to $2.95
Quilted Satins - Brushed Rayon
A
A

PAJAMAS

$1.95 to $5.95

, A
A

Crepes, Satins, Brushed Rayons

st
ag
yr
rig

.NEGLIGEES. . . . $2.95 to $6.50

Furry Mittens()
Varied -colors

Crepes - Satins

$1.00 to $2.00

A
lt

y
y

Townwear

SATIN SLIPS.. .. $1.19 to $3.50

A
A

1'3, 2, 3, 4

Thread

Barbizon - Laros

A

LUSTROUS PEARLS
A

V

5

Proportioned Lengths"

KY.
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Gladys Scott
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Don't ponder for one minute, "What
shall I give her?" but come 'down to
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The
Cherry Corner
Woman's
Missionary Society met Tuesday of
last week for an all-day meeting.
Only members were present for,
the following program:
-s
Song, "How Firm a Foundation";
devotional, Mrs. Sallie Johnson;
prayer, Mrs. Ora Houston; reading,
Mrs. Sallie Johnson; song, "Send
Ora
the
Light"; reading, Mrs.
Houston; lunch; God's Word • in
Argentina, Nedra Alexander: Plea
for Prayer in Mexico, Attie Stubblefield; prayer, Mrs. Maggie Russell: reading of the minutes, Marys
Ruth Houston; Bible study, Nedra
Alexander; song. Oh. Come All Ye
Faithful"; benediction, The Hard
Prayer, led by Nedra Alexander.

A New"'

A

i

Rollins and

Little Miss Ann Rhodes, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Rhodes.
celebrated her sixth birthday with
a party Tuesday afternoon at the
home of her parents on South 6th
Street.
The rooms were gay with Christmas decorations, and the dining
table held a miniature tree as centerpiece around which were placed
the gifts for the honoree. Each
guest was given a Christmas stocking filled with candies. Games
were played, and ice cream, cookies and the beatatifully decorated
birthday cake were served.
Those sharing the pfeasure of
the occasion with Ann were Martha 'Ann Grandy, Joan Shell,
Janet Smith, Bill Sledd. Nancy
Sammons, Frank Miller, Ann Curry, William Thomas Jeffrey, Freddie Whitnell, Frances Lee Farmer.
and Mary Sue LaFollette.

Cherry Corner WMS Meets
Tuesday-
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Ann Rhodes Has Birthday
Party

1/ She Wants

55
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Gladys Scott
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The Murray Chapter Children of
Confederacy met Saturday afternoon at the home of Miss RetAtes
ca Farmer.
The program was on Kentucky.
Members joined in a round table
discussion of Kentucky history, an
Kentucky ballads were sung.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess at the conclusion of
the program.

g

Wednesday. December 18
The United Daughters of the
meet
at 2:30 V
Confederacy will
o'clock at the home of Mrs. G. B.
the
Con- V
Children
,of
The
Scott.
federacy Will present the program.
V
Mrs. George Upchurch will open V
If
her home for the meeting of the IF
Magazine Club at 2:30 o'clock. Y
Please note change of date.

I vivecwitortivoitcw4 evcr vircev[WeVvvccivccevexcnextovvemilpimptworierogvickelorciatectemsciciveicr.
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Children Of Confederacy
Meet Saturday

The Service Circle of the First
Christian Church will have a
covered dish luncheon and Christmas party at 12 o'clock noon at
the home of Mrs. K. C. Frazee.

V

y

were appropriate to the season.
Mrs. Caplinger had charge of
the program.
Christmas carols
were sung by the group, and a
Christmas story was told by Mrs.
Kitty Marshall. Suntbine friends
were revealed, and a bountiful
Pantry shower was presented Miss
Aliee Waters.
There were forty-one present including two visitors, Mrs. E. B.
Ludwig and Mrs. Alexander.

Friday. Drceotbrr. 13
The Chettie Stokes Bible class
The Garden Club will have their uf the First Methodist Church held
Christmas meeting at 7:30 p. m. their annual Christmas party Tues.
at the club house.
day afternoon at the home of the
Rev. and Mrs. J. Macit Jenkins.
Saturday, December 14
Hostesses were those whose birthThe Alpha Department of the days had fallen within the past
months including Mrs. W. J.
six
Woman's Club will hold the regAdditional Society on 134!ge
ular meeting at 2:30 o'clock at the Caplinger, Mrs. C. A. Hale. Mrs.
0. T. Skaggs and Mrs. Solon
club house.
Higgins. The rooms were decoLandlord-tenant 'problems were
Monday, December 16
rated throughout in the Christmas
discussed at a conference of ChristThe Book Group of the AAUW motif, and delightful refreshments
ian county farmers.
will meet at 7:30 p. m. with Miss
Suzanne Snook at the home of istiglgtaKtgaresPIDCWIlit isttetest‘taieteiEkMitcSttiCtetgileigigistitigigiermxiingiaigieltViireiteelinetteittglinewiglataiSieWiestigisi
Mrs. Ben B. Keys.
A
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

W. D. McKee!

D12c

KREUGER MYTH IS
BASIS FOR ALPHA
PSI OMEGA PLAY

committee, announced that national
headquarters had asked each branch
of the AAUW to make a survey of
its members to see what each one
could do for national defense. Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, publicity chairman, stated that in localities close
to army camps. members of the
Association were responsible for
entertainment at the camps and
were also opening their home to
relatfares of enlisted men visiting or
living near the camps.
The program was under the direction of the Creative Arts committee
of which Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall
is chairman. Miss Ruth Hepburn
presented a discussion on -The

interspersed with appropriate
Christmas carols sung by Mrs. A.
V Havens
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses'to about 20 members

Geurin. Each of the 106 women
who pieced a block had her name
on the quilt.
FOR SALE
or
RENT-- 6-room collectors. For information write
Those who attended the quilting
house. .All modern. 107 South Jack T. _Gaither. Gilbertrsville,
were Dot Boyd, Annie Boyd, AnP5th St.
lp Ky.
D19p
nie Lovins, Charity Falwell, Betty
Farris, Avis McDaniel, Lois ThurFOR RENT-7-room house on S. FOR SALE-1934 Chevrolet in A-1
(Society Continued from Page 51
Arts and Crafts Club
man, Agnes Thurman. Verna Win14th St. near college. See Emma condition. Good tires and new
Has Christmas Meeting
chester, Bobbie IdcCuiston, VirMurray State College Fine Arts
J. Helm at 1403 Farmer Ave D12c battery. Also 1 Remington portginia
Thurman, Clara Hutchens,
To
Give
"Night of January Department to Present Concert
Mrs. C H Redden was hostess
able Typewriter, practically new
Tucker, Roselle Outland,
Conger Eel Reaches Ten
WILL PAY STRAIGHT SALARY Taz Jones.
Wednesday afternoon for the an- Orva
16" on January 16
1.0150 Mait St.
lp
The Fine Arts Department of
13500 per week, man or woman
nual Christmas party of the Arts Ronda Fitts, Lillie Turner.
at
8:16
P.
M.
Feet
in
Murray State College will present
Length Often
with auto. sell Egg Producer to FOR SALE—Ping • pong table, 5and Crafts Club. The rooms were
the annual Christmas concert on
Eels have been called "snakelike
Farmers. Eureka Mfg. Co.. Eas
decorated throughout with holly Mr. And Mrs. Giles Buchanan
re.X1414LIOn. size. eight legs.
Sunday
afternoon,
December 15. at
and cedar and -the brightly lighted
Used only six weeks. Rotospeed fish," and that is what they really, BASED ON SUICIDE
Honored With Shower
3
o'clock
at
the
college
auditoriu
m.
tree with the exchange of gifts addduplicating machine. Four burner are. Many eels have small scales,o'
OF IVAR KREUGER "The Holy City" by
FOR SALE-1 Dining room suite New Perfection
Gaul
will
be
Mr. and Mrs. Giles Buchanan
but
even so their bodies are smooth
ed to the pelasure of the occasion.
oil-burning stove
sung by the college chorus with
in good
condition.
Will
sell Boss oven. Woodstock typewriter to the touch, as are snakes.
A delightful salad plate carrying were honored with a canned fruit
Eternal
Qualities
For
in
their
Art
first,
Which
production
Prof.
of the
Leslie R. Putnam as conduccheap. Phone 48-W. 503 Olive See Ralph Churchill.
out the Yuletide motif was served shower on December 4 by their
Eels swim after the manner of year Alpha Psi Omega
Phone 59.
Dramatic tor and Miss Katie Cost accompan- Make It Survive,- illustrating with
St.
lp
snakes, but go much faster.
Fraternity has chosen "Night of ist. The public is cordially invited exhibits of various aspects of mod- to 24 members and the following friends and neighbors. Many
RENT—Furnished
garage
guests: Mrs. A. V. Havens. Mrs. cans of fruits and other thti)
ern art.
Usually a full-grown eel is from January 16", to be presented in the to attend.
FOR SALE AT ONCE—Large size FOR
apartment with hot
water
on two to four feet long.
Refreshments carrying out the W. H. Mason, Mrs. W. S. Swann, were brought or sent.
Murray College Auditorium on the
baby bed. In good condition. See Miller
There
The
are
program
follows:
Mrs.
Zelna Carter, and Mrs. Don
Ave. 100 yards from Col- cases,
Refreshments were served to
Christmas motif were served durhowever, of eels with a length evening of January 16
Mrs. Joe W. Hooston or 'phone lege campus.
Part 1—Contemplation
Phone 276. J. G. of
the guests and a most pleasant
ing the social hour by Miss Carolyn Carter.
This play is based on the story
Introduction i Instrumental)
588-J. .
from 6 to 10 feet.
lp Glasgow.
time
was enjoyed by all.
tic
No Shadows Yonder, Cecil Bolin, Wingo, Mrs. J. N. Garton, Mrs. H. Mina Maude
The female eel grows larger than which circulated at the time of the
Nance of
C. Underwood, Miss Bertie Manor,
Those bringing fruit were Miss
suicide of Ivar Kreuger, Swedish tenor.
WHY NOT Buy a living Christmas THE K. C. STAVE CORPORA- the male. The difference
may not match king and financial
New Concord Entertains
Lisa Linn. Mrs. Ottis Britten, Mrs,
Tree7 One to plant and watch TION
My Soul Is Athirst for God. Frank and Mrs. Inglis.
juggler,
will buy your White Oak amotmt to much, but among the
Ellen Britten, Mrs. Fanny Suiter,
revealing the complicated failure Shires, tenor.
grow through the year We have Stay Bolts,
Miss Maude Nance entertained
by the cord, or on conger eels it is very great. The of his
Mrs. Orville Edwards, Mrs. Joe
international financial interseveral sizes and varieties. A. E. the sturrip. Write
Trio—At Eventide It Shall be Sigma Alpha Iota
the New Concord Society of Christfor prices to female conger may be more than ests. It
Phillips, Mrs. Cary Rose, Mrs.
was rumored that Mr. Light, Dorothy Street, Margaret
Barnett. 301 South 8th St Tele- C. L. Lane,
Gives Wive Tea
ian Service on Monday afternoon,
P. 0 Box 574, Murray. twice the size of a male.
Kreuger's suicide was merely a Holland, Kathleen Winter,
phone 142.
lc Ky.
December 9, with a Christmas par- Asher Whitlow, Mrs. Ola Burkeen,
D26p • Conger eels are the biggest in the fake, and that he had
Mrs. Avis Garrison, Miss Jeanne
Sigma Alpha Iota. women's music ty. After a short
really de- They That Sow in Tears.
program the social
family. Several are on record with parted for South America, there to
NOW IS THE TIME to see -about FOR
Eye Haiti Not Seen, Julia Gil- fraternity of Murray State College, hour was thoroughly enjoyed and Garrison, Mrs. Carlos Roberts, Mrs,
SALE or
RENT-5-room
•length of 9 or 10 feet. and a weight live incognito and in luxury on a liam. contralto.
that Speed Queen Washer for house. Aiso car. Phone
gave
their
annual MacDowell sil- refrgahments were served to the A. G. Morris, Mrs. Linn Valen59E1J. tic
fortune he had established there.
Christmas.
of from 90 to 110 pounds.
Come in and get
tine, Mrs. Edd Stroud.
For Thee. 0 Dear, Dear Country, ver tea at the home of Prof. Price followirtr
The subject of the play is a mur- Elizabeth Rhea Finney,
special Christmas offering on the FOR SALE-1 set of Walnut twin
Those sending fruit were Mrs.
A giant conger eel may have a
Mildred Doyle on Sunday afternoon, DeRev. H. L Lax, Mrs Frank Lax,
der
trial, and an unusual feature Kolb, Margaret Holland, Cecil
1941 Speed Queen. M. G RICH- beds. See Barney -Weeks. Varsity body six inches thick. In its mouth
Be- cember 8 from 3 to 5 o'clock. The Mrs. Raymond Feilder, Mrs. Chal- Jesse Roberts, Mrs. Thales Graham,
of
it
is
recruiting
the
ARDSON & CO.. at Murray Auto Theatre
of 12. mem- tin, Bob Arnoldi, Hugh McElrath.
PdacDowell tea is given each year mers Kindred, Mrs. James
tic are sharp, closely-placed teeth, and
Kindred, Mrs. Cyrus Linn. Mrs. Audrie
bers of the audience to serve as
for the purpose of raising money Mrs. L. Hodge, Mrs.
Parts Co.
Thine is the' Kingdom.
.
lp
it can bite its enemies with great Jury
Roy Coleman, Stevenson. Mrs. Ula Farirs, Mrs.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, Down. These members will not be
for
the
MacDowel
Intermezz
l
o 4 Instrumental)
colony in Peter- Mrs. Udah Lax, Mrs. Fannie Henry, Lola Brown, Mrs. Raymond Story,
If a fisherman pulls up such "planted"
:lrlp BIRD' HUNTING allovved on stairs. Heat. bath. Mrs.' J. D. force.
in the audience, but chosborough. N. H. This colony was Mrs. Robert Young,
Part II—Adoration
an eel, he should take great care. en by lot.
Miss Madie Mrs. Edna Linn, Mrs. Howard
my place. Mrs. Tom Henry. New _ Rowlett. 711 W. Main
Jurors selected will be
tfc
A New Heaven and a New Earth, founded in order that writers, art- Smith, Miss Erin Montgome
ry. Miss Weeks, Mrs. J. M. Weeks. Mrs
It
is
•
strong
fish,
and
if
loose
in
Concord. Ky.
on
a
profession
lp
al basis, for they Frederic Johnson. baritone.
ists and musicians might have a Ruth
Montgomery, Miss
Mary George Lewis, and Mrs. Scuclikr
STREAlliCs.= 1939 WRECKER the boat can do damage.
will be paid a refund amounting
place to go for ',intense study.
Let the Heavens Rejoice.
Montgomery, Mrs. L. E. Hurt, Mrs. Galloway.
I WANT TO BUY or TRADE SERVICE. New equipment. 24Conger eels spend all their lives to the price of their ticket to the
The guests were received by Mr. Porter McCuiston, Mrs. Linus
To the Lord Our God, Glen HawSpicestamps or stamp collections, with hour. fast, dependable Wrecker In the sea. In
ley. tenor.
Doyle, Misses Katie Cost, Annie land, Met Morelle Clendenni
this way they differ show.
n, Mrs.
any persons. I will buy collec- Service. Charges reasonable. Day from
"Night of January 16" had a long
Come. Ye Blessed, Kathleen Win- Lou Roberts. Jane Sexton, Julia H. L. Lax, Mrs. L C Burley.
most other eels, which dwell
Mrs.
tions or trade stamps with other phone 97: Night
run in New York, and has toured ter, contralto.
Gilliam and Mary Alva Elliston. Charles Stubblefield,
phone 543-W. in salt water only part of the time,
Mrs. W. V.
the United States. The late Percy
Misses Mary Katherine McClellan James, Miss Maude
The
Fining
Pot
Porter Motor Co„ Chevrolet Sales
is
for
Silver.
Nance,
Another eel which lives only in salt Hammond, dramatic
Mrs.
critic on the
These Are They Which Come, and Marjorie Price were in charge Loyd Rateree, Mrs. T. F. Nance,
and Service.
water is the "thread eel" or "snipe New York Herald-Tribune,
of the register, and Misses Mary Mrs. Earl Byrley, Mrs.
wrote Nancy Alexander, soprano.
Ernest
eel." It has • body hardly thicker of it: "I have the word of no less
They Shall Hunger No More, Holland and Thelma Marcum pre- Hutchins and Mrs. H 0. Smith.
RADIO SERVICE—All Work guar- than a lead
pencil but its length is an expert artist and showman than Dorothy Street. Kathleen
sided at the tea table. Assisting in
It
• • • • •
yz
s _f
! XII
rteLm.,,
anteed. Member of Radio Mfg.
Winter.
new it a
or
lie
George
from
two
to
M.
three feet.
pain.
Cohan that "Night of
UT
this simple
List! The Cherubic Host, Frederic serving Were Misses Mary Kerber, Quilitag At Poplar Springs
Service. T.' J Smith. at Johnsoninsibensiee kemne recipe that thoesaads
January
16"
alternatel
y
chilled
.and Johnson. Director and soloist, Mar- Marion Fletcher, Betty Holdemann,
Another ,queer type is the "spiny
ore' usasg. Get a padiage of Fain.
tic
Gagne% nd today. Mix a Iraka quan
On November 28, sixteen women
eel." St)* eels live in rivers of fired his blood with the drama's garet Clack, Mayme Ryan. Frances Mary Anna Jenkins, Maxine Pybas.
of water. add the j.iA. of 4 leasoas 1 GENERA
agues and fevers, more than any Sledd, Martha Finley, Louise
Accurately and Carefully 44)
ELECTRI
L
COOK
C
Put- Odine Swarm and Mary Elizabeth met at Poplar Springs church aod
Africa and the East Indies. They
It's easy. No trouble at allaad
Roberts. The central decoration of quilted two friendship quilts that
Stove in good condition and a have many sharp spines along the other masterpiece that has come nam.
Compounded of Purest
pheasant.
You
;ssed
°sty
t ablewithin
his
spooatuis
experience"
too
tunes
Great and Marvelous Are Thy the lace covered tea table was a were pieced for J. W and R. Keys
a
bargain at $17.50 Outlet Furni- back.
Say.
Drags
wrals:n 44 hours — pike anal Oftea
MerWorkt,
huge burning red candle surroundture Co. H. E. Wall. Jr
tic
e tekt
—
le.des.614
results
The jet black "gulper eel" is a
are
ed with Christmas greens and
obta trod.
If
tle
pa;ns . do
not
osisckli ere sad if yots do am FOR
SALE—Registered
Poland deep sea fish. It grows to be five or
American beauty rosebuds.
Sock and Baskin Has
laal
totter. la-Es
see Chinas. All sex Easy feeding, six feet long, and is noted for its
During the afternoon a program
meting as try as it is cos
said
hy
quick maturing type. Will go to strong appetite.
Initiation Banque.
of selections by Edward MacDowell
row
sinaggist.
leder
an
abeam
mon
'
, -back •
/Ulf WO,
market
The gulper has a big mouth, and
on half the feed sore hOgs
was presented by the Sigma Alpha
Reis
(
postal
Sof
is
1+ le
The Sock and Buskin Club of Iota string
awl
nomMurray Training School's Future
• before they get read -"for Its under Jaw can be swung about
quartet composed of
mended hy Good Drugstores Everywhere.
Murray State College held the an- Misses
Annie Lou Roberts. Dalene
freely. Sometimes this eel attacks farmers of America will appear nual
banquet and initiation of new Bottom, Jane Sexton
on the radio over Station WPAD.
and Helen
dab which are too big for it to han- at
Cash Award is $10.00 Saturday at 3 o'clock. Each
1130 o'clock Thursday afternoon. members Tuesday evening at the Hire; Katie Cost, piano; Betty Holdle. A gulper was found dead at the December
National
dollar spent with us gives you a chance. You may
Hotel.
19.
demann. flute; Kathleen
Winter
surface of the ocean, and inside it
Speakers at the banquet included and Julia Gilliam.
Boys appearing on the program
be the lucky one.
contraltos.
• was a fish of large size.
Prof. Price Doyle. head of the Fine
will include Buron
Approximately one hu ndred
Richardson,
Arts
Department: It E. Broach and guests called during
John B. Cavitt, Guthrie Thurthe hours of
We have a nice line of Xmas baskets, fruits, candies
mond, H. W. Wilson, Charles Hale, Miss Helen Thornton, sponsor of receiving. ,
and nuts.
the
club.
Miss
Odine
Swann,
acBilly Frank Pool. Fred Atkins,
Root Growth Increases
J. H. Theobald, Albert Watson. companied at the piano by Miss Presbyterian Auxiliary WIII
Chocolate Drops, Orange Slice Stick
Mary Anna Jenkins, sang selections
Through New Substance John Nanny. Vernon
Sponsor Christmas Sale Dee. 14
Cahoon, J. from "The
Vagabond King" New
and Broken Stick, 1 lb.
Tests made of hormone growth., D. Cahoon, Junior Hargis. W. D.
10c
members entertained
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will
with-- improducing substances at the Iowa Adams, Joe Robinson. Paul Bailey, promptu skits,
CORN
or TOMATOES, No. 2 Can, 2 for
and
15c
old
sponsor
members
a Christmas sale on SatTrevathan. Richard
Agricultural Experiment station in- Ben
Arm- quoted selections from
plays in urday. December 14, at the KenTOMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. Bottle
dicate that some of them are ef- strong,' Charles Lassiter, Edward which they had appeared
9c
tucky-Tennessee Light and Power
MUSTARD, Quart
fective in stimulating root produc- McMillen, and Dicky Wilcox.
Following the banquet and pro- Co. Handmade articles
9c
suitable
gram at the hotel the formal in- for Christmas
tion on certain types of cuttings.
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, 6 lbs.
gifts will be offered
25c
itiation of new members took place for sale, and
This statement was made by B.
also cakes, pies, canPOTATO
at the college auditorium...
ES, Pet&
.
Pickett, head of the Iowa StatePtial•
19c
ned foods and goodies of ell kinds.
The initiates included Juanita
lege department of horticulture.
ORANGES, Per Oise, Any Size
The sale will begin at 9 o'clock
$2.25
Gentry, Wanda Sisco, Mary Rush. and
A hormone trowth substance, now
continue through
the day.
ORANGES, Dozen
Georgia Furgerson, Virginia Cable.
10c - 15c - 20c
commercially available, was used
Come and do your Christmas
Angie Apperson. Mary Virginia shopping.
GRAPEFRUIT, Each
In the test on four kinds of cuttings,
Ahno
A
3c
Henry. Lodena Hurt. Oneida Ahart,
Almo Homemakers
herbaceous, or non-woody type;
Club met Jean Hicks. Joyce
SPRUCE XMAS TREES, B autiful
Hill, Wells Lov- Missionary
50c to $1.25
Society Meets
greenwood, or cuttings made of Thursday. December 5, at the .borne ett, Nancy
Whitnell, Josephine
With Mrs. Pollard
woody plants during the green sea- of Mrs. George Liewis. The food Crawford, John
We Deliver
Raber. Matilda
Phone 204
T. L Smith, Mgr.
leader being absent, the lesson was Quirey,
son; evergreen and hardwood.
Mack Scott, Clara Mae
The
Missionary Society of the
given
by Miss Rachel Rowland, Breckenridge, Wallace
The non-woody or herbaceous cutSte g a 11, First Christian Church met Tuesday
demonstration agent Christ- ,Maxine Pybas,
tings responded to the treatment, home
Prather
Creson, afternoon at the home of Mrs. R. M.
mas Carols were sung and plans Mary Anna Newman,
some at high concentrations, others
Helen West, Pollard with Mrs. A. V. Havens
for the Christmas party at the Mary Swafford, Laura
Holmes. Bob and Mrs. Arthur Farmer as coat low concentrations, Pickett said. Name
Buel Edmonds De- Evans, Dan Hutson, Orian Mann,
hostesses.
Among the plants helped by the cemberof30Mrs.
were made. We are Betty Phillips and Oliver Hood.
The meeting opened with the
treatment were geranium, begonia looking forward to each
member
business session presided over by
and coleus—the variegated green being prelent at the party
AAUW
Mrs.
Meets
Charles Williamson. The proand red plant commonly called "foHomemakers Schedule
With Mrs, Inglis
gram leader was Mrs. 134 B. Wear,
liage."
Stone Homemakers, Monday. Deand the devotional was conducted
, Greenwood cuttings responded cember 111 at 2 p. m. with Mrs.
The Murray branch of the Ameri- by Miss Ruby Wear
using as her
favorably, including the honey- Henry Elkins,
can Association of University Wom- topic. "I Will Build
My Church tb
suckle, rose lilac, dogwood, mock
Pine Bluff Homemakers—Monday. en met Tuesday evening, December Open" Hearts to Human
Needs."
SUGAR, 10 lbs.
orange, and willow. But the fluctu- December 16. at 10 a. m.. with 10. at the home of the president, Mrs Ira Morgan read the story
47c
Mrs. F. P. Inglis.
, atlon of temperatures and humidity Mrs. Cullie Steele,
-The Littlest Angel." The rest of
RICE, 6 lbs. for
A
business
25c
session
Coldwater
was held pre- the program consisted of scripture
Homemakers — Tues. during the summer made it hard to
PEACHES, No.
grow the cuttings successfully. Ap- day, December 17, at 10 a. m., at ceding the program. Mrs. A. M. readings pertaining to the ChristCan,
10c; Dozen .._,—$1.05
Wolfson,
chairman
of
the
club
the legislative mas season by Mrs. George Hart,
house
ple cuttings wouldn't root at all.
PIMIENTOS, 4 oz. Can
Progressiv
e
Homemake
5c
rs—Tuesa.
"Growth-promoting substances of
December 17. at 1:30 p. m..
Clean Quick SOAP CHIPS, Box
this type are not yet ready for gen- day.
35c
with Mrs. Ellis Paschall.
eral farm crops, but gardeners,
CORN, 2 Cans
Hazel Homemakers — Tuesday.
15c
eorists and nurserymen may often December
No. 2 Cans
17, at 7 p. m., at the
CRACKE
RS, 2 lb. Box
tn.nd them practical aids in commer- school.
13c
MACKEREL, 3 Cans
c.al plant propagation," Pickett
Lynn Grove Homemakers—Wed25c
said.
nesday. December 18. at 1030 a.
CHARCOAL. 3 Bags
or
Cans
25c
M.. at the club house.
LARD CANS, New
Kirksey Homemakers— Wednes35c
Fish and Folks
day, December 18, at 1130. at the
BEANS, Great Northern, 10 lbs.
38c
9 01. Cans
Columbia river salmon have school.
PORK & BEANS, 2 Cans
Pottertown Homemakers—Thursproved that fish can be educated to
15c
JELL-O, Any Flavor, Box
live in accordance with the folkways day, December. 19. at 10:30 a. m.,
5c
with Mrs. Madie Cook.
or fishways imposed by the Power
No. 2 Cans
SALAD DRESSING, Quart
McCuiston Homemakers—Thurs20c
age. Latest statistics on the climbCORN FLAKES, 2 Boxes
ing fish show that in a recent week day. December 19. at 1 p. m, with
15c
We have a huose filll of the finest foods- to help
Miss Bobbie MeCuislip.
1,777 Chinook salmon got over the
SALT,
Ohio River, Last Call, 100 lbs.
or
New
Conceird
90c
Homemaker
make this Christmas the best yet at no extra cost.
Bonneville dam, compared to 897
BROOMS, Priced from
Friday. December 20, at 130 p. m.,
Please give us your order early for Turkeys, Chickthat went up the fish escalators in
25c to 45c
at the school.
No,
STOVE
the comparable week a year before.
PIPES, 2 Joints
eas, Ducks, so we can take care of you best.
Dexter Homemakers—Friday, De25c
2' Cana
Other varieties have learned the cember
SHORTS, 100 lb. Bag
'20, 'at 1:30 p. m.
$1.55
trick in about the same proportion_
Lb. Cloth Bag
DAIRY FEED, 100 lb. Bag
Fish have never been cited as pro$1.60

WANTED—VFW".

Oak

Thebes

suitable
for
making
whiskey
staves. Will buy large or small
tracts or by the cord delivered
on our mill yard Paris. Tenn.
Phone or write B. C. Gilgore Co..
Paris, Tenn.
tic

areg

nr

Lemma Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pala Quickly

Prescriptions

Training School FFA
to Appear on The Air

Every Day Penny Saver

11-TOTE2EM

STOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN!

We have just received a full
13,000-pound load of Oranges and
Grape Fruit fresh from the grove.

S.

HOMEMAKERS
CLUB NOTES

We have also just received 2
truck loads of nice Apples. These
will all be offered for sale at exceptionally low prices - - - by the
Dozen, Peck, Bushel or Case.
•
Place Your Orders Now For
Your Christmas Needs!

Murray Food Mallet

Phone 12

ToLLEy (13, CARS_ ON
FOOD MARKET

Prompt Delivery

Phone 37

FINE FOODS FOR A MERRY XMAS

Give Food For Xmas. Special Baskets
Packed to Order to Fit Any_Demand.

gressive specimens of the animal
world. They are supposed to be set

In their ways.
But the dam-climbing fish of the
Columbia have adapted themselves
to the Power age. That human beings have so adjusted themselves remains to be proved.

LB. 26c to 30c
CTRY HAMS
FeBilio
g w GREEN PEAS TLeanrci:r8` 2 f°r 25c .
MINCE MEAT Armour's 3 for 25
MEAL JERSEY CREAM 10 LBS. 20c
SALT MACKEREL 2 for 25c
WHITE RAISINS 215 oz. Pkgs. 25'
4 LBS.
33c
_ PURE LARD
FLOUR Lynn Grove's Best 24 lb. Bag 69c BI-LETS
All

Sizes

RIPE MEETS

The BYPU met Monday night,
December 9, at the home of Mrs.
Opal Lassiter. Those present for
the meet were Miss Louise Spann,
Miss Dorothy Mae Flippo, Miss
Virginia McDouglan. Miss Pernie
Mae Simmons, Mies Ruth Rivers,
Miss Jean Lee, Miss Frances Shelton.
The group sang "Silent
Night." and "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing". Miss Shelton led
in prayer. Mrs. Lassiter gave the
benediction.

WATCH FOR Ot.JR AD NEXT WEEK!

1

— PETIT POIS PEAS 2
25c
CORN TOMATOES 2 15c
PINEAPPLE 2
15c
. GREEN BEANS 3
25c
DILL SOUR PICKLES Qt 15c
PEACHES
2
25c
SUGAR
10
50c
THERE'S MON
EY FAUT1.1 XMAS CANDY ".
c& 15c
IN
FRUIT BASKETS 10c-25c-50c
XMAS TREES
50c-75c-$1'
see

Tenderized Hams and Country Hams
K. C. STEAK SAND ROASTS

and theite.11 LOTS
MILK IN COW CHOW

The
II ttle
freell

capelites. Pre.

srr1bod aid
,srd es.. eve fu 'ly Ay 1,1 •
. at. f,,, •40.0t
. quarter of a century. In stir:tal
the
vet% /ne rve,* the row of bile, het 'tn.
MeV int.!
ferment•tlon and rottet lton.
I
131-1,ET5 are peck•d la, eonenntiont boxes
3 for I 1 he or 12 for 2Sc —Fee solo at all

One( elites, drug Mem.

tECONOMY
FEED STORE

Large Assortment of
APPLES & ORANGES FOR XMAS
BRING US YOUR EGGS
PAY 55c FOR SHELLED CORN

Blalock's Grocery
South Side Square

Phone 375

SALT, SODA or POTTED MEAT, 3 for
10c
MEAL, Bu.
40c; 10 lbs.
19c
HOMINY. KRAUT. SPINACH. PEAS,
or GREEN BEANS, 3 Cans for
25c
BLACKBERRIES, No. 2 Can, 3 for
25c
ORANGES
Priced from lc each up
APPLES
Priced Right
CANDY
Several Kinds, Priced Right
Mixed or Prain- NUTS, Various Kinds, Priced Right
a

BUY YOUR XMAS NEEDS HERE
Special Prices Made on Quantities
MEAT DEPARTMENT
SAUSAGE, Pure Porkx 2 lbs.
LIVER, Pork, 3 lbs. HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
PORK NECK BONES, lb.
BEEF NECK BONES, lb.
BEEF, For Boiling, lb.
BUTTER, Armour's Sweet Cream, lb.
BOLOGNA, 2 lbs.
PICKLED PIGS FEET, 3 for
CHEESE, 2 lb. Box Kraft
LARD, 50 lb. Can

We Deliver

BRING US YOUR EGGS

a.

•
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.11.00
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Prompt Delivery
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arr.

25c
25c
25c
7c
Sc
12',c
38c
25c
14c
54c
$2.99
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1°6 women
her name

Six Pages

he quilting
Boyd, Anwell, Betty
Lois Thur.
'erna Winston, VirHutchens,
Outland,
ier.

•

COMPLETE COVERAGE OP ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
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Buchanan
rined fruit
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Many telt
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imJames Deweeser's rapidly
proving Sedalia Lions "got going"
to take two straight tilts last weekend. Friday evening the Sedalians
journeyed down to Reidland and
topped the Greyhounds in a wellplayed affair by a score of 28-20.
In the Saturday night tilt, played
on Mayfield's floor. the Lions had
the
trouble in smashing
little
Simpsonville quintet 23-12.
In the Reidland encounter, the
first quarter found the Lions leading 5-3. The second frame saw the
ntarni"14 Lions outscored 7-5 and the half
1 ended with the count tied at 10-all.
The Deweesemen bounced back in
the third period and found the
hoop for 10 points while holding
the Hounds to 4. The Lions again
out-shut their opponents in the
final frame 8-6 and hung up a 2820 victory with Mason leading the
scorers .for the night with 12 tallies, • ,
Simpsonville's first quarter rally
placed there out in front 7-4, but
their lead faded out and they
scoreless in the second chapter to
see the Lions holding a 11-7 marThe Deweesegin at the half.
coached lads again put the goose
egg on their opponents in the third
period while adding 6 points to
their column and the score stood
17-7. The Simpsonville lads tried
to spurt to score 5 points but were
unable to catch their opponets
who were rolling up 6 tallies to
'end the game 23-12. Mason led
the scoringewith 11 counters.
The Lions will go to Brockport,
Ill., Friday night for a clash with
the' 13Tooleporte„High cagers.

Bengals' Chances Are
, Accurate Shot
Lessened By
Tough Card

served to
t pleasant

were Miis
itten, Mrs.
fly Suiter,
Mrs. Joe
ose, Mrs.
Burkeen,
as Jeanne
berts, Mrs.
an Valen-

Aggressive Guard

By Edd Kellow
This is another in a series of
with basketball
teams in the Fourth District).
SO smarting from the abrupt
stop in last year's season because of
an average Murray Training School
team ruing to superb heights to
Ripple them, Murray High's Tigers
Will unveil their 1940-41 season tonight against Fulton High with a
better bail club and one that will
prove to be a much steadier one
than the spawnodic quintet of a year

articles dealing

e

FIFO.

The Tigers have only three boys
that lettered in basketball back on
the iguad-Billy Fair, George Ed
e *hints. and Clayton Williams. Fil' • Hee in will be the members of last
'eve "B" team-the one that an-deiced the county title with ease.
But even with this-Coach Preston Holland is expecting a bad record ,even with a good team
The
reason is apparent-the toughest
schedule any team in Western Kentucky has ever attempted.
Holland has re-scheduled St.
Xavier. of Louisville, and the lads
from the Kentucky metropolis are
. expected to be keen to revenge the
surprising defeat the High School
team of last year handed them.
Louoville Male is also on the Tiger
card Add these two clubs' to a
list that includes Kirksey. Tilghman, Hardin. Henderson, Fulton,
Mayfield, among other West Kentucky Cienference clubs, and you
• get a fair idea of what the Bengals
are up against.
In answer to the question why he
got out and made up such a tough
schedule when he could have taken
on a half-dozen or so mediocre
clubs. Ty replied that he wanted
this year's basketball team to be
able to go out and play a good ball
game every night, instead of fizzling
like last year's cage team-or toput it better, the past year's football team.
"If the boys realize they've got
to be in there pitching all the time
and never let down,- I believe we
can have a much better team than
they're
w can when the boys "Moor
Me
- playing teams that are set-ups. But
saying
straight-I'm
not
this
11
1. get
that most of our losses last year.
were because we let down. We
played some good ball clubs, beat
some, and lost to some," Ty explained
The Tigers offense will ,be built
around Billy Fair. veteran pivot
ntan, who is, a good ball-handler
- and a better-than-average shot.
Fair is a good rebound man.'and
-rugged enough to take care of himgeif no matter how rough the rebOund work gets. A bad knee may
hamper him quite a bit throughout
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10c
15c
9c
9c
25c
19c
2.25
20e
3c
1.25

4gr.

MMIk.

The. lineups:
Reidland 20
Pos.
Sedalia TA
Troup 6
F
Deuthitt 3
Meadows
F
Cavender 6
H. Williams, 8
C
Mason 12
Meacham 5
G
Crockett 3
I. Williams 1
G
Kesteeson 1
Substitutes: Sedalia: Ford, 3.
Referee: O'Dell.

CLAYTON_ WILLIAMS
•
Murray High is once again deThis Bengal basketeen pictured
pending upon Clayton Williams to
above, is one of the reasons why
handle most of the defensive r
Coach Ty Holland has hopes for
bound work.
a winning club.
JOE PAT WARD

the season. however.
Two southpaw -six-footers with
plenty of possibilities-Ray Waggoner and Delete Veale probably
will cavort at the forward berths.
unless Holland interchanges his
guards and forwards. If this is

47c
25c

She'll love you
twice as much
for these.

8c
Sc
4c
4c

Lovett, Ordway To
GiVe Advice to Bcrys
For Flying Cadets
Joe T. Lovett. general manager of
the Mid-South Chain Stores and an
Army Reserve Officer, and Preston
Ordway, assistant business inanager of Murray State College and also
a Reserve Officer in the Army, have
been named as Calloway county's
rdpresentatives to give advice and
instructions to young men who wish
to become flying cadets.
Both Lovett and Ordway expressed the feeling that there is a bright
future for single young men with a
suitable education in the widely
diversified field offered by the United States Government to its Flying
Cadets. Both are willing and want
to aid anyone wishing instructions
on this phase.
"We will be glad to co-operate
with any young men in this county
who wish advice on this subject,
and invite them to feel free to call
on us." Mr. Lovett said.

Eagles Set Fast
Pace to Gain
on Hazel

Apparently Jim found his eye in
the New Concord game. Whether
he can maintain this speed against
Hazel Friday night remains to be
James Paschall and Roy
seen.
are two more boys who
Rosé
haven't been getting much aotic•
but deserve plenty of credit. For
By Edd Kellow
it is these two lads that really
This is another in a series of round out the Kirksey team . .
articles dealing with prospective one that tics plenty of speed and
basketball teams in this district).
The Eagles are really expecting
Kirksey's Eagles are on the ram- a battle -from Hazel Friday night,
page again! Sweeptng everything and another from Reidland Saturin their path into oblivion, the day evening. If the Eagles escape
men a Coach Lurwin Swift have from these two games, then they
laid to ruin good bail clubs from
rated
unty well
sw ifatbiosvea anything
fitin be.
Almo. Farmington. Faxon, and imnay
thebeco
New Concord. and dropped a close liever in having his team come
one to Sedalia.
along as th e season progresses, and
A little explanation is necessary is really looking forward to the
concerning this Sedalia game as tournament season.
all of the Eagles were not in the
Kirksey, the only county team
game, and
consequently, their to appose the High School tbis
claws were not as sharp as they year, is out to try to 49 its best
need be.
and win this ball game. In this
With 16 more tough games--con- game it annually pits the county's
tests with the toughest- teams in best against the High School, and
West Kentucky, the Eagles, by helps no little in clarifying what
tournament time, should have de- might happen later in March.
veloped into a better cite) than
We asked Swift what he thought
Calloway County has seen in of the Sedalia team that handed
some tice.
him a 7-point licking, and was
Coach Swift said he didn't have pleased to hear him ree5TY that the
much to say contemn.% his ball Lions are going to be tough, but
club-but ended up by telling than that had he been able to put his
Waid Copeland is a better ball full strength an the floor, the replayer right now than his brother suit would have been different.
ever was: that Captain Doris Ezell Everyone has been high in praise
is tine of the best defensive re- for an Eagle substitute. Cheries
bound men in this section. nini Beaman, who played a whale of a
that when Jimmy Washer starts ball game that night in place of
connecting with the hoop to give Washer, and outscored Mason, supthe Eagles another good scoring posedly the best rebound nian in
man, that Kirksey will be ready this district:
for anybody.
Kirksey's record and schedule

VARSITY

true, then Joe Pat Ward, shifty
little basket-buster ,will go up to
one forward, and George Ed Jones,
dependable passer of last year, and
either Clayton Williams or Paul
Buchanan v;111 fill in at. the other
guard.
Probably the best prospect for a
basketball player in the future now
out for the Tiger club is Billy Joe
Saunders, rangy loose-jointed six
foot sophomore. who handles him-self very much like a former Western star-Brad Muetchler. Saunders is still just a little backward
when it comes to mixing it under
the backboard, and lacks experience's, He is a good ball-handler,
and covers the floor easily.
Palmer Outland is another boy
wino Will be seeing a lot Of action,
once he gets basketball in his system. He is rugged. and a good rebound man, but his ball-handling
will stand plenty of improvement.
John Morris Futrell also will get
in plenty of ball games becabse of

his speed, and his ease in ballhandling.
So there you have as clear a picture of Murray High's basketball
abilities, until the Cats can get in
game. Speed. fair size, and a
tough schedule the prime factorshow many games will the Tigers
win? Only three regular season
games have been lost by them in
the past two years . . . We shall see.
The schedule:
Dec. 12, Fulton here.
Dec. 18, Fulton at Fulton.
Dec. 20, Away (tentative).
Jan. 4, Hendenson, here.
Jan. 7, Away (tentative).
Jan. 10, Sedalia at Murray.
Jan. 14. Tilghman here.
Jan. 17, Mayfield here.
Jan. 24. St. Xavier here.
Jan. 28, Mayfield in Mayfield.
Jan. 31, Hardin here.
Feb. 4, Tilghman in Paducah.
Feb. 7, Away.
Feb. 8, Away.
Feb. 11, Kirksey here.
Feb. 14, W. K. C. Tourney.
Feb. 21-22. Open.
Feb. 28, Male here.

Not EverybaSi in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

APITOL
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
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SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

pEAT-Give slippers to
man • who
the
loves his comfort.

ELECT";,H AN
FACES
A
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at
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A
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NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
10e
C hildren
30e
Balcony (tax included)
36o
Lower Floor (tax Included)

DOUGLAS
•

Raymond WALBORN Lee BOWMAN
p..,;•, r s wen T r a rnlir

SATURDAY ONLY
CHARLES

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

LAUGHTON

UNCHBAEK
OF NOIRE DAME
1,71/r,
)

NIGIIT
IN TIIE be your
SWORD
WY ik the mark that willthrill!
... greatest movie
TYRONE

POWER

ir

in (he most famous
of all screen roles!

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
B'WAY'S SENSATIONAL
USICAL LAUGH HIT!

CHARLIE'(HAN
AT THE

WAX

PREVIEW OF A MERRY CHRTSTMAS

The first six grades of Murray
High School will present a Christ..
mas program Sunday afternoon.
December 15. in the High School
auditorium at five o'clOck.
•
The Nativity Scene showing the
Hely ninny, The Three Kings
and tqc Snrpherds will be enacted
as the Bible story is related by a
reader. There will be a special
robed choir of children as welt as
other groups who will sing carols
and other sacred _Christmas songs.
Everyone is invited' to attend.

sizal MYRNA LOY

(RETURN ENGAGEMENT)

...as he stalks an eeffit killer
in a weird chamber of horrors!
The critics call it "the best
Chan hit yet!"

Grades To Present
Operetta At High

Tea sent sae Teti
people! Yee steer :am
sseI Wisp ea I Ye'
MR Wu salad

tered
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
THOMAS MITCHELL
I
MAUREEN O'HARA

ifYc CHAIR
THE

stands:
Kirksey 31, Farmington 24.
Kirksey 31, Farmington 24 4
Kirksey 42, Faxon 19. •
Kirksey 18, Sedalia 25.
Kirksey 32, New Concord 28.
Dec. 13-Hazel at Kirksey.
December 14-Reidland at Kirk.
sey.
Dec. 18-Lynn Grove at Kirksey.
Dec. 20-New Concord at New
Concord.
Jan. 10-Almo at Kirksey.
Jan. 11-Hardin at Hardin.
Jan. 17-Faxon at Kirksey.
Jan. 2'2-Sedalia at Mayfield.
Jan. 24-Farmington at Farmington.
Jan. 31-Birmingham at Birmingham.
Feb. 1-Hardin at Kirksey.
Feb. 7-Reidland at Reidland.
Feb. 11-Murray High at Murray. Feb. 14-Hazel at Hazel.
Feb. 15-Birmingham ge Kirksey.
Feb. 21--Lynn Grove at Lynn
Grove.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

in VICTOR HUGO'S

A
A

25c
25c
up
rht
rht
rht

to
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TODAY AND FRIDAY

..ICKBEIVEREIVANIMMENERECIPCMICREMMIVOIMPIERIMMENIMERIMIMMIPin

..05
Sc
3Sc
15c
13c
25c
25c
35c
38c
I Sc
Sc
20c
15c
90c
15c
25c
.55
.60
lOc
19c

Murray State's Frosh kick
the lid off their 1940-41 cage
seaion here tomorrow (Friday
night) at 7:30, when they oppose Sue Bennett Junior College, of London. Sue Bennett
recently gave Union College a
stiff battle before succumbing
34-26.
Coach Miller indicated that
he would line up with Tommy
Husbands and "Red" Metcalfe at
rwards: Joe Fulks at center:
hnson and Hurley at guards.
hers likely to see action are
'pled" White, Mike Nicholas,
Kenn Dalton. Searight, Height,
Harlare-and Luctemirre
.. .

ry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere in
$1.50 the
State of Kentucky.
to any address
$2.00 other
a yearthan
above.

Kirksey Improves As Season Passes;
Now In Tie for Lead With Hazel High

AFTERNOONS
10c
Children
Po s.
Slm'ville 12
Sedalia 23
Balcony (tax included)
21c
4
Yount
!Douthitt 2
F
Herrick 2 Levier Floor (tax included) ___ 30c
F
Cavender 3
Maddox 4
C
Mason 11
Litton
Crockett 4
G
Smith 2
Ford
G
Subs: Sedalia: Kesterson 3; Simpsonville: Bolin, Pierce.
Referee: R. Reed.

E..ry

Sc
!Sc
5c
7c
Sc

Sedalia Five Wins
Two Strat Tilts Yearlings to Play
in WeeIXEnd Play Sue Bennett Quint

Murray. High School Will Be Faster
Stronger Than Team of Last Season

amuses

were Mrs.
s Graham.
a. Audrie
vies, Mrs.
and Story.
. Howard
L•eks, Mrs_
Scudder

1\04 Series No. 681

a year in Calloway.
$1.00 Marshall,
Graves, Hen-

MUSEUMoe

-.iven bigger and better
on the screen!
Carefree!
Colorful!
Collegiatel

g

gifts make happy hearts. Children and grownnips - A
Ill eppreciate this practical solution of your shopping' problems.
er
Why not see our newly-arrivied house slippers and footwear?
A
They are high in style and high in value.
A
A
Footwear

ADAMS
BR-OWNBILT SHOE STORE

iv
; West Side Square

2
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'
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GORDON • MARC LAWRENCE
JOAN VALERIE • MARGUERITE
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR SALE
RENT-6-room
house. AU modern
107 South
Plth St.
lp
FOR RENT-7-room house on S.
14th sSt. near college. See Ernma
J Helm at 1403 Farmer Ave D12c

WILL PAY STRAIGHT SALARY
MOO per week. man or woman
with auto. sell Egg Producer to FOR SALE-Ping pong table. 5Farmers. Eureka Mfg Co. East ply regulation size. eight legs.
St Louts, Ill.
lp Used only six weeks. Rotospeed
duplicating machine. Four burner
FOR SALE-1 Dining room suite New Perfection oil-burning stove.
in good
condition.
Will
sell Boss oven. Woodstock typewriter
cheap. Phone 48-W. 503 Olive See Ralph Churchill. Phone 59.
St.
garage
RENT-Furnished
FOR
FOR SALE AT ONCE-Large size apartment with hot
water
on
baby .bed. In good condition See Miller Ave. 100 yards from ColMrs. Joe W. Houston or 'phone lege campus. Phone 276. J. G.
5118-J.
lp Glasgow
tfc

Feet in Length Often
Eels have been called ''snake-like
fish," and that is what they really
are. Many eels have small scales,
but even so their bodies are smooth
to the touch, as are snakes.
Eels swim after the manner of
snakes, but go much faster.
Usually a full-grown eel is from
two to four feet long. There are
cases, however, of eels with a length
of from 6 to 10 feet.
The female eel grows larger than
the male. The difference may not
amount to much, but among the
conger eels it is very great. The
female conger may be more than
twice the size of a male.
Conger eels are the biggest in the
family. Several are on record with
a length of 9 or 10 feet and a weight
of from 90 to 110 pounds.
A giant -conger eel may have a
body six inches thick. In its mouth
are sharp, closely-placed teeth, and
it can bite its enemies with great
force. If a fisherman pulls up such
an eel, he should take great care.
It is a strong fish, and if loose in
the boat can do damage.
Conger eels spend all their lives
In the sea. In this way they differ
from most other eels, which dwell
In salt water only part of the time.
Another eel which lives only in salt
water is the "thread eel" or "snipe
eel." It has a body hardly thicker
than a lead pencil, but its length is
from two to three feet
Another queer type is the "'piny
eeL" Spiny eels live in rivers of
Africa and the East Indies. They
have many sharp spines along the
back.
The jet black "gulper eel" is a
deep sea fish. It grows to be five or
six feet long, and is noted for its
strong appetite.
The gulper has a big mouth, and
its under jaw can be swung about
freely. Sometimes this eel attacks
fish which are too big for it to handle. A gulper was found dead at the
surface of the ocean, and inside it
was a fish of large size.

WHY NOT Buy a living Christmas THE K C. STAVE CORPORATree? One to plant and watch TION will buy. your White Oak
grow through the year. We have 'Stay Bolts, by the cord, or on
several sizes and varieties. A. E. the stump. Write for prices to
Barnett. 301 South 8th St. Tele- C. L Lane, P. 0. Box 574. Murray.
phone 142.
lc Ky.
D26p
NOW IS THE 'TIME to see about FOR' SALE or
RENT-5-room
that Speed Queen Washer for house. Aiso car. Phone 598J tic
Christmas.
Come in and get
special Christmas offering on the FOR SALE-I set of Walnut twin
1941 Speed Queen. M. G RICH- beds_ See Barney Weeks, Varsity
tic
ARDSON & CO.. at Murray Auto Theatre.
Parts Co. '
lp
FURNISHED APARTMENT. DownMrs. J. D.
NO BIRD HUNTING allowed on Stairs. Heat. bash.
tic
my place. Mrs. Tom Henry. New Rowlett. 711 W. Main
Concord, Ky.
.1p
"STREAMLIN= 1939 WRECKER
•
I WANT TO BUY or TRADE SERVICE. New equipment. 24stamps or stamp collections, with
hour. fast. dependable Wrecker
I will ts;‘.: collec- Service. Charges reasonable. Day
any persons
Aher phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
tions or trade starlitPorter Motor Co.. Chevrolet Sales
and Service.
RADIO SERVICE-All Work guaranteed. Member of Radio Mfg.
Service. T. J. Smith. at Johnsonloose nage that thou..*
Fain.
tic
V__
Got • "ream* of R a-Ea
Varied.
nd today. Ma it rids a quart
sell the juice of 4 Imola. 1 GENERAL ELECTRIC COOK
'
a rear. No moSie at all sad Stove in good cOnchtion and
a
glwasart.
Yea
need
oat, 2 tablei.e taws • day. Oils
bargain at $17.50. Outlet Furniarida& 45 &Kul - POW gale ~- ture Co. H. E. Wall, Jr
tfc
WO*
8;41.34
results
art
*aired.
tee
If
_pa;ns
do
art
SALE-Registered
Poland
Lackly leave sad SI you do ate FOR
bettet.
Pa-Es
oat
cast
Chinas. All sex. Easy feeding.
Yea
lallthaut to uy reit is sold by
quick maturing type
Will go to
year
druggist
under
an
Analyse
msory-badt
market on half the feed some hogs
gragrastaie
Rip4.1
Cladi
IS 'Sr sale
and
mosget
before
they
get
ready for
* Good Dragstares Esseresow

U.S. Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

CI=

II-TOTE2EM
STOP!

LOOK!

LISTEN!

We have lust received a full
13,000-pound load of Oranges and
Grape Fruit fresh from the grove.

KREUGER MYTH IS
BASIS FOR ALPHA
PSI OMEGA PLAY
To Give "Night of January
16" on January 16
at 8:16 P. M.
BASED ON SUICIDE
OF IVAR KREUGER
For their first production of the
year Alpha PSI Omega Dramatic
Fraternity has chosen ''Ni
January 16", to be presen
Murray College Auditoriu
• the
evening of January 16.
This play is based on the story
which circulated at the time of the
suicide of !var. Kceuger, Swedish
match king and financial juggler,
revealing the complicated failure
of his international financial interests.
It was rumored that Mr.
Kreuger's suicide was merely a
fake, and that he had really departed for South America, there to
live incognito and in luxury on a
fortune he had established there.
The subject of the play is a murder trial, and an Unusual feature
of it is the recruiting of 12.members of the audience to serve as
Jury. These members will not be
"planted" in the audience, but chosen by lot. Jurors selected will be
on a professional basis, for they
will be paid a refund amounting
to the price of their ticket to the
sh-ow.
"Night of January 16" had a long
run in New, York, arid has toured
the United States. The late Percy
Hammond, dramatic critic on the
New York Herald-Tribune, wrote
of it: "I have the word of no less
an expert artist and showman than
George M. Cohan that "Night of'
January 16" alternately chilled and
fired his blood with the drama's
agues and fevers, more than any
other masterpiece that has come
within his experience."

Training School FFA
to Appear on The-Air

Murray Training School's Future
Farmers of America will appear
on the radio over Station WPAD.
at 1:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
December 19.
Boys appearing on the program
will include !Almon
Richardson,
John B. Cavitt. Guthrie Thurmond, H. W. Wilson, Charles Hale,
Billy Frank Pool. Fred Atkins,
Root Growth Increases
J. H. Theobald, Albert Watson.
Through New Substance John Nanny. Vernon Cahoon, J..
Tests made of hormone growth-, D. Cahoon. Junior Hargis. W. D.
producing substances at the Iowa Adams. Joe Robinson. Paul Bailey,
Trevathan. Richard
ArmAgricultural Experiment station in- Ben
dicate that some of them are ef- strong. Charles Lassiter, Edward
McMillen,
and
Dicky
Wilcox.
fective in stimulating root production on certain types of cuttings.
This statement was made by B. 8.
Pickett, head of the Iowa Staterecillege department of horticulture.
A hormone growth substance, now
commercially available, was used
Ahno
in the test on four kinds of cuttings,
Almo Homemakers
Club .met
herbaceous, or non-woody type;
Thursday.
December
5. at the borne
greenwood, or cuttings made of
woody plants during the green sea- of Mrs. George Liewis The. food
leader being absent, the lesson was
son; evergreen and hardwood.
given by Miss Rachel Rowland,
The non-woody or herbaceous cuthome demonstration agent. Christtings responded to the treatment,
mas Carols were sung and plans
some at high concentrations, others for the Christmas party
at the
at low concentrations. Pickett said. home. of Mrs. Budl Edfhonds DeAmong the plan4 helped by the cember 30 were made. We are
treatment were geranium, begonia looking forward to each member
and coleus-the variegated greets being present at the party
and red plant commonly called "foHomemakers Schedule
liage."
Stone Homemakers. Monday, DeGreenwood cuttings responded cember 18. at 2 p. m.. with Mrs.
favorably, including the honey- Henry Elkins.
Pine Bluff Homemakers-Monday,
suckle, rose lilac, dogwood, mock
orange, and willow. But the fluctu- December 18, at 10 a. at. with
ation of temperatures and humidity Mrs. Cuilie Steele.
Coldwater Homemakers-'rues'during the summer made it hard to
grow the cuttings successfully. Ap- day. December 17. at 10 a. m., at
the club house.
ple cuttings wouldn't root at all.
Progressive Homemakers-Tues"Growth-promoting substances of
day. December 17: 'lit 1:30 p.,
this type are not yet ready for gen- with Mrs.
Ellis PaschalL._
eral farm crops, but gardeners,
Hazel- Homemakers - TueicM,
florists and nurserymen may often December 17, at 7 p. m..
at the
find them practical aids in commer- school.
cial plant propagation," Pickett
Lynn Grove Homemakers--Wedsaid.
nesday, December 18.. at 10:30 a.
m.. at the club house.
Kirksey Homemakers- WednesdaY:t December 18, at 1 30. at the
Fish and Folks
Columbia river salmon have school. .
Pottertown Homemakers ---Thursproved that fish can be educated to
llve in-accordance with the folkways def. December 19. at 10.30 a. m.,
with Mrs. Madie Cook.
or fishways imposed by the Power
McCuiston Homemakers-Thursage. Latest statistics on the climbday.
December 19. at 1 p. m, with
ing fish show that in a recent week
Miss Bobbie McCuiston.
1.= Chinook salmon got over the
Concord
New
HomemakersBonneville dam, compared to 89'7
Friday, December 20, at 1:30 p. m..
that went up the fish escalators in
at the school.
the comparable week a year before.
Dexter Homemakers-Friday, DeOther varieties have learned the cember 20, at 1:30 p. m..
trick in about the same proportion_
Fish have never been cited as progressive specimens of the animal
world_ They are supposed to be set
in their ways.
But the dam-climbing fish, of the
Columbia have adapted themselves
to the Power age. That human betogs have so adjusted themselves remains to be proved.

HOMEMAKERS
CLUB NOTES

We have also just received 2
truck loads of nice Apples. These
will all be offered for sale at exceptionally low prices - - - by the
Dozen,Peck, Bushel or Case.
•
Place Your Orders Now For
Your Christmas Needs!

.

I

TOLLEY& CARSON
FOOD MARKET
Prompt Delivery

Phone 37

FINE FOODS FOR A MERRY XMAS
We have a huose full of the finest foods to help
make this Christmas the b at yet at no extra cost.
Please give us your ctfider early for Turkeys, Chickens, Pucks, so we can take care of you best.

Give Food For Xmas. Special Baskets
Packed to Order to Fit Any Demand.

>

D12c

WANTED-White
Oak
Timber
suitable
for
making
whiskey
collectors. For information write staves. Will buy large or small
Jack T. Gaither, Gilbertsville, tracts or by the cord delivered
Ky.
D19p on our mill yard Paris. 'Tenn.
Phone or -write B. C. Gilgore Co.,
Chevrolet'Th
Paris, Tenn.
FOR SALE-1934
A-1
,
jfc
condition. Good tires and new
battery. Also 1 Remington portable Typewriter, practically new. Conger
Eel Reaches Ten
Taz Jones. 1000 Main St.
1p

LB. 26c to
CTRY HAMS All
30°
Fellow GREEN PEAS
MINCE MEAT Armour's 3 25c
MEAL JERSEY CREAM 10`". 20c
SALT MACKEREL 2 25.
WHITE RAISINS 2'5°z. Pkgs. 25c
4 LBS.
33C
PURE LARD
FLOUR Lynn Groves Best 24 lb: Bag 69c BI-LETS
Sizes

2 for

THERE'S
IN

MONEY
ILK•••

25'

TLaenler84

I

HYPE MEETS

for

The BYPU met Monday night,
December 9. at the home of Mrs.
Opal Lassiter. Those present for
the meet were, Miss Louise Spann.
Miss Dorothy Mae .Flippo, Miss
Virginia McDouglan. Miss Pernie
Mae Simmons. Miss Ruth Rivers,
Mass Jean Lee, Miss Frances Shelton.
The ftrnup sang "Silent
Night." and "Hark! The Herakd
Angels Sing". Miss Shelton led
in prayer. Mrs. Lassiter gave the
benediction.

for

, WATCH FOR OUR AD NEXT WEEK!
•

enewaiser. siesese
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1,13:1111 mrs pa r k•g In eorman Iant noses.
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ling dare drug stars*.
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,Society Continued from Page 5)
Murray State College Fine Arts
Department t0
-Present Concert
The Fine Arts Department of
Murray State College will present
the annual Christmas concert on
Sunday afternoon. December 15, at
3 o'clock at the cbllege auditorium.
-The Holy City" by Gaul will be
sung by the college chorus with
Prof. L
R. Putnam as conductor r
iss Katie Cost accompane public is cordially invited
attend.
The program- follows:
Part I-Contemplation
Introduction 'Instrumental)
No Shadows Yonder, Cecil Bolin,
tenor.
My Soul Is Athirst for God, Frank
Shires, tenor.
Trio-At Eventide It Shall be
Light, Dorothy Street, Margaret
Holland, 'Kathleen Winter.
They That Sow in Tears.
Eye Hath Not Seen, Julia Gilliam contralto.
For Thee. 0 Dear, Dear Country,
Elizabeth Rhea Finney, Mildred
Kolb. Margaret Holland, Cecil Bolin, Bob Arrioldi, Hugh McElrath.
Thine is the Kingdom.
Intermezzo Instrumental)
Part II-Adoration
A New Heaven and a New Earth,
rederic Johnson. baritone.
Let ,,the Heavens Rejoice.
To the Lord Our God, Glen Hawley, tenor.
Come. Ye Blessed, Kathleen Winter, contralto.
The Fining Pot is for Silver.
These Are They Which Come,
Nancy Alexander, soprano.
They Shall Hunger No More,
Dorothy Street, Kathleen Winter.
List! The Cherubic Host, Frederic
Johnson, Director and soloist. Margaret Clack. Mayme Ryan. Frances
Sledd, Martha Finley, Louise Putnam.
Great and Marvelous Are Thy
Works.
Sock and Baskin Has
Initiation Banquet
The Sock and Buskin Club of
Murray State College held the annual banquet and initiation of new
members Tuesday evening at the
National Hotel.
Speakers at the banquet included
Prof. Price Doyle, head of the Fine
Arts,'Department: R. E. Broach and
Miss Helen Thornton, sponsor of
the club. Miss Odine Swann, accompanied at the piano by Miss
Mary Anna Jenkins. sang selections
from "The Vagabond King" New
members entertained
with impromptu skits, and old members
quoted selections from plays in
which they had appeared.
Following the banquet and program at the hotel the formal initiation of new members took place
at the college auditorium.
The initiates included Juanita
Gentry, Wanda Sisco. Mary Rush,
Georgia Furgerson, Virginia Cable,
Angie Apperson, Mary Virginia
Henry. Lodena Hurt. Oneida Ahart,
Jean Hicks. Joyce Hill, Wells LOVett. Nancy
Whitnell, Josephine
Crawford, John
Raiser, - Matilda
Quirey, Mack Scott. Clara Mae
Breckenridge, Wallace St.e g a II,
Maxine Pybas, Prather Creson,
Mary Anna Newman, Helen West,
Mary Swafford. Laura Holmes. Bob
Evans, Dan Hutson. Orian Mann,
Betty Phillips and Oliver Hood.
AAUW Meets
With Mrs. Inglis
The Murray branch of the American Association of University Women met Tuesday evening. December
10, at the home of the president,
Mrs. F P. Inglis.
A business session was held preceding the program
Mrs. A. M.
Wolfson, chairman of the legislative

committee, announced tat national
headquarters had asked e h branch
of the AAUW to make a s rvey of
its members to see what each one
could do for national defense. Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, publicity chairman, stated that in localities close
to army camps, members of the
Association were responsible for
entertainment at the camps and
were also opening their home to
relatives of enlisted men visiting or
living near the camps.
The program was under the direction of the Creative Arts committee
of which Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall
is chairman. Miss Ruth Hepburn
presented a discussion on "The
Eternal Qualities in Art
Which
Make It Survive," illustrating with
exhibits of various aspects of modern art.
Refreshments carrying out the
Christmas motif were served during the social hour by Miss Carolyn
Wingo, Mrs. J. N. Garton, Mrs. H.
C. Underwood, Miss Bertie Manor,
and Mrs. Inglis.
Sigma Alpha Iota
Gives Silve Tea

•
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Every Day Penny Say

Presbyterian Auxiliary Will
Sponsor Christmas Sale Dec. 14
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will
sponsor a Christmas sale on Saturday. December 14, at the Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power
Co. Handmade articles suitable
for Christmas gifts will be offered
for sale, and also cakes, pies, canned foods and goodies of all kinds.
The sale will begin at 9 o'clock
and continue through the day.
Come and do your Christmas
shopping.
Missionary Society Meets
With Mrs. Pollard
The Missionary Society of the
First Christian Church met Tuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. R. M.
Pollard with Mrs. A. V. Havens
and Mrs Arthur Farmer as cohostesses.
The meeting opened with the.
business session presided over by
Mrs. Charles Williamson. The program leader was Mrs. B. B. Wear,
and the devotional was conducted
by Miss Ruby Wear using as her
topic, "I Will Build My Church to
Open Hearts to Human
Needs."
Mrs. Ira Morgan read the story
**The Littlest Angel." The rest of
the program consisted of scripture
readings pertaining to the Christmas season by Mrs. George Hart,

PETIT POIS PEAS 2 No. 2 25c
CORN or TOMATOES 2 cans 15c
PINEAPPLE 2 9 Cans 15c
GREEN BEANS 3 No.!Cana 25c
DILL or SOUR PICKLES Qt. 15c
PEACHES
2 No, 2'- Cans 25c
SUGAR
10 Lb. Cloth Bag 50c
FAT" XMAS CANDY Lb 10c & 15c
FRUIT BASKETS 10c-25c-50c
XMAS TREES
50c-75c-$10*
Cans

01.

Large Assortment of
APPLES & ORANGES FOR XMAS

ECONOMY
FEED STORE

Geurin. Each of the 106 women
who pieced a block had her name
on the quilt.
Those who attended the quilting
were Dot Boyd, Annie Boyd, Annie Lovins, Charity Falwell, Betty
Farris, Avie McDaniel, Lois Thur
Arts and Crafts Club
man, Agnes Thurman, Verna Win
Has Christmas Meeting
cheater, Bobbie McCuiston. Viz
ginia Thurman. Clara Madsen&
Mrs. C H Redden was hostess
Tucker, Roselle Outland,
Wednesday afternoon for the an- Orva
Turner.
nual Christmas party of the Arts Ronda Fitts, Lillie
and Crafts Club. The rooms were
decorated throughout with holly Mr. And Mrs. Giles Buchanan
and cedar and the brightly lighted
Honored With Shower
tree with the exchange of gifts addMr. arid Mrs. Giles Bucha
ed to the pelasure of the occasion.
A delightful salad 'plate carrying were honored with a canned
out the Yuletide motif was served shower on December 4 by
to 24 members afid the following friends and neighbors. Many
guests: Mrs. A. V. Havens.t.Mrs. cans of fruits and other
W. H. Mason, Mrs. W. S. Swann, were brought or sent.
Refreshments were serv
Mrs. Zelna Carter, and Mrs. Don
Carter.
the guests and a most p
time was enjoyed by all.
Miss Maude Nance of
Those bringing fruit we
New Concord Entertains
Lisa Linn, Mrs. Ottis Britt
Ellen' Britten, Mrs. Fanny
Miss Maude Nance entertained
Mrs. Orville Edwards,
the New Concord Society of Christ- Phillips, Mrs. Cary Ri
ian Service on Monday afternoon, Asher Whitlow, Mrs. Ola
December 9, with a Christmas parMrs. Avis Garrison, Mis
ty. After a short program the social Garrison,
Mrs. Carlos
hour was thoroughly enjoyed and
Morris, Mrs. Lin
refreshments were served to the A. G
tine, Mrs. Edd Stroud.
following:
Those sending fruit
Mrs.
Rev. H. L. Lax, Mrs. Frank Lax,
am,
Mrs. Raymond Feilder, Mrs. Chal- Jesse Roberts, Mrs. Thales
Cyrus
Mrs.
Mrs
Linn,
rie
mers Kindred. Mrs. James Kindred.
Mrs.
Mrs. L. Hodge, Mrs. Roy Coleman. Stevenson. Mrs. Ula Fa
ory.
Mrs. Udah Lax, Mrs. Fannie Henry, Lola Brown, Mrs. Raymu
rd
Mrs. Robert. Young, Miss Madie Mfrs. Edna Linn, Mrs.
Mrs.
Smith. Miss Erin Montgomery. Miss Weeks, Mrs. J. M. We
George
Lewis,
and Mrs
er
Ruth
Montgomery, Miss
Mary
Montgomery, Mrs. L. E. Hurt, Mrs. Galloway.
Porter McCuiston, Mrs. Linus Spiceland, Miss Morelle Clendennin, Mrs..
H. L. Lax. Mrs. L. C Burley, Mrs
Charles Stubblefield, Mrs. W. V.
James, Miss Maude Nance, Mrs.
Loyd Rateree, Mrs, T. F. Nance,
Mrs. Earl Byrley, Mrs. Ernest
Hutchins and Mrs. H 0. Smith.

Sigma Alpha Iota, women's music
fraternity of Murray State College,
gave their annual MacDowell silver tea at the home of Prof. Price
Doyle on Sunday afternoon. December 8 from 3 to 5 o'clock. The
MacDowell tea is given each year
for the purpose of raising money
for the MacDowell colony in Peterborough. N. H. This colony was
founded in order that writers, artists and musicians might have a
place to go for intense study.
The guests were received by Mr.
Doyle. Misses Katie Cost, Annie
Lou Roberts, Jane Sexton, Julia
Gilliam and Mary Alva Elliston.
Misses Mary Katherine McClellan
and Marjorie Price were in charge
of the register, and Misses Mary
Holland and Thelma Marcum presided at the tea table. Assisting in
serving Were Misses Mary Kerber, Quititias At Poplar Springs
Marion Fletcher. Betty Holdemann,
On November 28, sixteen women
Mary Anna Jenkins, Maxine Pybas,
Accurately and Car
Odine Swann and Mary Elizabeth met at Poplar Springs church and
Compounded of P
Roberts. The central decoration of quilted two friendship quilts that
the lace covered tea ,table was a were pieced for J. W and R. Keys
Drugs
huge burning red candle surrounded with Christmas greens and
American beauty rosebuds
During the afternoon a program
of selections by Edward MacDowell
was presented by the Sigma Alpha
Iota string quartet composed of
Misses Annie Lou Roberts, Dalene
Bottom. Jane Sexton and Helen
Cash Award is $10.00 Saturday at 3 o'clock. E
Hire: Katie Cost, piano: Betty Holdollar
spent with us gives you a chance. You
demann. flute; Kathleen
Winter
be the lucky one.
and Julia Gilliam. contraltos.
Approximately one hundred
guests called during the hours of
We have a nice line of Xmas baskets, fruits, can
receiving.
and nuts.

Tenderized Hams and Country Hams
K. C. STEAK SAND ROASTS

theite.11 LOTS%
MILK IN COW CHOW

interspersed with appropriate
Christmas carols sung by Mrs. A.
V Havens.
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses to about 20 members.

BRING US YOUR EGGS
PAY 55c FOR SHELLED CORN

Blalock's Grocery
South Side Square

Phone 375

We Deliver

Chocolate Drops, Orange Slice Stick
and Broken Stick, 1 lb.
CORN or TOMATOES, No, 2 Can, 2 for
TOMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. Bottle
MUSTARD, Quart
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, 6 lbs.
POTATOES, Peek
.
1
ORANGES, Per eise, Any Size
ORANGES, Dozen
lOc.
-2
GRAPEFRUIT, Each
•
SPRUCE XMAS TREES, Beautiful
50c to $1.
We Deliver

Phone 204

I

T. L Smith, Mgr.
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Murray Food Market
Phone 12
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Prompt Delivery

SUGAR, 10 lbs.
47c
RICE, 6 lbs. for
25c
PEACHES, No, 23 Can, .. 10c; Dozen ... $1.05
PIMIENTOS, 4 oz. Can
Sc
Clean Quick SOAP CHIPS, Box
35c
CORN, 2 Cans
15c
CRACKERS, 2 lb. Box
13c
MACKEREL, 3 Cans
25c
CHARCOAL, 3 Bags
25c
LARD CANS, New
35c
BEANS, Great Northern, 10 lbs.
38c
PORK & BEANS, 2 Cans
15c
JELL-O, Any Flavor, Box
Sc
SALAD DRESSING, Quart
20c
CORN FLAKES, 2 Boxes
-15c
SALT, Ohio River, Last Call, 100 lbs.
90c
BROOMS, Priced from
25c to 45c
STOVE PIPES, 2 Joints
25c
SHORTS. 100 lb. Bag
$1.55
DAIRY FEED, 100 lb. Bag
$1.60
SALT, SODA or POTTED MEAT, 3 for
10c
MEAL, % Bu.
40c; 10 lbs.
19c
HOMINY. KRAUT, SPINACH. PEAS,
or GREEN BEANS, 3 Cans for
25c
BLACKBERRIES, No. 2 Can, 3 for
25c
ORANGES
Priced from lc each up
APPLES
Priced Right
CANDY
Several Kinds, Priced Right
Mixed or Plain NUTS, Various Kinds, Priced Right

,t.
Y

V

if
V

V
V
V
V
if
if

BUY YOUR XMAS NEEDS HERE
Special Prices Made on Quantities
MEAT DEPARTMENT
SAUSAGE, Pure Pork, 2 lbs.
LIVER, Pork. 3 lbs.
a
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
PORK NECK BONES, lb.
BEEF NECK BONES, lb.
,
BEEF, For Boiling, lb.
BUTTER, Armour's Sweet Cream, 11i.
BOLOGNA, 2 lbs.
.
PICKLED PIGS FEET, 3 for
CHEESE, 2 lb. Box Kraft
LARD, 50 lb. Can

V

,..
‘

25c
25c
25c
7c
Sc
1211c
38c
25c
14c
54c
$2.99

V

BRING US YOUR EGGS
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The Tigers have only three boys
that lettered in basketball back on
the squad-Billy Fair. George Ed
Jones. and Clayton Williams. Filling in will be the members of last
year's "13" team-the one that annexed the county title with ease.
But even with this-Coach Preston Halland is expecting Abaci record even with a 'good team). The
reason is apparent-the toughest
schedule any team in Western Kentucky has ever attempted.
Holland has re-scheduled St.
Xavier. of Louisville, and the lads
from the Kentucky nretropolis are
expected to be keen to revenge the
surprising defeat the High School
team of last year handed them.
Louisville Male is also on the Tiger
card Add these two clubs to a
list that includes Kirksey, Tilghman. Hardin. Henderson, Fulton,
Mayfield, among other West Kentucky Conference clubs, and you
get a fair idea of what the -Bengals
are up against.
In answer tb the question why he
got out and made up such a tough
schedule when he could have taken
on a half-dozen or so mediocre
clubs. Ty replied that he wanted
this year's basketball team tp be
able to go out and play a good ball
game every night, instead of fizzling
like last year's cage team-or to
put ft better, the past year's football team.
If the boys realize they've got
to be in there pitching all the time
and never let down, I believe we
• can have a much better team than
we can when the boys know they're
playliv; teams that are set-ups. But
get tiss straight-I'm not saying
that most of our losses last year.
were because we let down. We
plieosd some ,good ball clubs. beat
some. and lost to some," Ty exPI oci
The Tigers offense will-Pe built
around Billy Fair, veteran pivot
man. who is a good ball-handler
better-than-average shot.
and
Fair a a good rebound -mars and
rugsed enough to take care of himself no matter how rough the rebound work gets. A bad knee may
hamper him quite a bit throughout

'

Sedalia Five Wins
Two Straight Tilts Yearlings to Play
in Week-End Play Sue Bennett Quint
...James Deweese's rapidly imroving Sedalia Lions "got going"
to take two straight tilts last weekend. Friday evening the Sedalians
journeyed down to Reidland and
topped the Greyhounds in a wellplayed affair by a score of 28-20.
In the Saturday night tilt, played
on Mayfield's floor, the Lions had
the
little
trouble in smashing
Simpsonville quintet 23-12.
In the Reidland encounter, the
(irst quarter found the Lions leading 5-3. The second frame saw the
-Lions outscored 7-5 and the half
ended with the count tied at 10-all.
The Deweesemen bounced back in
the third period and found the
hucp for 10 points while holding
the Hounds to 4. The Lions again
out-shot their opponents in the
final frame 8-6 and hung up a 2820 victory with Mason leading the
scorers for the night with 12 tallies.
Simpsonville's first quarter rally
placed thorn out in front 7-4, but
their lead faded out and they
scoreless in the second chapter to
see the Lions holding a 11-7 margin at the half.
The Deweesecoached ladVrgain put the goose
egg on their'latmonents in the third
period while adding 6 • points to
their column and the score stood
17-7. The Simpsonville lads tried
to spurt to score 5 points but were
unable to catch their opporiets
who were rolling up 6 tallies to
end the game 23-12. Mason led
the scoring with 11 counters.
The Lions will go to Brookport,
Ill., Friday night for a clash with
the Brookport High cagers.

p

The lineups:
Pos,
Reidland 20
Sedalia U
F
Troup "6
Douthitt 3
F
Meadows
Cavender 6
C H. Williams, 8
Mason 12
Crockett 3
G
Meacham 5
Kesterson 1
G
I. Williams i
Ford,
3.
Substitutes: Sedalia:
Referee; O'Dell.

CLAYTON

JOE PAT WARD

WILLIAMS

Murray High is once again deThis Bengal basketeer, pictured
above, is one of the reasons why Pending upon Clayton Williams to
Coach Ty Holland has hopes for handle most of the defensive rebound work.
a winning club.
,
the season, however.
Two southpaw six-footers with
plenty of possib. ties-Ray Waggoner and Lubie sAreale pnobably
will cavort at the forward berths.
unless Holland interchanges his
guards and forwards. If this is

ii

t9 nil a year to any address
4,
"•'other than above.

Lovett, Ordway To
Give Advice to Boys
For Flying Cadets
Joe T. Lovett, general manager of
the Mid-South Chain Stores and an
Army Reserve Officer, and Preston
Ordway, assistant business manager of Murray State College and also
a Reserve Officer in the Army, have
been named as Calloway county's
r ossentatives to give advice and
ln.structions to young men who wish
to become flying cadets.
Both Lovett and Ordway expressed the feeling that there is a bright
future for single young men with a
suitable education in the widely
diversified field offered by the United States Government to its Flying
Cadets. Both are willing and want
to aid anyone wishing instructions
on this phase.
"We will be glad to co-operate
with any young men in this county
who •wish advice on this subject,
and invite them to feel free to call
on us," Mr. Lovett said.

Eagles Set Fast
Pace to Gain
on Hazel

Apparently Jim found his eye in
the New Concord game. Whether
he ean maintain this speed against
Hazirl Friday night remains to be
seen.
James Paschall and Roy
Rose are two more boys who
haven't been getting much notice
but deserve plenty of credit. For
By Edd Kellow
it is these two lads that really
1.Thi.s is-- Snot her-in--a series of -1-routtel out-,the- Kiiksey tedm . . .
articles dealing with prospective one that hes plenty of speed and
basketball teams in this district),
The Eagles are really expecting
Kirksey's Eagles are on the ram- a battle from Hazel Friday night,
page again! Sweeping everything and another _from Beidland Saturin their path into oblivion, the day _evening: If the Eagles escape
men Of Coach Lurwin Swift have from these two games, then they
laid to ruin good bail clubs from may be rated well -above anything
Almo. Farmington, Faxon, and in the county. Swift is a firm beNew Concord. and dropped a close liever in having his team come
one to Sedalia.
along as the season progresses and
A little explanation Is necessary is really looking forward to the
concerning this Sedalia game as tournament season.
allsof the Eagles were not in the
Kirksey, the only county team
game, and consequently, their to oppose the High School this
claws were not as sharp as they year, is out to try to do its best
need be.
and win this ball game. In this
With 15 more tough games-con- game it annually pits the county's
tests with the toughest teams in best against the -.High School, and
West Kentucky, the Eagles, by helps no little in clarifying what
tournament time, should have de- might happen later in March.
veligied into a better deb than
We asked Swift what he thought
Civay County has seen in of the Sedalia team that handed
some tjszie.
him a 7-point licking, and was
Coach Swift said he didn't have pleased to hear him reply that the
much to say contemns, his ball Lions are going to be tough. but
club-but ended up by telling that that had he been able to put his
Waid Copeland is a better ball full strength on the floor, the replayer right now than his brother sult would have been diffessast
ever was: that Captain Doris Ezell Everyone has been high in prass
is one of the best defensive re- for an Eagle substitute, Chad( s
bound men in this section, and Scanlan, who played a whale of a
that when Jimmy Washer starts ball game that night in place .of
connecting with the hoop to give Washer, and outscored Mason, supthe Eagles another good scoring posedly the best rebound man in
man. that Kirksey will be ready this district.
for anybody.
Kirksey's record and schedule

his speed, and hi} ease in ball.
handling.
So there you have as clear a picture of Murray High's basketball
abilities, until the Cats can get in
a game. Speed, fair size, and a
tough schedule the prime factorshow many games will the Tigers.
win? Only three regular season
games have been lost by them in
the past two years.. We shall see.
The schedule:
Dec. 12. Fultanhere.
Dec. 18, Fulton at Fulton.
Dec. 20, Away (tentative).
Jan. 4, Henderson, here.
Jan. 7. Away ;tentative).
Jan. 10, Sedalia at Murray.
Jan. 14. Tilghman here.
Jan. 17, Mayfield here.
Jan. 24, St. Xavier here.
Jan. 28, Mayfield in Mayfield.
Jan. 31, Hardin here.
Feb. 4, Tilghman in Paducah.
Feb. 7, Away.
Feb. 8, Away.
Feb. 11, Kirkseys here.
14, W. K. C. Tourney.
Feb. 21-22, Open.
Feb. 28, Maley here.

Not Everybody t
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

ihii'dFi

lettHand

Grades To Present -Operetta At High
The first six grades of Murray
High School will present a Christmas program Sunday afternoon,
December 15, in the High School
asaiitorium at five o'clock.
The Nativity Scene showing the
ly Farii1:.% The Threa Kings
and the. SOsphescis will be enacted
as the
ble story is related by a
reader,
here will be a special
robed choir of c,hildren as well as"
other groups who will sing carols
and other sacred Christmas songs.
Everyone is invited to attend.
NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
Children
10e
Balcony (tax included)
30e
Lower Floor (tax Included)
36e

VARSITY

10e
21c
30o

stands:
Kirksey 31. Farmington 24.
Kirksey 31, Farmington 24 4
Kirksey 42. Faxon 19,
Kirksey 18. Sedalia 25.
Kirksey 32, New Concord 28.
Dec. 13-Hazel at Kirksey.
December 14-Reidland at Kirk.
sey.
-Dee-. le-Lynn G-rove at KirlipeY:
Dec. 20-New Concord at New
Concord.
Jan. 10--Almo at Kirksey.
Jan. 11-Hardin at Hardin.
Jan. 17-Faxon at Kirksey.
Jan. 22-Sedalia at Mayfield, ,
Jan. 24.-,Farmington at Farmington. ,
Jan. 31-Birmingham at Birmingham..
Feb. 1-sHardin at Kirksey.
Feb. 7-Reidland at Reidland.
Feb. 11-Murray High at Murray, Feb. 14-Hazel at Hazel.
Feb. 15-Birmingham at Kirksey.
Feb. 21-Lynn. Grove at Lynn
-Grove.

SUNDAY AND
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SATURDAY ONLY

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

!
IN TIM 'MOO
SWORD
will be your
TUMID BY IX ... the mark that
thrill!
greatest movie

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

✓

DEATH
Give slippers to
the
man
who
loves his comfort.

nir

fAcrs
c""
...as

he stalks an eerie tiller
in a weird chamber of horrorsl
The critics call it "the best
Chan hit

V
V
V

CHARLIE CHAN
- AT THE

WAX'MUSEUM

PREVIEW OF A MERRY CHRISTMAS

If
V
Footwear gifts make happy hearts. Children and grown-ups
IF
; all appreciate this practical solution of your shopping- problems.
Why not see our newly-arrived house 'slippers and footwear?
They are high in style and high in value.

BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

POWER
in the most famous
of all screen roles!

(RETURN ENGAGEMENT)

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
B'WAY'S SENSATIONAL
USICAL LAUGH HIT!
-.oven bigger and better
on the screen!
Carefree!
Colorful,
Collegiate I

SIDNEY TOLER

38c
ADAMS

TYRONE

(era
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE A
THOMAS MITCHELL
I
MAUREEN O'HARA

„
AIR

ELEGIrRic

If

25c
14c
54c
?.99

a year elsewhere in
$1.50 the
State of Kentucky.

Kirksey Improves As Season Passes;
Now In Tie for Lead With Hazel High

PITOL

I

25c

7c
Sc

to

and Steuart Counties.

Vol. CVII1; No. 50

TODAY AND FRIDAY

pRENI1

25c

25c
25c
25c

Murray State's Frosh kick
the lid off their 1940-41 cage
season here tomorrow 4Friday
night) at 7:30, when they oppose Sue Bennett Junior College, of London. Sue Bennett
recently gave Union College a
stiff battle before succumbing
34-26.
Coach Miller indicated that
he would line up with Tommy
Husbands and "Red" Metcalfe at
swards; Joe Fulks at center;
hnson and Hurley at guards.
hers likely to see action are
1Red" White, Mike Nicholas,
Kenn Dalton, Searight, Height,
Harlan, and Ludeman.

AFTERNOONS
Children
Slm'ville 12
Po s.
Sedalia 23
Douthitt 2
F
Youht 4 Balcony (tax included)
Herrick 2 Lower Floor (tax included)
Cavender 3
F
Mason 11
C
Maddox 4
Litton
Crockett 4
G
Smith 2
Ford
G
Subs: Sedalia: Kesterson 3; Simpsonville: Bolin, Pierce.
as
Referee: R. Reed.
.-7

true, then Joe Pat Ward, shifty
little basket-buster S will go up to
one forward, and George Ed Jones,
dependable passer of last year. and
either Clayton Williams or Paul
Buchanan- will fill in at the other
guard.
Probably the best prospect for a
re*romiprenctriwocivorculpinovviteurawmprimpripoctinompoi
basketball player ,in the future now
out for the Tiger club is Billy Joe
Saunders. rangy loose-jointed six
r
foot sophomore, who handles himself very much like a former Western star-Brad Muetchler. SaundI
\
ers is still just a little backward
when it comes to mixing it under
the backboard, and lacks experience. He is a good ball-handler,
and covers the floor easily.
V
Palmer Outland is another boy
V
V
who will be seeing a lot of action,
once he gets basketball in his system. He is rugged, and a good rebound man. but his ball-handling
will stand plenty of improvement.
Y
John Morris Futrell also will get
1),
in plenty of pall games because of
She'll love you
V
twice as much
for these.

V

.1 up
ight
ight
ight

Aggressive Guard

By Edd Kellow
(This is another in a series of
artii.tes dealing with basketball
teams in the Fourth District).
St II smsning (rem the abrupt
stop in last year's season because of
an a\ erage Murray Training -School
team rising to superb heights to
topple them, Murray High's Tigera,1
will unveil their 1940-41 season -tonigL! against Fulton High with a
better ball club and one that will
prove to be a much steadier one
than the spasmodic quintet of a year
age.

len-

ir

NEWS EVERY WEEK

Bengals' Chances Are
Lessened By a
Tough Card

;ere
p

$
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Your Progressive Home NewsPaPer for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon December 12, 1940

commrrE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY

Murray High School Will Be Faster,
Stronger Than Team of Last Season
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Kirksey-Hazel Battle Friday Night
to Decide Calloway County Leader
tinue.s on the road with games in Fiser-coached
team with 12 and
Co-Leaders Take On wingo and Clinton.
The
High ' 13 points respectively.
School opens its season tonight at I Captain Gene Graham was the
Tough Foes Too
home against Fulton. New Cone c backbone of the Thurman- team.
Red Birds, still playing good His defense. holding 13entozes ace
Sat. Night
, s 'cord's
bail, will take en lulu at Concord pivoter, Willie Jones.

preach at Gilbertsville Church of
Lynn Grove Wildcats Christ
on Sunday at 11 a. in. I
wonder why ministers on "Last
Topple Cuba 29 - 25 Side"
de not send in their

anThe
Ledger &
In a well-played net tilt on she nouncements?
Times
won't charge a copper cent
Lynn
Grove
High
hardwood.
Tuesday ritght. the Wildcats got —it is free!
St.
Jerome
church In Fancy
the jekp en the Cuba quintet
early 1 the battle and the visitors Farm, 8 or 10 miles west of Maywere never able to catch the Jet- fietd, was established 104 years
ago. It is a Catholic institution
fceymen who took the game 29-25.
with convent annex where the
The scoring by quarters were as Nuns enter to seclusions for life
follows: in the initial frame the with a yaw never to marry. LikeCats collected II points while the wise, the catholic priests are not
Cubans were accounting for 5: allowed ever to marry. The church
the second period again saw the ,buildings, I estimate, cover several
JeffFey men eut-scoring the visitors seers on the 40-acre tract. The
6-3 and the half ended 17-8. The buildings are resplendent in "beauthird
quarter saw
both teams ty arid magnificence_ This church
scoring ascending, howeaper, the had more additions in 1939 than
Callowayans out-hit the Cuba five any other one year of Its existence.
11-8 and the quarter ended 28-16. Unlike Greek Catholics, the Roman
During the final quarter the Cats Catholics
practice
pouring or
were content to coast and the op- sprinkling for baptism only. They
position took advantage of this fact are an honest, sincere people.
and rolled up 9 pointS to Lynn
The singing convention at ColdGrove's 1.
water Church of Christ last SunMiller, Lynn Grove forward, was day was grand and eloquent. Song
high scorer of the game with 12 leaders from Kirkscy. Mayfield
points. He was followed closely and
elsewhere were
inspiring,
by Johnson, of Cuba. who tallied This is the home of Mr. and Mrs.
/0 markers.
Columbus Adams whom are gradThe lineups:
uate musicians. o
L. Grove 29 Poi.
Cuba 15
The Atlantic ocean, one to four
Erwin 8
F
Thompson 2 miles deep, the bottom of which is
Miller 12
F
Johnson 10 almost covered with war ships,
Todd 5
C
Creighton submarines, air planes, and dead
Murdock
G
Colbert 5 men's bones. And the end is not
Lapsiter 4
G
Wiggins 3 ye.
Subs: Cuba—Whitlow 5
I saw Irvin Cobb's picture in an
Referee: Clift, Murray State
illustrated magazine ill his old
ages Ugly? Well I should snigger.
quarter, but moved ahead 15-9 at
Really, he was an ugLye_baby. The
halftime'and 19-1F at the third
self-styled,
intemperate,
funny
period. Throughout the genre it
gent has drunk too much somewas evident that the Concord team
thing I suppose.
had too many barrels loaded for
Now with due respect to all the
Coach Red Watson's quintet, who
readers of the Ledger & Times.
put up a desperate but losing batI hang up—Ole' Eagle".
tle.
.
Tommy
Hamlin. continued to
lead the Redbirds home. coming
home to roost with 10 points. He
was closely followed by Oliter
By Mary Russell Cole '
with eight. Bazzell and Spalding
Practice is progressing nicely on
counted 6 points each for the
the
ireshman
play, ."Toby Helps
losers.
.
Out." which is to be given WedLineups:
nesday evening, December 18. This
N. Concord 31 Pos, Farmington 17
is a 3-act comedy. The story folE.' Hendon 3-- F
Bazzell 6
lows: The high school bunch is
Hamlin 10
F
J Spalding 2
out to win the play contest with
Oliver 8
Gallbway 2
C
an old-fashioned melodrama. They
Roberts 2
G
Beasley. 1
all regard it with deadly seriousLax 2
G
B. Spalding 6
Subs:" New Concord: Allbritten, ness except the cut-up Toby. who
H. Hendon 6. Referee—Clift, Mur- takes the part of the poor old
mother in the play. Toby rigged
ray State,

to two field
Saturday night.
1 goals, while he was scoring 11
County Standings
Alms
,
points,
34;
kept
the
game from becomLYers Grave l*
Won Lost
Team
After leading for over half the ing a complete rout. Coach Thur1
4
Hazel .
ball
game
Lynn
Grove's
Wildcats
man
Indicated
that
from the way
.1
4
Kirksey
.
" saw their efforts all go .with the -John Daniel Lovett has performed
5
New Concord
breeze that lifted Almo's Warriors in recent games, especially in the
4
4
L. Grove
from behind late in the third me just past. that he probably
5
Almo - ------------------2
Period,
and over the top in the would break into the starting line5
,
_______ 2
t'exop
final stanza, 34-19, Friday night in up agains Winge.
1
2
'Muria). T. School
Lynn Grove
Starmal-y:
0
Murree. High -------------O
For the Wildcats, it was their Benton 42
Po..
M. T. S. MI
The asteck's' cage schedule:
most 'pennant game of the, season. Creason 12
F
Armstrong 4
Tonight
Guarding tenaciously, and playing Holland 9
F
Robinson 8
Fulton at Murray High
a winning brand of ball for over a Jones 8
C
Adams
Friday Nights
half. Coach -Boots" Jeffrey's team Morgan 13
G
Nanney
Sue Bennett vs MSC Frosh
showed promise of developing into Eley
G
Graham
11
Hazel at Kirksey
a county_contender befoes the-saa--4—Subs' Benton—J. Creason. Styres,
ftletilay "Nightson's close. Until Miller, star of Dunn, Hendrickson. M.T.S.—LovSeutheast Missouri State at Murray
the Wildcat onslaught fouled out, ett 3, Clark, Theobald, Gholson.
Reidiand at Kirksey
it appeared all Lynn Grove, but
Referee: Johnson, Murray State,
Crossville. 111.. at - Haze
.
..the Warriors turned on the steam.
Murray T. School at Wingasea
In sthe final half, the CooperIlardln 47, Hazel 21
Tolu -at New Concord
coached outfit held Lynn Grove
Hazel's undefeated record went
Tuesday Night
tri. one field goal and a free shot. up in smoke at Hardin Friday
Murray T. School at Clinton
while the Warirors were scoring night. as the Blue Eagles. one of
Wednesday
Night
•
21 points. Throughout the
vale stronger teams in West Ken_Lynn Grove at. Kirksey
hale'the loam Grove defense was tucky, galloped to an early lead and
Aurora at Almo
closely drawn around flerndon. then coasted to win 47-21.
Highlighted by a Friday night
Hazel, sufferieg from a bad case
Almo pivot man, but in the third
battle to determine the county
quarter, this strategy went for of eaters in the first half, was beloader. Calloway County basketball naught as
Phillips• and Beale be- hind 14-2 at the Ins: quarter. and
fans face a busy preeholiday week
28-7 at halftime. In the third peegan to connect from the' floor.
of basketball with no less than a
Lynn Grove led 12-9 at the quar- iod. the Lions outscored Hardin
dozen games on the week's menu. ter. 16:13,
at the half, but lost the 11-7. but in the fourth quarter HerKirksey, beaten only by Se- lead 22-18
,din increased its lead.
in the third period.
dalia, and Hazel. , who took a neat L.
Aeplanket was thrown over liarGreve 19
Poi,
Alm. 34
drubbing from Hardin last Fri- Erwin 6
F
Phillips 15 din's scoring ace. Tom 'Trimble. but
day night. will squei e eft in Kirk- Miller 7
the
trouble came from L 13. ThompF
Nelson
see. in a -banner attraction Fri- Tocid
C
Herndon 5 son, who shov4 his red-headed
day night. This game will furn- Murdock 2
G
Beale 12 brother to the sidelines for a startish the best basis of compari- Lassiter 4
Young 2 ing position. Thompson was climb'G
son between - the „county schools
Subs:
Lynn a Grove:
Kelley. ing the backboard time...ands again
and possibly throw an inkling up- Woods. and Key. Almo: Emerson :long with Padgett for tipsins, and
on who might ascend the throne Referee: Pat
e.stere seven--e
goals. AcCovengton. Murray
next March as county champ.
•
curate shooting from out in the
Both Kirksey and Hazel face Benton di Murray T. School 26 floor by Billy Irvan also aided the
Eagles.
stiff opposition Saturday night.
Benton
High's Indians eveiJoe Baker Littleton. steady Lion
Reidlancrs regional champions will wheirned an inexperienced Murray
play in Kirksey. while an un- Training School team 42-26. in guard. was the defensive star of
the
game. and the chief reason why'
beaten team from Croesville. Ills Benton Friday night, in 'an uninwill tale a look-see at liazeL
teresting and slow exhibition of the Eaelee didn't reach sixty points.
He played a good defensive game
Fresh from a last-hall victory basketball.
and hatinted Trimble from start to
ever Lynn Grove.' Coach Hewlett
The Colts, small and witheut exfinish.
With Scruggs and Alton
- Cooper's Aired- team rests- until perience, could not cope with a
well-covered, it remained for Johnnext Wednesday night when they rangier and talented crew of Red.
-collide with Aurora. who chalked ekins who took the upper hand
put the Lions the second club this
up a surprising win over Birming- from the start and held it through.
! season to score tseenty points aI was in Murray last Saturday
ham last Friday night
cut the game.
"Cider" Creason gainst Hardin.
and visited in the Ledger & Times
Murray _ Training
School con- and -Muckle" Morgan led the I Line-ups:
,
office and saw the entire "force . Hardt& 47 ,
PL Thompson, 13 Yes, and saw Mrs. Raleigh Meloan,
G. Teimbie 2
_F
Alton. 6 publisher's wife
Several year,
Padgett, 12
Owen. 8
my daughter. Miss Halle.
T. Trimble. ci 8 C
Scruggs. 5 ago
nurse, was
Cochran. registered
irvan. 10
-*G
Littleton, 4 called from Paducah to nurse Mse
os.
Hazel. 21G_ .
Moore. 0
Meloan through a spell of sickSubs: Hardip—Jones.
Hazel—
neeses--Now. Hattie is the wife if
?tiller, Referee--Goheen. Murray
Capt. Wayne PieKels of San AnState,
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
tonia. Tex.
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
-Tall me this: Are you going to
New Ccncord 31; Farmington 12
Taking the lead in the second
Silverware
subscribe for the
tatiod. after fleeing been behind
Ledger & Times
far II minutes. New Concord's
West Side Court Square
at 11 for 2 years?
Redbirds snatched a , 31-17 win
Eagle's",
"0 1 e'
Farmington High School, at
'piece': , appears
New Concord Friday night
THE JEWELER
every
week.
The Birds were'behind 8-6 at the
The Editor done
got you told last
week. You get
direct information through the
Ledger & Tmes
at births, funerals, churches,
court
proceedings,.
editorials
and locals are
worth the price.
And the rural correstiondents are
all newsy.. Kentucky Belle. are
you listening?
Mr.--and Mrs. Jim Cochran had
27 hens ichiekensi to die sudden
death's last Friday, which is reWHEN YOU GETRIGHTDOWN
markably strange.
. L. H. Pogue will preach at Linn719IT MOST LOW-PRICED CAR
ville Sunday at 10:45 a. m., and at
BUYERS CHOOSE DELUXE
Zion Hill at 2 p. m.—South of
Boydsville where my grandfather
.,110DELS1,..COMPARE DELLWE
Andrew Williams is buried: and
Billie Jones will preach at West
PRICES WI771 THE PRICE OF
Fork Baptist Church Sunday at
OLDS
10:45 as m. Garvin Curd will
THE BIG LUXURIOUS

ure.

akline Redden, Georgia Lee Darnall, Harold Inman, Benard Steen,
Lewis Lovett, Johnnie Hutchens
and Lewis Thompson.
smashed the mighty
The
Hazel quintet Friday night, December 6, the scores beine 47-21.
The Eagles play the Brewers tiedmen Saturday night, Dacendier 14.
All fans are urged to be present
as this is expected to be one of
the most thrilling games of the
season.
The Home Economics Club met
on December 2 and started plans
for a tea to be given December 16
for the mothers and Homemakers
of the community.
The lower grades are practicing
on a cantata, 'Trouble in Teylanev
which is to be given on Thursday
evening, December 19. This Is a
free program and everyone is given
a cordial invitation to attend.
The regular Christmas Chapel
program will be...given on Friday
morning, December 20.

NEEDED INSPIRATION

gagles

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

Dick Powell and Ellen Drew need all thet inspiration they can get to
win a national slogan contest so they can get married in Preston Sturges'
CreomaLsion relieves promptly bePai•arnount picture, "Christmas In July.". showing Sunday and Monday cause it goes right to the seat of UM
trouble
to help loosen and expel
at the Varsity Theatre. He 'nay be singing, "A cup of coffee and you!"
germ laden phlegm, and aid natuge.
But does he wirt`the 5.000 slogan contest"
to soothe and heal raw, tender,
flamed bronchial mucous me
T.branes. Tell your druggist to sell y
out in women's clothes, clutches curs. But the judges decide in a bottle of Creomulsion with the
derstanding
you must like the way
his hair in despair aid lifts off his favor of the bunch and there is
quickly allays the cough or Yotl
wig and goes through other an- a happy ending for the play.
to have your money back.
tics that
convulse the audiente
See such stars as J. T. Walters,
while the cast get ready to mur- James Davis
Puckett, Mariana
der him. Every sort of mishap oc- Skaggs. Martha Sue Putman, Ger- for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchi

CREOMULSIO

Hardin High News 011110M0M0M14~.11090•917ANNItillSWOMPlWigriPrCKPA

Stella Gossip

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes

H.B,BAILEY

GET THE LOW-DOWN
ONLOWP

SPECIAL AND YOUIL FIND
LITTLE DIFFERENCE IN
DOLLARS..COMPARE CARS
AND YOU1L FIND A WHALE
OF A DIFFERENCE - ALL IN
FAVOR OF OLDS

tipr
Special Six
de/jeered
Business Coupe
at
Lansing.
State tax,
Michigan
and
optional
equipment
subject
acceSsories=--extra. Prices
tdchanke
without notice.

oved.
We are announcing
that our place of business has been moved
to 12th St. at the Hazel
highway.
We will continue to
offer you efficient service.
•

tk

Bicycles at
Reduced Prices

Christmas Suggestions

Alarm Cloths
Express Wagons
Tricycles
Scooters
Sleds
it Children's Chairs

Air Rifles
Electric Corn Poppers
Electric 'Irons
Pocket Knives
Hunting Coats
Guns

Keen Kutter Shears
Dinner Sets
Brass Fire Sets
Waste Paper Baskets
Roasters
Lanterns at $1 and $1.25

14 Sexton-Douglass Hardware Co.

SPECIAL!

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Buy your Fireworks
from a complete line
at new low prices during the holidays!

GROWERS LOOSE FLOOR

LEON ROBERTS

Back at Old Location

Grocery —
Service Station
—

1

Big Stucco Factory East of Railroad
More room, more light, and better facilities. Inside driveway
225 feet long which assures you no delay in 'unloading your tobacco. Lane outside parking space for trucks and wagons.

tie

Open Day and Night -- Daily Sales
Free Stalls and Sleeping Quarters

(

•

•

Here's what isou nal in Old,
100-HORSEPOWER 6-CYLINDER
ECONO-MASTER ENGINE . .119.
INCH WHEELBASE ... BIGGER.
ROOMIER FISHER BODY.. NEW INTERIOR LUXURY...4-COIL-SPRING
RHYTHMIC RIDE ..:FAMOUS
01.1s5 QUALITY THROUGHOUT

F YOU are planning to buy a
I priced car, see and drive the te.
Here's
a
quality-built Olds Special!
car that puts 3sou right-up in the bigcar class, the fine-car class — at a
price that still permits you to stay
within your tow-priced-car budget
Why not' investigate Oldsmobile!

TRY OLDS'SENSA77altAib

IIYDRA'MATIC DRIVE:*
NO CLUTCH
Try driving without a
clutch in'the car! Try
driving with gear shifting that's automatic!
,*Opttaital at Extra Cost

OLDSMOBILE

Thei401A

A Word to Stay-at-Home Husbands!

We cater strictly to the FARMER'S BUSINESS and you will find us
always ready end willing to advise with you at all times in the marketing of your tobacco to the very best advantage.

A change of scene is as welcome to a wife as a new
hat., And it doesn't hurt Van, either! So why don't
you and the littlf: woman" have yoursblvee a fling
in Louisville scion? ,

Personal attention will be given your tobacco at all times, and we believe our years of experience is worth much to you in the marketing
of your tobacco.

When it cornesto flings—there's no place in the
South quite equal to the Bluegrass Room. Here you
can enjoy -the bet food, dance (or just listen!) to
excellent music, and see 'not one, but two floor
shows—all for as little as two or three dollars!
•
That's the way to "step out- in style—without
unbalancing the budget!

THE

BROWN HOTEL
targeit and 3ine5t

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
193 East Main Street

Murray,

HAROLD E. HARTE,R, Manner

The management of this Floor wishes to thank the vast number of
tobacco growers in this and adjoining counties for their splendid
business given us in th,e Obt years.
POOL MEMBERS will be permitted to sell their tobacco on our floor
this season, for which we solicit your business the same as non-members.
We are now open to receive your tobacco, and will make liberal advances on delivery.
No business too large to handle. None

too•small to appreciate.

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Murray, Kentucky

jack Farmer, Manager

Kentuckyl

rie

4

S.

s

-11Th 1,-EbGER
Cedar Knob News
Santa's visit is only a short
Um,. away and I guess we must
all must do our best so he won't
P-_ :is poor people by.

ee Dard Steen,
lutchens

God looked down upon the
th,
W eught with gifts to bless itg
ent the birds for beauty.
Ao flowers to express it.
11 ent the streams for pleasure.
A ,..1 folks for one another:
E''7 best of all the treasure,
nt to us Dear Mother.
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Lewis, Mr. and
Mit
Patten
J. Ksnie Simmons visited in MurLys Tuesday. While there Mrs.
Simmons and daughter visited the
old Ledger & Times office
net the new editor and his
ir vedy.
and Mrs. Noah Maynard
son of Cedar Knob, and Hatt.% Lewis of Macedonia', were in
rtlLs ray Monday.
M:55 Mary Lucille and E. H. Simwere business 'visitors at
Toddville store Tuesday morn-

6. E. Parker was a visitor in
.sy Tuesday.
j r,n Duncan and Johnnie SimL. were the guests of Rudy HenWednesday morning.
^1:. - and Mrs. Pete Wisehart,
Louisa
Mitchell and
son.
were in Murray Thursday
•.:,.1 noon.
Pearl Williams and son,
: near Concord, and Mrs. MonMitchell were guests of Kento ky Belle and her family Friday
.t, i..ng.
Si ry to learn of the illness of
:',I kGeorge Green. of Detroit. We
ve - for her a speedy recovery..
C ve Lax was the guest of his
Isle', ts, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax,
.,f .s•ar New Concord, Wednesday.
lisittucky Belle heard her chick, fli squawking Thursday at noon
,Ir ! she went hurriedly to the hen
I .es to find out tilt cause of the
e.surbance
When she arrived

"Build-Up" Good News
For Suffering Women

vered a large hawk
thei sh
attempting to carry a chicken. She
promptly closed the door behind
her and after a short battle disposed of the pest.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams and
Kentucky Belle were the dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Simmons Sunday. Guests calling at
the Shnmons home during the
afternoon were Bob Petty, Mr. and
Mrs. Treman Oliver and childsen,
and Johnnie Simmons and son.
Mrs. William Hicks and daughter and Mrs. Maggie Burton were
the sguests of Mrs. Bub Petty last
Sunday.--Kentucky Belle.
_

Heath News
Guests in the borne of Mr. and
Mrs. Comus Alexander. Sunday,
were Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young and
daughters, Joan and Marilyn, Mr.
and Mrs. Reggie Byers and daughter. Wanda Mae. and Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Tidwell
moved to the Miller place Thursday.
.
Hubert Ray and family, Paducah.' were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harlin Manning and Quinton Manning and family Sunday.
Hardin Manning has been ill for
several-sclayss_.• with flu..
Nearly all the farmers in this
locality have killed hogs during the
past week.
Comus Aelgander sold a nice
bunch - of hogs last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Hendon
will move to near Wingo this week.
Mrs. Lucy Hubbs has gone to
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Clyde Jones, where she will sPend
the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Eron Hubbs visited his mother, Mrs. Lucy Hubbs
Saturday evening before the latter
Mrs. Hubbs left to spend the winter with her daughter.
Mrs. Bessie Paschall is very ill
with flu.
Clendon Byers is suffering severely with an infected hand.,
—Brow Eyes
JAMES DALE CLOPTON AND
BILLY BOONE JOIN MARINES
Jtfines Dale Clopton and Billy
Boone plan Ito leave January 1.
1941. for Paris Island, which is
located 10 miles off .the coast of
South Carolina, where they will
undergo a period of training that
is prior to active service in the
United' States Marines. Both boys
were found to be in perfect physical condition except that Clopton
was slightly under weight.
Monday. December 1, they took
the tas and filled out the necessary papers in the Federal Building in Louisville.

Much of women's periodic distress may be unnecessary!
Many who suffer from headaches,
nenousness, cramp-like pain, other
symptoms of functional 4nm-floerhea due to malnutrition are helped
by CARDUI.
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Around Paschal}
School
Readers, I guess we're all "trying
to be very nice lest Santa should
find out otherwise.
The Rev. J. H. Thurman filled
his regular appointment at Oak
Grove church Sunday. He delivered a most interesting -sermon to
a large and attentive -audience.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurchurch dinner
man were after
Mrs. 011ie
guests of Mr. and
Smotherman and family Sunday.
Mr. ana Mrs. Norton Foster and
children, Joe and _Fay, were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Jones and family, of Lynn
rove, Sunday afternoon.
Odie Morris is improved from a
light case of flu.
Charles Morris was the guest of
his grandparents. Mr: and Mrs.
•
Ben Byars, Sunday night.
Milstead James. who is employed at Paducah, and son of Mr. and
Mrs. Galen James. attended church
services at Oak Grove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norton Foster and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Byars Sunday evening.
Mrs. Minnie Smotherman. who
has been visiting in Detroit, has
returned home.
Mrs, Milburn Paschall is spending a few days with her daughter. 'Mrs. Terry Smotherman, and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall were
dinner guests of Ben Byars and
family Sunday.
Mrs. Lewis Cosby assisted in
cooking dinner' Thursday at Odie
Morris' for the corn
gathering
crew.
I want to say hello to little Miss
Joann "Key who is now in Detroit.
I* missed you at church
Sunday.
„Mr. and Mrs. Willie Baker and
dlughter, Corer, shopped in Murray Saturday.
Joe Thomas Iepster was among
the first in this vieinity to finish
stripping his tobacc6 crop.
Mr. and Mrs. One Key. accompanied by Miss Inez Byars, were
Murray visitors Saturday.
Little Wallace Lassiter will surely make a' good carpenter as he
has asked Old Santa to bring him
a hammer.
Mrs. Nannie Jones is improving
slowly from a recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Key were
Saturday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. One Kea,.
Miss Colra Nance
as a guest
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oat
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Glad to report that Wallace, the
small son of Mr. and Mrs. Paschall,
is improved from a deep cold.
—Golden Lock

ROMANCE AT POTTAWATOM1E!

Lucille Ball and Richard Carlson, here shame carry the main romance at
Pottaoatomie College, that enchant% fabled institution of learning made
famous in George abbott.s big riots" I suscess, "Too Many Girls." RKO
Radio, with the aid óF the original producer, has given this merry story
an elaborate screen presentation, with an imposing cast of celebrities in
the featured roles. Tuesday' and Wednesday at the Varsity Theatre.

-

Kirksey High School
News

sey Chapter of Future Farmers of
A
pim
.eseiug.
rciena was held December
be
3
with James Washer, vice-president,

The cast has been chosen for the
Junior play, "Here Comes Charlie," and direct work has started
on preparing it for presentation
on Saturday night, December 21.
Mr. and Mrs. %Xalston are sponsoring the play and we are looking
forward to it as one of the best
plays of the year.
Make your
preparations now to see some Of
the dcamatic stars of the school in
their usual outstaingioles. You
can't afford to miss seeing Roy
,Rose as Uncle Aleck with his bald
wig and gray chin whiskers breezing around whole-heartedly after
Charlie. the peEtty charming girl
of 17, play'ed by Angie Dean Myers.

A new program committee was
selected and a date set for our
next meeting.
James Washer made a talk on
the work of the FFA. Music was
furnished by Waid Copeland and
Edwin Greenfield. Jimmie Jones
gave the group another sample of
his "hot air" with some jokes.
The meeting was conducted with
the FFA opening and closing ceremonies and points of parliamentary
pm oceedure were discussed as the
business was transacted.
The next meeting will be held
the second Tueaday night in January,

Lynn Grove High
School News

—
Hazel- High School

Well here we are just one wet*
from our six weas' exam. In
spite of all the hard work ahead
of us we are looking forward to
a visit by Goober and his Kentuckians
from
Radio e Station
WHOP, Hopkinsville. Tfie school
would like to invite all of the
community out to enjoy'an evening of fine entertainment.
Our Home Economics club held
a Mothers and Daughters banquet
Wednesday night.
Athletics
Last 'Friday night" Hazel's Lions
were defeated, for the first time
this season, by Hardin on their
floe:. The score was 47-21. Our
second team was defeated also.
On this Friday night Hazel will
play Kirksey on their floor. All
of Hazel's loyal fans are urged
to go to Kirksey and root for the
LiOpS.
And now tans here is an eyeopener that none of you can afford
to miss. On next Saturday night a
powerful, undefeated team from
Crossville, Ill., comes to Hazel to
play, the .Lions. Crossville is a
small town 163 miles from Haze.
It is a suburb of St. Louis, and is
a good deal the other tide of
Harrisburg, Ill.
The -reason for
Hazel playing this team is the
fact that one of Hazel's tormer
graduates, and a sister of Miss
Julia Frances Curd, is now teaching at Crossville. The_ young lady
is Miss Laurine Curd. Hazel has
arranged to take care of the boys
and their coach overnight. BY the
way, Miss Curd teaches commerce
at Crossville High.
I suppose this is about all the
athletic news for this week. And
remeber, fans, come out to all of
Hazel's games, and watch the Lions,
spell VICTORY for Hazel.

Bad Road News
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jones,
Mrs. Jimmie Paschall. and Parvin
Jones visited realtives near Taylor's Store Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. John Paschall and Mrs.
Jim Douglas assisted Mrs. Grover
Deering with her quilting Wednes_
day of last week.
Parvin Jones, Mrs. Fleetwood
Paschall, and Mrs. John Paschall
were in Murray one day last week.
Oline Sheridan and son were
in Mayfield last week on business.
Sorry to hear of little A. L.
Paschall's having pneumonia. Hope
he soon recovers.
Master Rodgers Nicholas, Cottage Grove. Tenn.. was the guest
of James Miller Deering Wednesday night.
Guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Paschall Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. ',Fleetwood Paschall
and children, Marelle and Thomas
Hugh.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter and
son, Wallace, were the guests of
Mr. and - Mrs. Chesley Paschall
Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Arlin Paschall, who has
been ill for sometime. is not so
well at this time.

The Mother's Club of this place
met last Wednesday with an unusualy large number present. The
fifth and sixth grades presented 0, The sophomores will present
lovely
pre-Christmas
program. their class play, "The Circus Girl,"
Under the direction of Mrs. Out- a 3-act comedy-drama, on Thursland, Mrs. Walston served dainty day evening, December 19. The
refreshments carrying out the Holi- characters for the play include
Main way it helps relieve periodic
day motif.
.distress is .by increasing appetite
Charlene Cochrum. Dale Myers,
The Mothers and Daughters ban- ROnald Crouch, Dorothy Jo Hart,
and flow of gastric juice. Thus it
quet,
which
the
Home
Economics
often aids digestion; helps build
Maurita Morris, Ella, Armstrong,
Club sponsored
last
Thursday Hilda Tidwell, Alton Hughes, Maristrength, energy, resistance to
night, was a perfect success. The anna Carter. Willodean Hutchens,
periodic disturbances.
tables were most beautifully deco- Billy Murdock, L. D. Warren, Hugh
Madison county'farm leaders are
Others find help for periodic disrated in Yuletide colors. The table Kelso, Barbara Nell Harris and
comfort this way: Start a few days planning to launch an intensive
was laid for 90 guests. A Christ- Jane Humphries. The play is bebefore and take CARDUI until "the "more red clover on every farm"
mas tree near the end of the table ing sponsored by Mrs. Jeffrey. The
campaign.
time" has passed. Women have
held gifts for each mother. The admission is ten and fifteen cents.
used CARDUI more than 50 years.
Mrs. George Cornell, of near girls made these gifts at school Care and spend two hours with
It pays to read our Classifieds.
Kirksey. is in the market for sweet and they came as a surprise to us beginning at 7:00 o'clock and
their mothers.
potatoes!
enjoy this Christmas play.
Last Friday night she was awakRehearsals are being held for
The Wildcats played the Almo
ened from a comfortable night's our Christmas program which will -Warriors
Friday evening in one of
rest by -a disturbance among' ht‘t 'be''presented on Sunday afternoon,
the most thrilling games of the
flock of guineas tones that she had December 22, at 4 o'clock. The
A burgoo dinner was given by
season. The Wildcats were debeen lucky enough to raise).
choruses are being directed by feated by, a score
of 34-19. The the Grant County -Farm -Bureau
Arming hertelf with a light and Miss'Roberts, our ,music teacher.
for those attending the annual
Kittens won by a score of 15-10.
a poker, Mrs: Carnetl invaded the
The dcoating team, under the
The Wildcats ahd Kittens _will county-wide meeting.
When you take Smith Brothers Cough Drops,
night to discover whiff, unknown directio nof Mrs. Patton, is being
Cuba's
basketball
teams,
you get Vitamin A at no extra cost. Smith
marauder was disturbing her domi- organized. The question this year. Play
Tuesday evening, December 10.
Brothers-Black or Menthol-still cost only
cile.
"The Federal ',Government Should This will be
the
last
game
played
Upon reaching the lot, she dis- Be Increased." is a very interesting
home floor this
year.
covered that a large 'possum Was one at this patricular time. We on our
doing the dirty work. With a short are looking forward to a very suc- Don't forget to come and cheer
for the Wildcats.
lick or two from her trusty poker, cessful year in this work.
Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
Remember our Christmas promucous membranes of nose and throat to
the 'possum was ready for the fire,
On Friday night. the Eagles met
cold infections, when lack of resist.
but there were no sweet potatoes Faxon's netters at- Faxon. The gram to be given Sunday. DecemTRAP
ance is due to Vitamin A deficiency.
ber
15, from 4 o'clock to 5 o'clock.
. . what a pity.
Eagles. were victorious by a marPupils from grade one to grade
gin
of
42-19.
Exhibiting
a
flashy
•
r:
12 are in the program. Everyone
offense and plenty cf accurate goal
is invited to hear songs of the
shooting. the Eagles walloPed the
Yuletide season.
Concord Redbirds 32-28, Saturday
All the examinations will be
night, on our home floor. At the
held Thursday. December 19. This
end of the first quarter the score
will be the closing of the midwas tied 8-8. The Eagles ran it to
semester term. The students will
20-14 at half-time. At the third
return to school
Friday for a
quarter the score was once again
Christmas program and a Christtied up, but at the close of the
mas tree.
game Kirksey was out in front by
The grades enjoyed the visit of
4 points. .The pep squad was presMr. and Mrs. Sumner, Mrs. Mae
ent and helped to boost the ',Oats
Lawrence. Mrs. Thelma Brown,
to victory. On Friday nigne Deand Mrs. Carlos Jones very much
cember 13, the Kirksey Eagles will
and invite them to-come again.
meet the Hazel team and on-oSatLynn Grove High school wishes
urday night the Reidland Greyeveryone a merry. merry Christhounds on the' Kirksey floor.
mas and a happy New Year.
- Honor Roll
First grade: Homer Crass, Glenn
Murray, the birthplaw di Radio.
Beach, Mavis Dunn. Marilyn Ann

Bring On Your
Sweet 'Taters

EXT

Smith Bros. Cough Drops are the
only drops containing VITAMIN A

Growers

We deeply appreciate the patronage of the vast number of tobacco
growers whose\crops we have handled during the past years, and assure
you our continued very best efforts in the future in obtaining the highest
and best price possible for your tobacco.

Walker, Eugene Armstrong, Anna
Marie Bazzell, Glen Neil Cunningham,' Charles Elias, and HowardMcCallon.
Second grade: Sue Glass. Paul
Blankenship, Harold Jones , and
Zane Cunningham.
FFA News
The regular meeting of the ICirk,e-

Relievi
. Misery of

Large Brick Warehouse
Just Across Railroad on Depot Street

MURRAY, KENTUCKY"

It pays to read our Clasaifieds,
•

/Were

ACratChinC
tat
i
a
For ouira resist from Itching of eczema. Punael,
athlete s foot, scabies, rashes and other externally caused skin troubles, use aorldeamous,
cooling. antiseptic. liquid D D.D.Prmaiption.
Greaseless, stainless. Soothes orritatoon and
quickly stops intense itching. 33c trial bottle
sea it, or your money back. Ask your
today to B. B. M. PRUCOMPTION.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
ULCERS-EXCESS ACID

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Lord's Day: Bible study at 945 t Symptoms of Distress arising From
a. m. and 5 p. m. Please note
that our evening service will be STOMACH
at 5-o'clock.
, DUE TO
Wednesday: Ladies' Bible class I
at 3 p. m., prayer meeting at 7
Free Book Tells of Home Treatp. m.
The sermon topic at the Sunday ment that Must Ilelp or it Will
morning worship will be, "The Cost You Nothing
First Commandment with Prom- Over one million bottles of the
TREATMENT
have
ise". The evening topic will be WILLARD
been sold for relief of symptoms of
"The Golden Text".
distress arising from Stomach and
'C. L. Francis, Minister
Duodenal Ulcers due to EXCESS
Mrs. Claude Young of Hopkins ACID—Poor Digestion, Sour or Upcounty reports a return of $2.12 per set Stomach, Gassiness, Heartburn,
hen above feed cost, for the year Sleeplessness, etc., due to Excess
ended October 1. She started with Acid. Sold on 15 days' trial! Ask
123 pullets and; after bloodtesting for "Willard's Message" which fully
and culling, ended the year with explains this treatment—free—at
84 hens that, laid an average of 193
eggs.

Dale & Stubblefield

e--SICK NERVOUS-N
rEVERY
CRAiK MONTH"•
Then Read WHY
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Is
Real"Woman's Friend"!

Some women rufTer severe monthly
pain (tramps, backache, headache I due
to female functional dperilers while
other's nerves tend to beet upwt and
they get cross, restless and moody.
So why not take Lydia E. Pinkhasn'a
Vegetable Cornion,! nt,de cap. Wy
to help tired, run-down, nerv0u0 worn.
en to go smiling thri "dirlficult days."
Pinkham's Compound contain& no cal.. &tea or habit-forming ingredients. It

k

teid

Is made from nature's own beneficial
roots and herbs —each with Its own
sped& purpose to HELP WOMEN.
Famous for over 60 years—Plnkharo's
Compound is the best known and
of the most elfectivor "woman's" to
obtainable. Try it!

90/0del

DS
fah666

1 ,00)TAlt445 SALVE.11055moris
1

e

CLHEIL
• The Claridge is so ideally
located in the heart of clow
town St Louis - and boo so
many superior qualities - that
it is no wonder it is preferred
in the world of travel. Only
two and one-half blocks from
Union Station. For finest food
in tewn- visit the beautiful
Marine Dining Room.

All must go! We can't winter 'em!
Get rid of that 3-4-5 year old dobbin!

•

E

TAKE YOUR PICK!...We've
got the whole herd! Fords,
Chevvys, Plymouths, Dodges—
our stables are packed with
popular makes and models!
Many well shod. Many light on
Iced. Feely one rarin' to go!

STRIKE A DEAL! . . . We've
pared prices to the bone! We're
out to give you absolute top
allowance on your old car!
We've got the "all-around" deal

We are now open to receive and make liberal loans on the delivery of
your tobacco.

it
Same Location — Same Management — Same Accommodations
s
Same Office Force
Same Floor Management

The college chorus composed of
about 45 members and directed by
Prof. 1,. R. Putnam, will present a
program at 3 o'cluck.Sunday afternoon, December 15, in the auditorium. They' are presenting "The
Holy City", by Gould.
Students doing spec:al solo, quartet and trio parts will be: Cecil Bolin. Frank Shires, Dorothy Street,
Kathleen Winter. Margaret Holland, Mildred Kolb, Julia Gilliam,
Elizabeth Rhea Finney. Arved Larsen, Hugh McElratn, Fred Johnson,
Glenn Howley, Nancy Alexander,
Margaret Clack, Mayme Ryan,
Frances Sledd, Louise Putnam, and
Martha Finley.
Under the direction of Prof. Price
Deyte, the orchestra will give a concert December 18. at 8:15 p. m. in
the auditorium. Miss Marian Beers,
cellist, will be soloist.

in our 1,2,3herd!
fine car

ATTENTION

TO- NON-MEMBER GROWERS: Since we are now also in position to
receive and handle your tobacco, as well as that of member growers,
we earnestly solicit the handling of your tobacco this season, also.

or

Chorus To
Sing 'The Holy City'

BARGAINS
year old (

•

TO MEMBER GROWERS: As we are now in position to receive and
handle your tobacco in the same manner as in the past, we çry cordially invite you to deliver and market your 1940 crop with us.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Preaching by the pastor morning and evening. Subjects: A. M
"SPARED"; P. M. "FRIENDS IN
NEED".
Church School, under the direction of faithful. Bible-loving, competent officers and teachers, meets
every Lord's Day at 9:30 with
classes for all ages beginning with
the Cradle. Roll. Classes meet in
separated rooms for the study of
the Bible lesson for the day.
Training Union with a splendid
Bible program under the directionof faithhil officers and workers
meets every Lord's Day' evening
at 6:15. The purpose nnd work
the Tralning Union is to make
better and more - useful church
members at home and abroad.
There is a Union for each age, beginning with the Story Telling
Hour group.
Mid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at 7 o'clock in
the large basement of -the church.
This meeting.eis largely given over
to the soulful singing of Gospel
hymns, praise, prayer, testimony
and Bible study. Everybody iS
invited to this meeting with neighbors, friends and relatives.
The' church and pastor ceseelially
invite every one to atfend all the
services of- -the
-en
joy Lfully the messages in sermon
and Song and the helpful fellowship.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor
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Dozm of
LUE-BLoop

A. G. Outland & Co.

Member & Non-Mem

College

Free

Parking

350 ROOMS FRomlB•
WITH PRIVATE BATH,SHOWER
AND CIRCULATING ICE WATER

HANDLERS OF
Association Members And Non Members' Tobacco

that makes swappin'the soundest kind of investment for your
car money!

HAVE SOME FUN! . 7 . You

A WEEK
/ ONLY
'
I
"

do:I:Lys:ant spavins, splints and
curbs to spoil your driving
pleasure. You don't want the
whole parade to pass you by.
You want a blue-blood winner
—from a four-square trader!
Then come in and see us today!
TiADE NOW!

after low down -payment
buys any Used Car
offered in this Salel

Ford, 3 year old Coupe, black
paint. dependable. Tie him to
your hitching post
for only

$255

1940 Ford 1 1 2 ton Truck, 158 in.
wheelbase. 2 speed axle. 26,000
miles. Looks and runs
like new

$585

1937 Ford 60 Tack-up. Real set
of rubber. Lots of cheap traveling. Yours for
only

1938 Tudor V-8 Sedan, Plenty
of mileage for someone s385
Only

1939 Chevrolet 1,, ton Truck,
134 in, wheelbase. fair 3285
tires. In good shape

One-year old Ford Deluxe Tudor
Radio and heater
Just

$235

TRADE! SAVE! NOW! IT'S JUST HORS! SENSE!

STOKES-SMITH MOTOR CO

•
Murray, Ky.

East Main-Street.

Phone 170

Trading's Good at Your FORD DEALER'S! Swap and Sav2!

;er

•

4

COPY FADED

125

perts. IlIss ria4

1
194 :cras mismimilialfts aw—.
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DRAMATIC LOVERS DELIGHTED
WITH "IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE'

Sinking Spring
News

I

METHODIST CHURCH XOTES

Taylor's Store News Young Dairyman's Dream is Coming
True

Kirksey Circuit

Sneday, December 15. 1946
I believe its getting time to
It F. FlIamkeNdlEir. Pastor
Robert Craig, sun of Mr. and the only dairy in the United States
At the morning worship hour,
hear from Taylor's Store again, _so
Hoyt Craig, Hazel, is prov- where 100 per cent of the cows
10:50 o'clock, the pastor
will here
I come for a short chat with ing his dream. Little was it realSock and Buskin Lealii-seeo la were first." In December 4th isi
ay William F. PelSunday visitors of Mr. and-hfrs. preach on "Life's Loyalties-- Some- the neighboring correspondents.
Mt. Beltran
ized what he could see In the fu- sue there was an editorial about
day night. December 6. atterided la. i and /VIM' Berry. lairinda John Cathcart and daughters. Pearl thing MUST be supreme in the
We are having such fine weath- ture when he bought his first reg- Craig's cows.
the club's production of Sinclair Pike eoarety editor for Mr Jessup. and Ann, were Rebecca Sue Wilk- like of every individual. As one
Third Sunday:
Jersey heifer,
Lewis' "IT Can't Happen Her,
played by Mary Rush: Frank Tas- erson. Mr. and Mrs. Berthal Wal- determines what that SUPREME er now that it is quite difficult to istered pedigree
•bert is a senior of Hazer
Church school at 10 a. in. eacla
The play, which pictures Ameri- brongla a manufacturer who lost drop and Willodean of Murray.thing is. so he determines what think about the cold. clerk winter "Emerald Owls Eminent Gold", High School and a State Farmer.
bag
services at 11 a. m.
days which will hide this beautiful in the fell of 1939. He was not
ca's fight against a dictatorship if all he had because of the Corpus.
his life shall be.
The
one should become established, ; played by Wayne R. 'Reynolds: of the Intermediate Girls Auxiliary
evening hour. 7:15 o'clock. sunshine. But we have to bear satisfied with the general class
the
At
Rirksay
churdh met at the home of
After getting 20 bushels of corn
it as it is given by higher power. of heifers available so he went to
was presented in the College aud- C. rpo Jim Nickerson. played by the
leader. Miss Wilma Hartsfield. 'Rev. C. N. Jolley. the District If we poor. ignorant and grumbling a well known dairyman.
Services each Sunday night t
M.D. Har- more per acre from hybrid, Sellus
▪ itoriurn.
Mack Sc•ott. •
Saturday. at 10 o'clock for the Superintendent of the P111563 Dis- people ruled things this world rison, Farmington.
Ky., to buy his Hurt, Allen county, has decided 6:45. You are invited to each of
Mr. Lewis' play shywedea die-, Julian Flack, a college gradu- special Foreign Mission program trict, will preach for us. You will
these wieners.
to discard common varieties.
tatoes party. the Cerpo's.- 'taking ate who joined the Corpus and andathe Lottie Moon Christmas of- enjoy hearing him. Our choir would be in worse condition than heifer.
This cow brought Craig much
root and growing in size wid pow- then turned against ahem. played fering. A very interesting pro- will have- some appropriate Christ- at present.
We do not have much sickness fame and honor at the Fair in the letatirlaltasalreateliCirtadanalreatalailainitatariCatanCellaitalftellaWIMItniMellartalge
er until a dictatorahip was set up by Bogard Dunn. Corp, Prif;ate gram was given andea delicious mas music at the morning hour
our in our neighborhood now with ex- fall of 1939. She made an excellent
in America. The methods and Brown. played by Bill Wethering- lunch was served. This was the and at the evening hour
tactics of this party were clearly ton: Voice of Commentator, played last regular program for the year. Junior choir will have charge of ception of a 'few colds. We are unofficial record as a junior 2-year
sorry to learn that the little daugh- old, producing approximately 500
defined so that every one in the by, Orian Mann: Voice of Win- Plans were made to give 'baskets the music.
As Christmas approaches those ter of Bro. and Mrs. Colys Law- pounds of butterfat in 365 days.
audience
received
a
clear-cut drip, played by Bob Arnolde Dan of -fruit and candy to some needy
who love the Lord should be rence having pneumonia.
Young Craig carried the cow to
Wilgus. winter tor Mr. Jessup. families for Christmas.
conception of dictatorship.
Those at- thinking of some gift
to those in
Sunday was a beautiful day. Purchase Dairy Show at Mayfi.
the
A email New 'England town was played by Wells Lditett: and Mr. tending
meeting
included need. Surely in
land
this
of
peace
Dimmick,
an agent of the peoples hlaurita
Many went to church, some to where she made good showing.
the scene of the play. Principal
Morris. losetta Morris.
Later in the fall he bought a half
Lady Ruth Marine. Rebecca Sue and plenty no child and no un- Oak Grove and others to Sinking
characters were a druggist. an edi- party, played by Dan Hutson.
sister, "Red Lady Nell", to the
Wilkerson, Pearl Cathcart. Wilma fortunate man or woman should Spring.
tor. members of the editor's famunremembered.
go
Look
round
Carlos
Mr.
Mrs.
had
Kelso
and
first
Hartafield
cow.
ily, a commissioner and sergeant
and Bro. and Mrs.
you for some opportunity to do quite a crowd home with them
Lawrence.
of the Corpo party, and a manuRed lady Nell was the first of
from Oak Grove for dinner Sun- the two cows to freshen in the
Ray Warren. small son of Mr. good.
facturer.
The Sunday-school aldays has day.
Walter Fennel Dirll
and Mrs. Eurie Warren, has reAn outstanding performance was
spring of 1940. She was then put
a good program and you owe it
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cooper visit- on official Register Merit test,
given by Joseph C. Fitch, who
Funeral and burial services were covered from pneumonia.
Several from this church went to vourseU and to your family to ed Mrs. Cooper's parents, Mr. and this being the first cow in western
played the part of Shad. -Leduc,
. held Mendey afternoon at PalesShad at first was -a hired man tine for Walter FeritUr-4g years of to -Ntayfielda last Monday night be present at 9:30 Sunday morn- Mrs. Jim Taylor Sunday. - -Kentucky to be put on this test
George Jones and sons are sure for a number of years. At a
working for Doremtis Jessup. the age. who died Saturday afternoon week to hear Bro. R. G. Lee, pas- ing at -one of the good Sunday.
schools
near
you.
Make
your
up
doing
plowing
a
lot
their
of
with
tor
editor. Later he is eenverted to at 3 o'clock at his home in Vanof' the Baptist church at Memlater date "Emerald -Owl Eminent
tractor this fine weather.
the ideas and pri ncipies of the celave following an illness of sev- phis. Term., preach at the Mayfield mind to do your part.
Gold" was , entered on the same
Our children and young people
Some farmers _are stripping to- test.
Corpo party and was made a ser- eral days.
Baptist church.
geant. Then he turns against his
Glad to report Mrs. Leon Cboper meet at 6:30 each Sunday evening bacco, some hauling water, some
Servialaaa were ,-conflucted by the
These two cows have proved to
and your boys and girls need the killing hogs, and others are enformer employer, Jessup. and bra- Rev J. H. Thurman. of Murray. in as being some what improved.
be two of the best cows in the
tally bullies him for his fight the presenewuf a large crowd of
Eulala Lawrence, daughter of religious development that these joying the hunting esason.
United
States. In August, each
John Cathcart has moved to cow headed her list as having the
against the Cot-pos.
Bro. and Mrs. C. W. Lawrence has meetings afford. See that they sere
ielatives and friends.
present.
the
house
small
on
Hunter WilkerA nice bit, of acting was done
Survivals are • his widow: four pneumonia. She was quite ill first
Always we welcome visitors and son's farm. Mr. Wilkerson and highest butterfat production in
by John Reber in the part of daughters. Misses Robbie and Hazel of the week but is expected to restrangers to our services, assuring family are coming back home this her respective age. Again in SepDoraraus Jessup, the editor. Mem- Fenael. Mrs. Ben Childress, and cover soon.
tember "Gold" repeated her recber:, bf the editors family were Mrs. Earl Brandon: three brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter La_ssitea and them of a brotherly attitude in all week. It is like the old song I ord. These cows are making an
Fowler Greenhill. a eloctor who Lawson and W)lie Fennel of this Mrs Fanny Heath were.. Stnday things that pertain to the king- guess. "Home, Home sweet home. excellent start for the Gold Medal
there is no place like home."
was murdered by the Corpo party. ceunty and Johnny Fennel of Pa- afternoon visitors of Itar. and Mrs. dom of God.
which is next to the highest honor
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
Sorry so many people can't get which a cow can receive in butplayed by Oliver Hood: Mary duach. and one sister, Mrs. Liddie Oscar McLean..
farms to rent this tall. -This terfat production.
Grienhill, his wile, played by Hopkins of Paducah.
The Women's Missionary Society
world has made a change."
Juanita Gentry: and David Greenmet at the church Friday for an
These cows came thro.vgh on top
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
George Pitman is preparing to at the County Fair in 1940 as
hill son of Dr. Fowler and Mary -"Mrs. Haney Towery is visiting all-day study of Foreign Missions
move to the Mrs. Daisy Hill farm. Champions.
.in the home of her son. Olive Tow- and Lottie Moon Christmas offerlit0C41 4-10
A. V. Havens. Minister
Ruble Rogers and family of DeOrian Claeke Mann played .the ery and Mrs. Towery.
ing. The offering was very liberal.
Young Craig 'has not only two
For the morning worship service.
MULL
part of the druggist. Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland Several ladies were present for next Sunday. the minister. A. V. troit have been visiting relatives of the best show cows, but cows
Kentucky.
Rogers'
Mrs.
old
in
Tubbs. an eccentric old mar.. who' were dinner guests of Mr. and the special program.
which
milk
produce
which
is suHavens. will exchange pulpits with
was murdered by the Corpo party :Mrs. Hardin Giles Sunday.
Bonnie Sue Hall, Jimmie Helen Charles C. Thompson, minister of niother, Mrs. Montie Waldrop, re- perior to any around here. Bebecause of his faith in democracy.
Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua Hopkins, Miles. and James Leslie Wilson the First Christian Church of Paris, turned with them to spend the cause of this fine grade of milk he
Corpo Commissioner
$9995
Swan. a Jackie Gorden and Carman Gordon were the guests of Mary Alice and Tenn. The beautiful organ prehas been granted Jersey Creamline
rather brusque man-of-his-word. were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Beaman and Mr. Frank lude. played by Mrs. Frances Cole- 'winter.he little daughter of Mr. and license. His closest competitor in
been
has
Waldrop
sick
Burie
Mrs.
was played by Prather S.mms Cre- Pitt
Beaman Sundae afternoon.
-arson Lovett Sunday.
Creamline milk is Louisville. The
man Johnson. will begin promptly
son
Mrs. Ida Adams is • visiting her at 10:50. The two ministers were with a severe sore throat.
Mr. and aire Bradley Overby
Jersey Creamline Corporation. beLOWII61 price ever for a
Its time for -me-toe-get to the fore granting license, require
Other members of. the produc- were week-end guests of Mr. and sister-In-law, Mrs. S. V. Miller. class mates in the College of the
all
mail box so boodbyc and hurrah cows to be tested for
tion were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vee- Mrs. Tom Crider of Murray.
this week.
Frigidaire
Electric Range with
Bible at Lexington. Ky.
TB. and
der. a New Erolaed couple who
Hirater Wilkerson has been conHardin Giles and his family
At the Sunday night church ser- for dear old Santa is on his way! Range disease and must be proved
—Clatter
so
outstanding
many
•
Box
war
features
rel.LtIrcieti•CI
t'V the
Corpo moved Monday from the Bud- fined to his room with a severe vice. Mr. Havens' subject in his
negative. No other county. state,
.
Lovett place to the Hugh Thomp- cold.
national law requires
or
own pulpit, will be. "The Shrewd
this.
•Cooking Top Lamp
es 'here,, it's neweat's
Mrs.. Orlander Miller and son. Fool." The 'service will begin at
Kentucky, and especially Calloway
•Automatic Time Signal
5°
.
n
Ntr
i.a and We Herbert
Miller Gerald, have gone to Detroit to 7:30.
the greatest Christmas gift value
county should feel honored in ,havn-laved recently from the Willie ,join their hushaad and lather.
•All-Porcelain Finish
ing this high quality milk which
The Sunday School. led by
your money can buy! A gift the
By E. H. Simmons, Age 12, et
Ruth Schereffius spent Wednes- Supt. R. la Wade, will begin at
Tatum place to the farm owned
Is the wo'rld's richest.
•Thennizer Well-Cooker
whole family can give or receive
Macedonia
School
day night with Iva Nell WilIcer- 9:30, Sunday morning.
by lairs. Minnie Bogard.
Young Craig has completed a
•Automatic Oven Heat Control
Dear „Santa Claus, find the little
--and enjoy for years to come. A
, ale Nice Bogard is visiting ir‘ sore.dairy barn which enables him to
The Young People's Society of
•Speed-Heat cooking units with
folks
Meals to a IX.cto: r
Mrs. Frank Paschall. Mrs. Neva Christian Enedavor. Of which Miss
•
.
.the
of
Ray
1.
1.-rne
Bagard
and
farnbrand new model at the lowest
Certified
sell
Grade
Raw
or
A
iiiendeco.
r.. -;
Who live across the sea—
5 speeds
Tapp. of Louisville. and Mrs. Bill Emma Sue Gibson is president.
flue Ev
Milk. Nothing has been spared
price in history for a Frigidaire
The homeless, frightened boys and
"rr
lOif.
•
Big
Twin-Unit
Gardner of Paducah. spent part of
Oven
in the construction of the buildmeet at 6:30 Sunday evening,
excess znitts.. Ito dopes,
girls.
with so many de luxe features.
last week with their mother aiid in the lyoung people's parlor
•High-Speed Broiler
ing to make it complete in every
`a
Wherever they may be.
plea.tazt table: s.
grandmother, Mrs. S. V. Miller.
detail.
The
combined
young people of
COME IN AND SEE IT,
sct.c-zuroonly beip. nature bnng
COME IN, SEE THIS BIG BARGAIN!
Mary Elizabeth arid .Bronda Sue the Methodist. Presbyterian, and
wekome
Robert is becoming nationally
• prizted ,
ir
aLtir.
.
....tee wrapped -Ood-se,"
Morton were -Monday night guests Christian Church will go Christmas There are no chimneys where they known. The Jersey Bulletin, a
acriad each p •11.1ure a/ •
tatty
adect
the
Heart
.o
- as an bzusedlata refazd of
hide,
n.,
rate nor •rt Wm• of Martha LAI(' Myers.
ta•
CtS4 t.n.ess you
weekly
magazine
caroling. Monday night. They *Ill
published in
anagieurIy sat.
er • - •r, t.
tte tr, rtget CORM.
No hearths where stockings wait.
isSed. You ha.e err r are
-.a-tIg to gain and
Billie Jew Hart. small son of start from the Presbyterian Chuath
an. asles to
Annapolis, Ind., in the November
nott.Lag to lest
•
I. ,s pontle• raona7
'They
scattered
may
be
in
an
hour-:senaMr.
and.
Mrs.
beak guarantee
Mitchell
Hart, has at 7 o'clock. This early date was
114ea
27 issue carried a column write- South Side Square
tram your
. • • r--tt r... It is.
truga:st today for aray 110e.
Please. Santa, don't be late!
56
Phone
been siek with A cold.
selected due to the Christmas holiup about his unusual record. They '
days which will begin at the end
They are remembering Christmases noted the fact "Probably this was lennuaannImenisnatienenkinnainannauliediaiadiraiddiadiash
dathe week.
A
.14 Of sale.aand happy years:
trateatartirelearanatartatillIWWICIPIETIOESSICaltalanaMPENPNWArialt
--;•-•The last Tea-Talk of the Vier
Sc
"
4 11414,1111"6.4lerroreeProin
will be hold Wednesday night iet But little children are so brave.
Sc
.
So quick to dry their tears.
The Concord Red Birds met the the home of the minister, at 7
Farrinagten five Friday night' and o'clock. All young people of cad- A single thought—a single gift,
4 were victorious by a score of 31 to lege and high school ages are ca.You must have one to spare:
• 17. The Birds' second team also dially invited.
Then Christmas joy will live again
Sc came through with a 16-10 .win.
In sad hearts over there.
Several 4-H clubs have heen orA
A We played Kirksey on their floor ganized in
Daviess
county:,
in
hill
Saturday
A
night and our first team
Oh Santa in your rounds tonight
A was defeated by the scores of 32- sections never before 'having 4f34
You need not think of-me
A
• M. The second team continued in groups.
If you'll find those dark places
Two hundred and fifty acres .of
Sc its winning ways and eeierged with
Where they wait so patiently.
• a 31-22 win. We willlalay Cuba Balbo rye have been seeded in
Clinton
county.
4 here Friday night and Tolu SaintIt may be,if _for one brief day
Knott county farmers are using
• day night. Come out and help us
Love lives and moves
A
100 tons per week of gzikund lime- Something of Christmas again.
A back the the team.
may abide
A
•te
We will dismiss for our Christ- stone.
To heal the hearts of men.
rnas holidays on December 20 and
will, return January 1. Everyone witspircircrw-cutriritireissimuirc
V
is looking forward to a very good
V
A vacation.
V
The three grade teachers, Miss
V
Clendenon, Mrs. Wilson and 'Mrs.
V
V
.4 Spiceland went to Gilbertsville
V
V
11
; "Tuesday to obaarve the TVA school
A there.
A
The grades ,are
preparinge-a.
A Christmas .prOgram to be girt.' ar
CELEBRATING THE
V
• the_ day before _ we dismiss -for
V
A Christrra,,
Ali
•
Sc
V
Sc
-r
cc
V
V
giving you
A
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To Dear Santa Claus
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IT'S GAY TIMES!
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.4mazUlf New /94/

PHILCO FARM RADIO

PHILCO

BIG VALUE

Give your

child a

Finer Tone ..
Greater Power!

CAREER

more stations clearly and
powerfully, with
this new 1941
"Philco! Priced arnaz•
ingly les' and costa
less to operate. No
wet batteries to pay
for and recharge ...
no wind chargers!
Sec end hear the
famous 1941 Pirko
Farm Radio now!

for Christmas
Whether your young.ter r;rr he
crime g the famous author, editor,
or ad-writer taat hi. Regal Portable ingaires him to Lea... the
knowledge of typing se gained
oi11 be • valuable asset in
scores of preilawi•sw in later life!

free gifts, special ea'sy terms, amazing
offers! Come in, while this sale lasts ...
see this Philco 280X and many other
money-saving Philco^ Jubilee Specials!

iicar
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Celebrating the 15 Millionth Philco with

V
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V
V
V
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•
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New 1941 Inventions!

WITH THIS
NEW
PHILCO

* NEW OVERSEAS WA
-BAND.
easict. stronger
.,;
* NEW BUILT-IN AMERICAN AND
OVERSEAS AERIAL SYSTEM.
Jcs.
znyu Inn. and play.

OP IATTRRY
COST AND
CUR tiP4Y
DRAIN I

* MORE TUBES FOR THE MONEY.
ELECTRIC PUSA-BUTTIONS.
* HANDSOMi WALNUT CABINET.

*

This is a grand season of the -year, the weather's
cool and crisp and there are so many things to do
... places tosgol-•Do them all in style, dresaed for
the occasion' and looking your Lest, in clothes that
Superior has reconditioned and cleaned.

PHONE 44

* MANY OTHER NEW FEATURES.

PHILCO 9SF
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Laundry 8g-Dry Cleaners
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EASY TERMS

Beautiful New

95 EASY TERMS

ELECTRIC CLOCK!
Biggest value
er offered in a
farm radio. Ca
yoursnow! Only
Srli•Csatatirri &tarry Elliott, use

Liberal Trade-in
Allowance

during our jubilee
Amazing offer . • . valuable Sessions
only' Cict this cClockPREE! Yours
Sale
self-startingElectri

Come in.,.LET US MAKE A fteCORC

it!
Philco. Don't miss
ith a new 1941

PI

OF YOUR VOICE! ONLY IOC

Make • record of your voice. Surprise youT
family Or friends. Mailed anywhere in U. S.

110WAR0 0.

Johnson-Fain„Appliance Co.

a
A
A

a
"Royal Types filers

since

South Side Court Square

1914"

Mayfield, Kentucky

3

•
;

✓

See

ROYAL PORTABLES

•

SUPERIOR

Cite year child a Royal Portable
for Christmas.
a standard
t)Ircwriter in portable size! Only
licasal has M 4G1( • Maegin.
Touch Control*. and a kcyhburd
identical uith that on a felleized
machine. Compiete with ca-o• and

New Push-Pull AridieSys.
tern and super-sensitive
Philco Speaker gibe you r
tremencieus power and the
finest., purest, tone you've
ever bean! Programs take
en new richness, new brilLance! Gorgeoas cabinei $A095
of graceful
design.

Murray, Kentucky
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Shower Compliments Bride-Elect
In Hardin

or

reach.

lit at
ch of

DOPE
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Copy f,,r this page should be imillfted 1344 blitm than InuesdaY
afternoon 41SOk

Mesdames R. IC Black, T. E.
Rellow, H. A. Lrssiter, M. H. Wits
and Miss Mary Gardner were
ho
es at a bridal shower cornpli
ling Miss Inez Phillips, at
lauw home in Hardin Thursthe
day afttirtioon.
A delightful social hour was enjoyed, sad g sandwich course was
served.
Present or
nding gifts were the
honorees and hostesses, Mrs. Ian
Erwin, Mrs. Edward Miller, Mrs.
Henry Gardner, Mrs. Will Norwood, Mrs. Edd Gardner, Mrs.
George Boaz, Murray; Mrs. Beatrice Phillips, Murray; Mrs. E. C.
Puckett,. Mrs. Redic Pace. Mrs.
Wayne Pace, Mrs. Joe Pace. Mrs.
taugaid Warren, Mrs. H. I.' Hughes,
him Clyde Youngblood, MS. J.
V. Alford, Mrs. Leonard Davenport, Mrs. W. T. M. Jones, Mrs.
Karl Johnston, Mrs. Henry Putman. Mrs. Mattie Miller, Mrs. L.
0. Miller, Mrs. G. 0. Pace. Mrs.
R. M. Gardner, Mrs. Wade Davis,
Mrs. Herman Cole, Mrs. Gaylon
Smith, Mrs. Jess Utley. Mrs. Ericl
Brown, Mrs. Annie Brown, Mrs.
H. C. Schucraft, Mrs. Albert Lee,
Mrs. Horace Warren, Mrs. Guy lirvan, Mrs. Melinda McGowan, Mrs.
F. G. Holland, Miss Lillian Kellow, Miss. Lucille Cathey, Miss Edna Willoughby, Miss Uldine Willoughby, and Miss Milodean McGowan.

Mr. and Mrs, B. Norman, Mr. and
Mrs. G. Holsapple, Mr. and Mrs.
S. D. Stewart, Miss Mae Fennel.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Elkins, Mr. and
Mrs. G. M. Thurman, Mr. and
Mrs. Buster Norman, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyde IvicCage, Nerene Fielder,
Mr. add Mrs. Charlie Stewart, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Barnett, Mr. S. L.
Canady, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Cunningham. Mr. and Mts. Bernie Adams
and daughter, Bobbie Nell, Mr.
and Mrs. Wes Norman, Mr. and
Mrs. Finis Hutchens, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Heath, Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Boggess.
• •
• •
Goshen Society Of Christbui
Service Meets December Third

.94Q,
AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 12, 1

part of this ,month and the couple
will reside in Irvine, Ky.
Mr. Carney, who has been manager of the Kentucky-Tennessee
Light office in Murray for the past
eleven years, has recently been
trisesferred to Irvine where he began his new duties the first of this
week.
•..• •
Wear-Hebn Class Has Party
Mrlday Evening

ley. Mrs. Fred Shultz and Mrs.
Dewey Ragsdale, accompanied by
Mrs. McElrath at the piano, sang
a duet appropriate to the Christmas
season.
Gifts were brought by each member to be used in the Christmas
cheer work which is annually the
custom of the class,
There were 53 present.

is the Woman's Club house in corn- IA dainty tea course was served.
A program of Christmas music
pliment to Mrs. Wells Overby. The
holiday motif was developea in the I was presented by Mrs. L. J. Hor'decorations. The mantle was bank- tin and Mrs. W. S. Swann, with
ad with Christmas greens inter- Mrs. Hall Hood at the piano.
spersed with poinsettias, red tapers
Out-of-town guest were Mrs. B.
and colored lights, while a blue B. Hall, Mrs. W. H. Crowder and
and silver tree, sparkling with lights Miss Ladonna Weaver of Mayfield,
and laden with gifts was the focal Mrs. Hugh Gingles and Mrs. Virgie
point of the decorations. The tea Clark of Kirksey.
table was spread with a lace cloth,
Page 5, Sec. I
and the centerpiece was a mirror Additional Society,
Party Compliments Mrs. Overby
plaque encircled with Christmas
Jefferson county farmers met at
Mrs. W. S. Swan, Mrs. J. R. Oury, greens on which rested a huge red
to observe
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. E. S. celophane bow and bunches of sil- the Ardmore orchard
cider
Diuguid, Jr., were co-hostesses at ver grapes. Red tapers burned irt the roadside selling of fruit,
a lovely party Saturday afternoon silver holders around the mirror. and apple butter.

The Wear-Helm Bible class of the
First Christian Church met in the
•••
church parlor for its annual Christmas party Friday evening, Dec. 6.
Ill., Saturday, November 30, at 12
Rowlett-Sittmas Wedding In
Miss Emma Helm, Mrs. M. D.
noon.
Holton, Mrs. John Clopton, Mrs.
Solemnized lteetnnber M
J. It. Oury, and Mrs. Whayne feaThe ceremony as performed-by
Miss
rdna
Rene
Rowlette,
tured a program of Christmas storyoung(' ri“ughter of Mr. and Mrs. justice pf the Peace George .7. Gorr.,
ies, poems. etc. Christmas songs
The Goshen Society of Chris- heightened the spirit of the oc0 it•siett,Af Highland Park, atilt in Toledo, Ohio.
tian service met Tuesday after- casion.
Mich '!k-c..
e bride of August
The only attendants wirWilriait
noon, December 3, at 2 o'clock at
Edwiu
son of • Mr. and Mabel Cox and Mr. Ross Clitint.
During the business session the
the home of Mrs. Emma Harding. following officers for the coming
Mrs. Eu itattman, of Metropolis, biers.
There were four members and one year were elected: president, Mrs.
visitor
present. Mrs. Kothryne C. H. Redden; vice president, Mrs.
Walker, president, was in charge John Clopton; secretary-treasurer,
of the meeting.
7
Mrs. B. B. Wear; teachers, Miss
The meeting opened with the Ruby Wear and Miss Emma Helm.
worKing. "Oh, Zion Haste. The
•
Contests and exchange of gifts
ship program was given with all formed a pleasant diversion of the
•
p
t taking part. Mrs. bonnie social hour.
gave a discussion on "In- 'A pretty party plate was served
vesting Our Heritage." The ses- to members and the
following !
sion closed with a prayer by Mrs. guests: Mrs. W. E. King of MemKathryne Walker.
phis, Mrs. A. V. Havens,.Mrs. R. P.
• • • • •
Holland and Mrs. Ira Morgan.
Mrs. Ryan is Hostess
Mrs. Farmer is Club Hostess
All Sunburst pasteurized milk is produced on
Mrs. Joe Ryan entertained neighnine approved, specially equipped dairy farms.
Mrs. Jack Farrner was hostess
• • • • •
borhood friends with a "doughnut"
These farms are under the direct supervision of the
party on Wednesday afternoon of Friday afternoon to members of
Mr. And Mrs. Norman Honored
last week. An informal afternoon her bridge club and an additional
County Health Department and are inspected
With Household Shower
was enjoyed and consee and daugh- guest. Mrs. Marshall Berry. The
regularly by the County Inspector, also by State
game was played at three tables,
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Norman were nuts were served.
and TVA Inspectors.
Those present were Mrs F B. and the prize for high score was
honored with a househould shower.
awarded
Mrs. Berry and second
recently at the home of Mr. and Outland, Mrs. Jake Gardner. Mrs.
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.. Miss Mary high to Mrs. E. J. Beale.
Every peon handling milk on these farms
Mrs. Wilson Garrison.
The hostess served a delightful
Many useful gifts were received Shipley, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr
must pass, at regular intervals, a complete physical
plate at the conclusion of
uy the honorees. After the gifts Mrs. Katherine Kirk, Mrs. Ed Fit- salad
examination given by Dr. Outland, County Health
the
game
were opened the guests enjoyed beck, Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. Ed
officer.
refreshments of cake, fruit salad.. Frank Kirk, Mrs. George Gatbi.. Euzelia.n Class Has Annual
Mrs. Godfrey, little Misses Jennie
and coffee,
Christmas Party
and Edwina Kirk.
The cows on these farms are tested regularly
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Sue Stubblefield
• • • •.
J. D. Geurin, Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Members Of the Euzelian class of
T. B. and Bangs.
Sew and So Club
the First Baptist Church met for
Mrs. Bennie
Geurin, Mr. and
Is Eatertained
thair annual Christmas party MonGeurin. Mr. and Mrs. Bub GarFrequent samples of milk is taken from each
land and son. Franklin, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Parkins was hostess Fri- day evening at the home of the
farm by the County Inspector and sent to the State
teacher,
Mrs. Barber McElrath.
Heath.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Wr/ma
day evening to members of the
Laboratory and tested for purity.
A beantiful covered dish supper at
Lemon Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. W. Sew and So Club. A business sesA. Norman, Mr. and Mrs. Otis sion was held and names were was enlipeci. The table held a cenWe also test the milk daily in our own modern
Eldridge. Mr. and Mrs. Clovis drawn for the exchange of gifts at terpiece of tiny reindeer and ChristByerly, Mrs. Dola Belle Salyer and the next meeting which will be a mas trees resting on a mirror
laboratory.
plaque, and the appointments at
daughters, Joyce and Cora Belle, Christmas party.
Refreshments were served to Mrs. small tables thrAighout the rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Artelle Norman,.- Mrs.
The milk from these approved dairy farms is
Ruihie Canady, Mr. and Mrs. Free- Carnie Hendon, Mrs. Hub Dunn, repeated the Christmas motif.
Miss Lillian Waiters entertained
received at our plant in a Grade A receiving room
man Garrison and daughter, Hilda Mrs. Freed Cotham, ,Mrs. 0. B.
distinctly separate from that part of our plant
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Garri- Boone, Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Mrs. with several piano select.Ins and
clever
stunts and gases were under
son and son Glen Thomas and Max Churchill, Mrs. Ardell Knight,
where we receive regular commercial milk used
the direction of Mrs. Eugene Shipand Mrs. Joe .Houston.
Geurin,
M.
James,
Billie
grandson,
in making dried milk.
• • •• •
C. Geurin, Jr., Calvin Hall, J. T.
Garrison. Wilma Gene and Macil Stitch and Chatter Club
Every precaution is ;aken by us to insure a
Holds Meeting
Brown Thompson, Loreda Eldridge,
Grade A supply of raw milk which is made doubly
Jackie Byerly, Preston Harmon,
Mrs.
Charlie Hale was hostess to
Richard Lassiter: Charlie Lassiter. the Stitch and
safe by being pasteurized and bottled in our plant
Chatter Club last
Pittman,
Canady,
Hupert
Macon
mamilk
modern
equipped with the latest, most
Thursday afternoon at' her home on
Cassel Garrison. Mildred Elkins, North 6th street.
chinery.
Velma Wynn, Ledora Garrison, Mr.
Needlework was enjoyed, and
and Mrs. Ruble Norman.
plans were made for a Christmas
Mr.
gifts
were
Those sending
party to be held on December 19 at
and Mrs. J. L. Lassiter, Mr. and the home of Mrs. Carl Kingins. A
Mrs. Aubry Willoughby, Mr. and pretty party plate was served by
Cordis Cunningham, Mrs. the hostess.
Mrs.
•• • •
John Smith, 'Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Inez Phillips and Earl Daily '
Perry Hendon, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Are Wed Saturday Morning
Garland, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hale,
,Miss Inez Phillirls, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Reed, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. J. R. Phillips, of Hardin, formTom Steele, Mrs. Burtie Roberts, erly of Murray, and Earl Daily.
Roberts, Miss Merle son of Mr. and Mrs. P.'M. Daily,
Miss Pay
Kimbro, Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thur- of Warren, Ohio, were quietly marman, Mr. and Mrs. Cullie Steele, ried in the study of Dr. S. P. MarOne Garrison, Hubert Garrison, tin, Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
'The single-ring ceremony
was
reed by Dr. Martin in the presrce
of the couple and their only atUsers say that good
tendants. Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Boaz.
SENTRY COAL, properly
of Murray.
The bride chose for the occasion
fired, saves as much
a soldier blue dress, with slue velas SO% over other
vet turban. She wore a corsage of
fuels. Try a load of
red rosebuds. Mrs.,Boaz wore a
SENTRY COAL.today-the
dress and turban Of turquoise, and
modern fuel for Furcorsage of pink rbsebuds.
-• nace,Stove or Stoker.
Immediately following the wed*
ding, a,brief reception and wed-ding dinner was held at the home
of the bride. The young couple
left Saturday night on'their honeymoon, which will include a tour
• through the northern states.
For all of your gift list,
The bride is a graduate of Ashthinnirst of enduring
land, Ky., High School, and attended Murray State College. She was
gifts of jewelry! No
active in music and dramatics, havother -gifts quite as well carry with
ing roles in "The Women" and "The
them the assurance that they were
Vagabond King". She was a memchosen with care and thoughtfulness!
ber of the girls' quartet, A Capella
Choir and Chorus.
Daily is a graduate of Harding
yr
special
For that
High School. in Warren, where he
stirred in football. He later at,name on your gift list—
tended Youngstown College. He is
no other gift can equal
now employed as salesman with
a truly fine timepiece —aGruen, the
VERI.THIN -11.1
the Brainard Steele Corporation.
.
15E
vino THIN SINNER
Precision watch. Yet,today,you can buy
IS lacroll, Pill or villas
15 jewels Pint Or toys.
At present the couple will be at
pal Idle& Sedalia back.
told 1111rd, Goildila kick
a Gruen Watch for as little as $24 75!
home in Warren.

Facts About Our
Milk Supply
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ELECTRIC
MIXERS
$595 up

.
44
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Murray Milk Products

COMPANY
Murray, Ky.
elephone 191
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Mrs. Minnie Smith, of 216 Hale
street. Mayfield, has announced the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Pauline, to
Robert Carney, of Murray. The
wedding will take place the latter

) A
A

'
•

'•

ELECTRIC
TOASTER
98c up
Electric COFFEE MAKER
Ono

of

the nicest home gifts of all

$295
A WIDE GIFT SELECTION AT WESTERN AUTO

!A

Gifts for the Auto

Auto Radio $19
Seat Covers . 98c
Safety Tires $4.94 up
Auto Heater $4.95 up
Battery . . $2,59 ex.
Dual Horns $3.95
Fog Light *1.35

!A
W.

!it

Pauline Smith to Wed
Robert Carney

it

A
A
A

98c up

*-400-6-010re-401

:I

'I'

ELECTRIC IRONS
Standard size, rustless chromium

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.
HEADQUARTERS for planes
of all shapes. sizes! This one,
t5c
10 inches long, for

Telephone 64

WESTERN FLYER

BIKES
$22.95

15 k
A

A
A

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUbKY
HOME

A
A
CHARLOTTE
15 jawrdc Pink ar vats
/100 Idled 51010111 back.

VER1 THIN 1101111a
1 Ilawol Proolilor flak
N' hollow told filled

6404141.-°-4410r-0-141101=411111-•--00L-0-010eq-410*-9-10Nr•-10N,
Use

- NAGEL & MEYER

LOOKS LIKE a real tractor!
Treaded rulSber belts over
movable wheels. In red __ 49c

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

A

KENTUCKY
HOTEL

Our Lay-Away or Extended Payment Plan

DOLLS

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write

Mt

TURNER MILAM,

Manager

Si

HERE'S A DANDY building
set with small motor to make
things really work ___ 89c up

,

rirk

•

'

A.T. CRAWFORD
W.0
ROOKON kr2A4 ki.ti

for Reservations

Electric Train
$3.95

•
• Western Auto Associate Store
All Sizes- All Prices

1865 - DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY - 1940
Paducah, Ky.
d & Broadway
GIFTS FROM Y.BUR JEWELER ARE 6TITS AT THEIR BEST

A

1.

NIX CRAWFORD
W.*W.*i0Aii

•
•

COPY FADED
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J. E. LITTLETON CO

Opteme

-

Murray, Kentucky
A

It's Fun To Give ... Isn't It? Every year at this time
we watch hundreds of people shopping . . . it's a wonderful sight. The thing that makes it so wonderful is
that each of these shoppers is out to make somebody
happy . . . selecting with care and consideration. You
can tell it's fun to give by that. .. and by the way they
act and look.

41: \
111111;111111114

•
A

••

J. E. Littleton Company likes to see all these Santas
come . . . not only because we're in business, but also
because we feel that we can do a real service and share
in the happiness that Christmas brings. We are glad
that we're able to offer gifts that will please . at the
price each individual can afford to pay . .. we will be
glad to serve you,

I,

pe LINENS

Pure Linen
Gift Hankies

A

Box of Three

:A
A

25c up

For every woman on :..ur
list . . . pure linen hankies!
Large size, handrolled .
in
spoke border, appestat!
broidered and initialed
-IL ix
White, pastels
31t
All Gift

!ilk

GIFTS FOR THE BEDROOM

Cough,

Housecoats

Mr:1,1'am

PLEASE THE.

i
l ft -4...
7

;V:
kr:
ge.
X.
ff.
V.:
6.:
C.

Women just adore hpusecoats
.
comfortable, in attractive
colors. They anxiously await the
' time when (Ile Santa might drop
one down the chintney. 'So men ...
take a, tip.... . Give the wife, sister,
mothQr. daughter, or girl friend one
of these exquisitely tailored house11:a r rn
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IfE 'lump downy comforters
a grand home gift! Lighlvt
'eight wv
le yet *warm! Beautifully bound in rayon-satin. Part-wool filled.:
% Solids, reversibles. Single, doable size. Our line a all-wool:
ir blankets, and cotton ones in gay color; add to the charm of vww
.
w
..1 any bedroom.
w
w
$18

LE

•

BREAKFAST SETS TOO.. . For "sruteks" . . Matching cloth, napkins in prints, stripes, colored t.,rder
I.
types. Part Linen.

98c to $'650

Bedspreads

Dress up your bedroom this Xmas with a
beautiful tufted Chenille or a very nice
quality bedspread. Choose from our big
I collection of single, double, sizes with
floral, chevron designs. Deep pastels,
A
a combinations.
•

$198 up
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TOWEL GIFTS ARE IDEAL!
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He Wants
More Shi▪rts

2
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From the vainest man that ever A
walked the streets to the meekest
one, they are all alike . . . they
want a vast shirt assortmentThen
.
here's a tip to- the. ladies . . For
the'man on your list, select shirts
from our grand assortment, in all
colors and sizes, individually boxed
to make the ideal gift.

a
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A

That personalized,gift of hosiery i
will delight any lady's heart, and A
our wide selection and expsct X
-advice, plus gift wrapping, makes f
it deltghtful shopping here.
'A
A

A
98C

to $195

She'd Love GLOVES!
The luxury gloves all women covet—never have enough of! Soft, soft
suedes, floe kidskins. calf and pigskin gloves . . in fact lovely gloves for
every woman on your list! Choose from classics, one-button shorties,
plus costume gloves cleverly shirred, tucked
4-6-and 8-button lengths
with newest details! Black, white, beige, vivid new colors.

50c up .
.
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$149 to $1095
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GAY PRINTED LUNCHEON SETS ... Bright florals,
stripes, on white or colored grounds.
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DINNER CLOTHS ... For the holiday table
_trous wilite damask cloths. Floral or scroll de-4ns.
e.arge dinner size.

MISS OR MRS.

k:
Li

I- .

Give your favorite hostess tor yourself) linens this
Christmas! Choose from our beautiful dinner, luncheon, breakfast sets . . . all gift priced.

2
2

MOST PETITE
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